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Abstract 
 
The financial reporting world has recently faced a number of changes due to the impact 
of the Internet. Today, the revolution in business communication is accelerating and 
more data is being shared by a large number of participant users, aside from the 
company’s internal management, including: clients, business partners, financial market 
analysts, investors and government regulators. These changes have led to the 
development of eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL), which is an open-
source Internet-based financial reporting language. 
XBRL is an extension of eXtensible Markup Language (XML) that provides machine-
readable tags for each individual data element in each financial statement. XBRL is 
likely to be used as a platform that offers universal standards for defining business 
information. XBRL can ease the preparation, analysis, and exchange of business 
information along each part of financial reporting supply chain and across companies 
around the world. It can also increase the efficiency for all related users of business 
data.  
This study has analysed the accuracy of XBRL outputs by conducting a literature 
review and by checking the accuracy of the real company XBRL filing submissions that 
are published publicly. This study has found that there were many errors in these public 
XBRL documents that were caused either through a few basic common errors or from 
mistakes in related financial information. Therefore, this study has aimed to discover 
any possible causes of errors in XBRL filings. It has also aimed to find a way to detect 
those errors. Consequently, this study conducted a semantic checking system that aimed 
to detect XBRL errors and so enhance the accuracy of financial statements. 
To develop the semantic checking system, the results of an error finding analysis were 
combined, filtered, and classified into each category of errors, including the integration 
of accounting, business, and technology knowledge to fulfil the system. A process flow 
for the semantic checking system was created to help understand both the method and 
the rule. The rules were then set up to determine the different aspect of errors, which 
had a different method to manage and reduce errors. The semantic checking system was 
created in terms of the information specification of the XBRL filings. The system was 
designed to be more practical for the users by presenting the relationship between the 
real data and accounting practice. Moreover, a prototype was produced and the case 
study method was applied to prove the development of the system. This step was able to 
ensure the accuracy of the semantic checking system. 
Finally, this semantic checking system has been shown to improve the accuracy of 
XBRL filings. It also emphasises the importance of employing XBRL preparers who are 
aware of all of the possible issues that may arise while preparing an XBRL-based filing 
submission. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1. Research Background 
A financial report is a formal record of the financial activities of a business, person, or 
other entities. The process of producing a financial report starts by gathering all of the 
business transactions, which are then processed by calculating, summarising, or 
classifying the data. The financial information is then ready for the users to prepare as 
financial statements, which are published in a variety of formats based on the 
participants’ requirements. All of the relevant financial information is presented in a 
structured manner in either a mandatory or in an internal format, which are called the 
financial statements. They typically include: a statement of financial position (balance 
sheet), a statement of comprehensive income (income statement), a statement of 
changes in equity, and a statement of cash flow (cash flow statement).  
Although most companies are forced by their regulators to disclose their financial 
statements to the public as a minimum requirement for increasing transparency in 
financial reporting, they are not strictly forced to adopt a standard output form for those 
statements. Therefore, a number of different kinds of output forms are produced and 
published for the use of external parties, including a variety of output file formats (e.g. 
.xls from Microsoft Excel, .pdf from Adobe Acrobat, or .txt from text files). Many 
business people use the figures from financial statements to make a decision, either for 
internal or external purposes. However, the users cannot instantly make a comparison 
between the figures of one company and another if their financial statement files are not 
prepared in, or cannot be extracted to, the same format. Moreover, using different 
formats means that the financial figures sometimes need to be manually input into new 
formats. This makes it easy to produce inaccurate information. Consequently, manually 
inputting data is likely to be less reliable. Therefore, the choice of output format of these 
financial statements is of significant importance.  
The recent rapid growth of the Internet and the rise of globalisation have meant that 
many companies no longer run their business in their own country alone. Many 
companies have expanded globally by opening branches, establishing subsidiaries, or by 
investing in joint ventures with affiliated companies. Although the preparation of 
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financial reports is not the concern of one regulatory authority alone, financial reports 
should be based on established accounting standards. Some countries apply the 
International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS), although others use their own local 
accounting standard. Consequently, statutory financial reporting across countries may 
vary tremendously due to the differences in accounting standards. Nevertheless, most 
companies have an accounting system to organise their business data, although not all 
companies use the same accounting system. There are a number of vendors who provide 
accounting systems that are developed on different platforms or architectures using a 
variety of computer programming languages. The dissimilarity in accounting standards 
and accounting systems means that data outputs are also built in a variety of formats. 
Additionally, the increasing demands that are being placed on financial reports require 
an increase in the complexity of financial reporting, especially for international 
comparison.  
The need and importance of being able to exchange financial data has led to the 
evolution of the reporting system called eXtensible Business Reporting Language 
(XBRL), which has been widely adopted since its introduction (O'Kelly, 2010; Reyes, 
Rodríguez, & Dolado, 2007). XBRL is an open technology standard that has been 
developed by using an Extensible Markup Language (XML) base in order to eliminate 
the previous problems of exchanging financial information output. For example, none of 
the previous systems were based on the same file format; they included Microsoft 
Excel, web formats, HTML, or even paper-based formats. The development of XBRL 
has provided a number of benefits in the preparation, analysis, and communication of 
financial information. With XBRL-formatting, anyone who requires using, access, or 
redesigning business data for any purpose can directly find a figure and compare 
financial statements across a variety of industries or companies around the world. 
Since it was first developed, XBRL has become adopted as an emerging technology 
standard. In 2009, the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) 
arranged a survey of the technology initiative priorities and their impact on their 
organisations from the point of view of AICPA’s members. One of the top ranking 
technology initiatives was to improve data integration to accelerate business decision 
making. AICPA subsequently raised the demand for readily available information that 
each system can use to communicate to with each other (AICPA, 2009b). In terms of 
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accounting education, XBRL is relatively high ranking in the study of Accounting 
Information Systems (AIS). 
XBRL has been widely researched following its introduction in 1998 and its subsequent 
adoption by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (US SEC) in 2005. 
A review of the previous research papers shows that accuracy is the most important 
issue that should be addressed to promote the efficiency of XBRL. Some researchers 
have revealed that there were multiple errors occurring in the submitted XBRL filings 
that they examined (Bartley, Chen, & Taylor, 2009; Boritz & No, 2008). From a 
business perspective, the reliability and accuracy of financial information is extremely 
significant because it has an influence on decision making (either operating or 
investing) in the business. Consequently, this research project aims to develop a method 
to detect these errors so that they can be corrected before submission and publication to 
related users. The level of checking will help to improve the efficiency of financial 
reporting by reducing the errors and increasing the accuracy of the reporting. Moreover, 
the quality of XBRL will be enhanced by the checking system in this study.  
 
1.2. Research Aim and Objectives 
Financial statements help the management to better communicate its financial 
information to the users. They also help the management in their decision making. 
Therefore, the preparation of financial statements aims to organise financial 
information, including an improvement of the disaggregation of the accounting data. As 
previously mentioned, XBRL supports the presentation of financial statements and 
promotes the exchange of financial information. XBRL is internationally considered to 
be a new project; therefore, this study will explore the issues that are related to XBRL, 
especially the accuracy of financial statements that are published in XBRL.  
The main aims of this research are to investigate the errors affecting the accuracy of 
XBRL outputs and to develop a semantic checking based method to improve the 
accuracy of financial statements before submission to the data consumers.  
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The objectives of this research are: 
• To identify the errors that have occurred in XBRL filings, both from the literature 
and case studies; 
• To develop a semantic checking system by defining a conceptual framework and 
creating a list of checking rules; and,  
• To examine and evaluate the semantic checking system by developing a prototype of 
the system and using the case studies method. 
The first and second objectives were achieved in Chapters 2 and 3 by reviewing the 
research papers and related contents about XBRL to gain an understanding of the XBRL 
process, including the finding of errors in XBRL outputs. This aims to achieve the third 
research objective, which is described in Chapters 4 and 5. The fourth objective is 
achieved in Chapter 6 by applying the case studies to examine the development of the 
semantic checking system. 
 
1.3. Research Method 
XBRL has recently been adopted as a standard for the exchange of financial information 
by regulators in many countries, although a dissimilarity of taxonomy and an inferiority 
complex of technologies under XBRL are still not eliminated for the end users. As 
previously stated, this study will develop a semantic checking system that will be a 
system that further study can embed in the mechanism of XBRL. Therefore, at the end 
of this project, a semantic checking system will be proposed and developed by 
integrating accounting, business and technological knowledge. Furthermore, the rules 
inside an XBRL semantic checking system are developed to increase the accuracy to the 
financial statements. This system will help to inspect XBRL documents in view of 
calculations or extensions. It is expected that the adopted framework or model can 
facilitate an XBRL system that is more efficient and accurate, and able to encourage the 
least level of human involvement in the system.  
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Constructive research approach is problem solving method through the creation of the 
semantic checking framework and related checking rules. This research begins by using 
a review of the related literature and the case study method to identify errors in XBRL 
output. This study constructs a new framework, a semantic checking system, which is 
then developed to detect these XBRL errors so that they can be corrected before 
submission to the consumers of the financial statement. The research method that is 
used in this study can be divided into five main phases, as follows: 
a) Study and understand XBRL data filing. This phase is used to discover how the 
XBRL system works, including the topic of data quality. 
b) Investigate and find issues relating to XBRL data filing. This phase will review 
all of the related works about XBRL to find any issues that may cause an 
inaccuracy in the financial statements. The public published of financial statements 
in form of XBRL were obtained and selected to inspect the undetectable by other 
researchers. 
c) Develop a semantic checking system. Together with the previous processes, this 
stage will construct a semantic checking system. The main financial statements 
(such as balance sheet and income statement) are the focus of this study. The cause 
of errors will be brought into consideration and used to create rules to detect errors. 
d) Perform test cases with a prototype. A test case will be developed based on 
XBRL data to find the sources of any problems and to prove that the checking 
system can be used to increase the accuracy of the data. Benbasat et al. (1987) 
asserted that case studies are suitable for the exploration, classification, and 
hypothesis development stages of the knowledge building process. Moreover, the 
prototype will be constructed to be a tool for evaluating an achievement of the 
semantic checking system. 
e) Summarise the results. In the final stage, the findings and results will be identified 
and concluded together with a mention to a future work. 
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1.4. Importance and Contribution of the Proposed Research Project 
This research project will make contributions to the extant research. This research will 
contribute to the quality facts within XBRL instance documents by providing a list of 
checking rules and guidelines. Furthermore, there is the possibility of enforcing 
semantic logic from the time of the data input to the time of generating the finished 
document. This research proposes to develop a mainly semantic checking system that is 
used to support and improve the accuracy of XBRL instance documents. Moreover, it is 
expected that many companies will be able to use the results of this research to produce 
XBRL instance documents without many types of errors being introduced. It will also 
help to utilise the exchangeability of data across a variety of software applications or 
across web-based applications. Moreover, it may also be used as a tool in data 
integration, consolidation and in the preparation of internal and external reporting.  
The output of XBRL (i.e. an instance document) enables the automatic exchange and 
reliable extraction of financial information in all technologies and across all software 
formats because it is portable and able to be used in a wide variety of software 
packages. Therefore, the efficiency and accuracy of XBRL instance documents will 
help to drive the transparency of financial reporting. It will also develop more reliable 
financial information for all participants (especially investors). Consequently, users of 
business data (i.e. investors, analysts and regulators) stand to benefit greatly from 
XBRL because they use it as a helpful analysis tool (Romeo, Parrino, & Bell, 2008). 
XBRL will not only generate better quality reports for external recipients, it will also 
create a better internal reporting environment. When XBRL is used correctly, it changes 
the appearance and improves the delivery mechanism for financial statements, although 
it does not change any of the meaning.  
XBRL is a major new tool that many business people use to evaluate the healthiness of 
the company. Furthermore, XBRL can provide many other tangible benefits for 
companies. This current research project will work on a business idea together with 
technology to help unlock the potential and provide greater efficiency for XBRL. 
Additionally, the contributions also enhance the confidence of users and reduce 
uncertainty of accuracy of the financial information. This will help to promote corporate 
governance and reduce the problems of economic downturns. Furthermore, it will also 
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be able to serve all of the gradual growth rate requirements from users who require 
business data to be available at anytime that they need it, anywhere they are, and on any 
of the devices that they have. In the longer term, the constraints of preparing and 
presenting financial statements will be realised and XBRL will be proposed as a 
substitute that is able to make all of the users feel more comfortable when using 
financial information. Moreover, XBRL can help to easily spot a business problem in a 
few days, rather than in a few months. Therefore, this research project will not only 
specifically improve the accuracy of XBRL documents but it will also enlighten the 
XBRL process by combining accounting and technology knowledge to all participants. 
 
1.5. The Structure of this Thesis 
This introductory chapter has presented the research objectives, research methods, and 
the importance of this research. The next six chapters will provide a literature review of 
XBRL, identification of the issues, the findings, and the solution of this research.  
Chapter 2 focuses on an overview of financial business reporting in order to get an 
understanding of the process of preparing financial reports, to review the related 
participants, and to point out the significant types of financial reports. Additionally, the 
concept of XBRL is described in order to understand the underlying technologies of 
XBRL, including the rationale to implement XBRL. In addition, this chapter explains 
how XBRL works before conducting an analysis in the third chapter.  
Chapter 3 assesses the issues of using XBRL. This chapter reviews all of the related 
aspects of XBRL and then identifies issues for further discussion. Any problems will be 
raised for further study. An analysis of the findings will be conducted to provide a 
context and to develop a framework in the fourth chapter. 
Chapter 4 provides the solution of this research: a development of semantic checking 
system for XBRL, which is addressed and explained. This chapter starts by studying the 
significant criterions to use for checking and proving the accuracy of the instance 
documents. It will then suggest methods to improve the accuracy of XBRL instance 
documents, including checking procedures. Chapter 4 also provides the substantial basis 
for the construction of the semantic checking system.  
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Chapter 5 provides detailed checking guidance for the semantic checking system 
including the prototype of the system. This is important because it explains in more 
detail what is needed to address the problem of errors and to understand what 
consequences the errors may have in XBRL documents. 
Chapter 6 proves the completed semantic checking system while the case studies are 
selected to apply to the system. The real XBRL instance documents are used as case 
studies and they are applied to evaluate the semantic checking system.  
Lastly, the final chapter delivers the conclusions and makes suggestions for further 
research. 
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All of the related incoming financial data is gathered and recorded into the company’s 
general ledger which is the main accounting book or database. After which, they are 
processed by using manual systems or computer systems to generate financial 
statements. Although each company uses a different method to record their data, the 
final data must be the same in the production of financial statements. Most companies 
basically start from a trial balance, after which the data is summarised and interpreted in 
order to produce a statement of comprehensive income and a statement of the 
company’s financial position. These two statements are used as the preliminary 
information for all internal and external users to apply when making decisions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-1 Accounting Flow (Adapted from (Kieso, Weygandt, & Warfield, 2010), 
p.86) 
 
The Financial Reporting Supply Chain Architecture (FRSC) is an enterprise wide 
reporting process that has been developed to understand the way that information moves 
through the financial reporting process. The FRSC delivers data to both internal and 
external participants. The FRSC is defined by XBRL International, which is a not-for-
profit consortium of over six hundred companies and agencies worldwide who work 
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together to build, promote and support the adoption of the XBRL language (which was 
explained in more detail in the next section). The FRSC process shows that one 
standardised set of financial data can be used to generate multiple reports, which 
ensures the satisfaction and needs of both business and regulators. The major elements 
of FRSC are shown in Figure 2-2.  
 
 
Processes 
 
 
 
 
Participants 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-2 Financial reporting supply chain architecture (XBRL International) 
 
The outputs are used by both internal and external participants for a variety of purposes 
(which is explained in Figure 2-3). The process of financial reporting starts from 
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a wide range of business analyses, which are helpful to external users for many 
purposes (as shown in Figure 2-3). Moreover, a number of software vendors provide 
software to manage the many different forms of business transactions. This software is 
able to produce financial reports as needed. 
 
Figure 2-3 Examples of the internal and external users of financial statements 
Financial statements are used by different users for multiple purposes. The various 
internal and external users are classified with details of a purpose to use financial 
information as follows: 
• Managers are a primary user group who use the financial statements to monitor 
and evaluate their firms’ performance compared that of their competitors. They also use 
financial statements to communicate with external investors and to help judge which 
financial policies they should follow. In addition, they weigh up the potential of an 
acquisition of new businesses as part of their investment strategy. 
• Shareholders have an ownership interest in the company. Financial information 
helps them to make decisions about raising funds, finance operating activities, and 
running businesses, both in the short and long term. 
• Bankers use the financial statements in deciding whether or not to give or extend 
loans to clients, as well using them to determine the loan’s terms. 
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• Securities analysts use financial statements to rate and value companies in order to 
give an informed recommendation to their clients. 
• Investors use financial statements as a basis for valuing and analysing how well 
the companies perform for the purpose of probable buyouts, mergers, and acquisitions. 
• Government and regulators control and determine whether the company’s 
financial statements comply with the regulations and laws to ensure that they are 
allowed to sell stock publicly to public companies, especially when considering ongoing 
concerns about the sustainability of these companies. 
• Academic and research communities will mainly require financial data to 
analyse, support, and conclude their research topic. 
• Software vendors and developers bring financial data to develop and enhance 
their existing products to support all end users. 
Consequently, it is not surprising that there is a huge demand for the information 
gathered in financial statements. It is also not surprising that there are many appropriate 
structures of financial statements for the use of management and other information 
consumers. Indeed, it is remarkable that all of those involved in the financial reporting 
supply chain are a critical group mainly looking for quality and reliability of financial 
information. Consequently, the process to create the output must in each step provide 
accurate information for those involved in supplying or using financial data, including a 
standard presentation for the financial statements.   
 
2.1.2. Types of Financial Statements 
A financial statement is a document reporting a company’s financial information about 
its performance and resources. Moreover, the financial statement is a report that 
communicates financial and nonfinancial information to users of that report. The 
objective of general purpose financial reporting that is identified by IASB states that: 
To provide financial information about the reporting entity that is useful to 
existing and potential investors, lenders and other creditors in making 
decisions about providing resources to the entity. (IASB, 2010) 
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The IASB’s objective draws attention to the importance of financial information. Useful 
information should be prepared for related users when decision-making. Therefore, at 
first glance, the comprehensive reports of a company’s performance that disclose 
relevant information are provided, basically, in the standard form of financial 
statements. The main aim is to present the company’s financial position and another aim 
is to show how well the company is performing. The primary financial statements are 
listed in Table 2-1: 
Table 2-1 Definition and example of items of major financial statements 
Name of 
Statement  
Time  Purpose of the Report  Example of Items  
Statement of 
Comprehensive 
Income (Income 
Statement) 
Interval  Shows how profitable the 
company has been during the time 
interval shown in the statement's 
heading.  
 
• Revenue 
• Cost of Sales 
• Administrative 
expenses  
Statement of 
Financial 
Position 
(Balance Sheet) 
At a 
specific 
point in 
time  
Reports the amount of a 
company's assets, liabilities, and 
of a stockholder’s (or owner’s) 
equity.  
 
• Cash 
• Inventories 
• Property, Plant and 
Equipment  
Statement of 
Changes in 
Equity 
At a 
specific 
point in 
time  
Provides insight when changing 
into a company's ownership. 
 
• Common shares 
• Profit (loss) of the 
period 
Statement of 
Cash Flows  
Interval  Shows how a company’s cash 
amount has changed during the 
time interval shown in the 
statement’s heading.  
 
• Receipts from sales of 
goods and rendering 
of services 
• Dividends paid  
A statement of financial position is reported at a single moment in time, unlike a 
statement of comprehensive income or a statement of cash flows that are reported 
during a period, such as: daily, weekly, a month, three months, five weeks, or a year. 
For the rest of this thesis the typical name of a statement was used, for example: 
‘balance sheet’ is used instead of ‘a statement of financial position’, an ‘income 
statement’ is used for ‘a statement of comprehensive income’, and a ‘cash flow 
statement’ is used for ‘a statement of cash flow’. 
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Publishing information in PDF file format means that the user can only view the file on 
screen or print it out; the user has a limited ability to extract and modify the data for 
analysis. Like PDF, HTML has a limitation in that HTML only describes how data 
displays on the website but does not specify any meaning of the items contained inside 
it (Beattie & Pratt, 2001). The disadvantages of both PDF and HTML has led to 
consideration of how to facilitate the effective exchange of financial information 
(McCausland, 2000).  
Currently, the pace and complexity of business activities is rapidly changing. This 
change is also increasing the requirement for financial business reporting to be 
produced quickly. Furthermore, data is everywhere, it can be structured or unstructured, 
and it is complex. Financial data has many forms and it has multiple sources. The 
accuracy of data is of considerable importance for financial analysis. Erroneous data can 
negatively impact on the overall quality of the generated financial reporting. There are 
many types of errors that normally appear in data, such as: errors in sign, amount, 
labelling, or classification (Bartley, et al., 2009). Consequently, an initiative to create 
standardisation for integration capacity is presently being developed and implemented. 
A new method of producing electronic financial information, which is called XBRL, is 
being developed to provide a common transport language. The concept and background 
of XBRL is described in the next section. 
 
2.2. Concepts of XBRL 
2.2.1. An Introduction to XBRL 
This section provides explanation of a main concept of XBRL. 
XBRL stands for eXtensible Business Reporting Language. It is a language for 
the electronic communication of business information, providing major benefits in 
the preparation, analysis and communication of business information. It offers 
cost savings, greater efficiency and improved accuracy and reliability to all those 
involved in supplying or using business information. 
  (XBRL International, 2012b) 
The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) is the independent standard-
setting body of the IFRS Foundation. Its members are responsible for the development 
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and publication of IFRS. Its goal is to develop a single set of globally accepted financial 
reporting standards. Currently, it has issued several IFRS, including a framework for the 
preparation and presentation of financial statements. In an age when there is increasing 
demand for financial information comparison, IFRS has been rapidly adopted 
internationally. Even though the development of the IFRS means that there are now a 
set of common standards for financial statements, a number of problems still persist; 
such as, some companies who do not present financial statements in the same body of 
organizing statements and element names. Formatted financial statements should have a 
set standardisation and simplification in order to support end reporting; therefore, 
XBRL is being built to solve this problem. XBRL is an open standard-based reporting 
system. A set of XML-type tags is developed and used for financial statements, which is 
the main purpose of XBRL. This tagging can be used to create instance documents that 
can be easily adopted and presented in a variety of formats. Consequently, financial 
reports produced using these standards are more easily compared and collated for 
regulatory use and other purposes. Moreover, XBRL will help to promote the efficiency 
of electronic information and the exchange of financial reports around the world.  
 
2.2.2. XBRL and the Financial Reporting Process 
Historically, financial reports were large printed documents that required people to read 
and analyse. The output form of financial statements is not much affected to users, 
except when the financial statements that need analysis come from more than one 
company or they are required for further use for preparing a variety of reports. For 
example, a comparison of ten large companies will take more time, ranging from one 
day to more than a week. A comparison between the traditional financial process and 
the XBRL-based financial process is depicted in Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6, which are 
based on the work of Bartley, et. al. (2009) and Southwell (2005). Investors traditionally 
prepare their financial analysis model by searching for specific financial items in files 
that use the Excel or PDF formats. They then manually enter the data in their 
spreadsheet model (Bartley, et al., 2009). XBRL adoption facilitates the analytical 
process and helps to increase the usability of financial statement information by 
reducing the need for re-keying financial data for analytical and other purposes 
  
(Southwell, 2005). It has been concluded
initiative to help improve financial reporting 
internal and external users at the end of each period.
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based on the work of Bartley, et. al. (2009) and Southwell 
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Figure 2-6 Traditional process of analysis business information , based on the work of 
Bartley, et. al. (2009) and Southwell (2005) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-7 Traditional preparation of financial reports , based on the work of  Bartley, 
et. al. (2009) and Southwell (2005) 
 
Normally, financial users use spreadsheets to process the data or prepare reports, as 
shown in Figure 2-5. However, these spreadsheets can become very complex because of 
the huge amount of current data and manual data re-entry. Consequently, traditional 
users of financial data have had to spend significantly more time in managing these data 
and in the way they are used. For example, professional analysts note that eighty 
percent of their time is spent collecting and preparing data and that only twenty percent 
is left for actually analysing the data (Gray & White, 2005). 
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A spreadsheet is not designed to have the ability to check and share data. The 
spreadsheet itself has no means to recheck the data in reports where it is not changed 
from the source. Consequently, it cannot absolutely prove the accuracy of these reports. 
Meanwhile, if some data from the source are modified then there could be a difficulty in 
automatically updating the spreadsheet. In addition, some reports are prepared in MS 
Word or other formats, which can be difficult to reuse. 
Kruck and Sheetz (2001) reviewed many studies that have conducted experimental 
cases testing the topic of preparing financial information with a spreadsheet. They found 
that there was no research that had a favourable result and that most of the testing 
resulted in a high rate of errors. The sort of error that leads to other errors is related to 
the accuracy and completion of data and figures inside the spreadsheet.  
It is extremely important that financial information is accurate and reliable. Hodge, 
Kennedy, and Maines (2004) have found that the traditional presentation of financial 
information format brings a lack of transparency. Consequently, XBRL is an 
enhancement of the traditional modes of financial reporting. Although it does not 
provide more data than standard financial statements, XBRL makes it possible to 
provide the data in a format that the computer can read, sort, group, and categorise more 
easily and quickly (Wang, 2007). Additionally, XBRL will help to increase trust in 
financial information in financial markets (Sel, 2003). In summary, XBRL is a tool to 
enhance the search facilities of financial information; it also improves the accuracy of 
financial reporting.  
 
2.2.3. The Rationale and Benefits of XBRL 
Given that XBRL has become a regulatory requirement for the filing of financial 
statements in many countries, it is necessary to examine the rationale of having XBRL 
together with a perceived range of benefits. By applying a perspective of accounting 
regulation and politics, two broad schools of thought are brought into consideration, 
which are: free market and pro-regulation. The free market approach tends to assume 
that accounting information should be treated in a similar way to other goods or services 
(Mathews & Perera, 1996). This can imply that the preparation of accounting 
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information is subject to the demand and supply forces of users and preparers. 
Moreover, the preparers will voluntarily provide the information to users, even in the 
absence of reporting regulations, to trade off the resources that preparers need (Flower 
& Ebbers, 2002). Meanwhile, the pro-regulation approach argues that accounting 
information is a public good, and that, once it is available, people can use it without 
paying. Therefore, the preparers will not have an incentive to supply the information 
which can lead to an underproduction of information and, moreover, it may have an 
impact of market failure from the lack of information. Consequently, regulation is 
needed (Deegan & Unerman, 2011). Globalised trading means that investors are now 
interested in firms all over the world. This situation makes the provision of comparable 
and reliable financial information very important. The pro-regulation approach supports 
the view that XBRL is able to help provide uniform information and also enhance the 
comparability of information. It is also able to protect users from exposure to 
misleading information. 
XBRL can also help to improve the reporting process. Basically, XML supports the 
activity of document processing, so it is able to be used for data analysis, data exchange, 
and data output displaying process. Therefore, XBRL with a unified XML format is 
able to supply financial reporting that is more automated in companies’ financial data 
and, additionally, it will facilitate the process of sharing economic information in a 
global world.  
In terms of education, XBRL tends to be seen as an emerging technology that can lead 
to a new career niche in the near future. Sheridan and Drew (2012) interviewed different 
management levels in companies and they also interviewed accounting students. Most 
of the employers and students who were interviewed accepted that knowledge about 
XBRL can provide an edge in the job market. Moreover, in the future an expertise in 
XBRL area will be in demand in the job market as other job opportunities are created.  
Accordingly, XBRL is a common transmission language that enables the sharing of data 
and applications on a large scale. There are numerous research papers that outline major 
the benefits of adopting XBRL in financial reporting. The benefits can be summarised 
with the following significant characteristics: accessibility, comparability, and usability 
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(Taylor & Dzuranin, 2010). A summary of the benefits, together with their descriptions 
and related sources, are presented in Table 2-2. 
Table 2-2 Major benefits of XBRL 
XBRL 
Benefit 
Description Source 
Accessibility XBRL is an open standard and it can be freely imported into 
a wide range of accounting software or spreadsheets to do 
any further work. 
(Farewell & 
Pinsker, 
2005) 
 An XBRL instance document can be posted online, which 
makes the document easy to access and retrieve by all users. 
(Taylor & 
Dzuranin, 
2010) 
Comparability XBRL taxonomy increases the efficiency of handling data in 
different languages and accounting standards to harmonise 
financial reporting. Therefore, XBRL will help to 
revolutionise global financial reporting comparison. 
(Southwell, 
2005) 
Usability XBRL data is in a form that can be readily accessed, 
downloaded, and analysed. There is no need to manually 
transfer data, which helps to improve the usability of 
financial information.  
(Chan, 
Francia, & 
Porter, 2008) 
 
Table 2-2 shows how XBRL helps to accelerate financial decision making by both 
internal and external financial information consumers. Some other benefits of using 
XBRL are shown in Table 2-3. 
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Table 2-3 Other benefits of XBRL 
XBRL benefit Description Source 
Cost-effective XBRL minimises costs and savings in the long run. For 
example, the audit fee will decrease due to using less time 
doing auditing processes after XBRL is used. 
(Nel & 
Steenkamp, 
2008) 
Relevance When a company uses XBRL to submit its financial filings, 
its users can search and collect the relevant financial data 
by promptly making a decision in a timely manner. 
(Jib Seung, 
Choon 
Seong, & 
Hyung Joon, 
2008) 
Reliability XBRL promotes the sharing of re-useable information that 
helps to increase the speed of handling financial data, 
reduces the chance of error, and improves confidence in 
data.  
(Nel & 
Steenkamp, 
2008) 
Timeliness Users of financial data are likely to find, retrieve, compare, 
and analyse data more rapidly and easily. Therefore, it helps 
to improve the process of preparing the analysis of reports. 
(Wang, 
2007) 
 After XBRL has been adopted, the financial information 
can be seen in some information services’ databases earlier 
than in the past. 
(Nakagaito, 
2011) 
Transparency XBRL tags help to transfer data more quickly and easily. 
This will increase the reliability of analysis.  
(Farewell & 
Pinsker, 
2005) 
 The searching and extraction feature of XBRL enhances 
transparency in financial reporting. 
(Hodge, et 
al., 2004) 
 
As stated previously, XBRL is able to interactively tag data and is set to revolutionise 
business reporting around the world. It is also used to streamline disparate reporting 
systems and software, helping them to communicate with each other directly (Malhotra 
& Garritt, 2004). Consequently, it can be seen that the adoption of XBRL aids 
companies to serve globalised requirements with quality information. Users can easily 
retrieve items in financial statement by not concerning themselves with their location or 
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language (Southwell, 2005). In fact, the chairman of the US SEC has asserted that 
people and firms need to constantly communicate, with faster access and better 
information (Lester, 2007).  
There are a number of benefits of XBRL, such as transparency of financial reporting, 
reduction of time and errors, and enhancement of analysis tools for globalised 
investments. XBRL helps to reduce the time and effort spent preparing reports due to 
the fact that it cuts off the process to extract data from the need to: repeat it in various 
formats, rekey, or convert it into the new file. (Stantial, 2007). 
XBRL is supportive of information sharing because it is an open source application that 
can easily become more widespread. The Ascent Look Out survey report by Atos IT 
Services & Solutions, Inc. (2012) describes XBRL as an open source emerging 
technology to watch out for. Atos is an international information technology services 
company that focuses on business technology that helps organisations to develop and 
grow. Under the issue of education and the business impact of emerging technologies 
and solutions for the year 2012, XBRL is described as one of the highlights of open 
source software in this report, which confirms that it can facilitate the handling of 
financial and performance information to become more efficient and improve costs 
saving. 
It has been accepted that XBRL can have a positive impact on the future financial 
reporting supply chain. XBRL can help to increase the accessibility of financial reports 
so that financial analysts will be able to retrieve data directly and use it in their analysis. 
Moreover, financial reports that use XBRL will ease the communication between the 
company and its auditor, which will improve efficiency in investment and business 
decision making (Baldwin, 2011). 
These benefits mean that XBRL is able to almost meet the seven characteristics that 
make information useful, which are: relevance, reliability, completeness, timeliness, 
understandability, verifiability, and accessibility (Romney & Steinbart, 2012). This is 
particularly supportive evidence of how XBRL is beneficial when implemented in an 
organisation. XBRL is useable at every point of the financial reporting supply chain, 
which increases its effectiveness to the supply chain and its participants. 
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2.2.4. Widespread Participation 
XBRL International, which is a non-profit consortium, has been established to promote 
the use of XBRL. In particular, XBRL International is responsible for erecting the 
taxonomy for a company to use under the same standard. Although there is a standard 
taxonomy, this does not imply that companies are limited to use only that taxonomy. 
Each company can apply a standard taxonomy and then extend it to fit their internal 
requirements. Consequently, extensible is the operative word in the name of XBRL and 
it shows that a company can create its own taxonomies or extend into existing 
taxonomies for its specific purposes. This gives XBRL a greater power and flexibility. 
XBRL currently is being put to practical use through the expansion of its 
implementation around the world.  
Table 2-4 A summary of international XBRL implementation 
Continent Summary progress of XBRL project 
North America The US is the first country to begin the XBRL project and it has currently 
already mandated XBRL-based filing to the US SEC for all listed 
companies. 
South America Adoption primarily started in Chile, followed by Argentina and Mexico. 
Europe There is a plan to promote an e-government system, so companies are 
encouraged to adopt XBRL to harmonise the classification of financial 
statements. XBRL Europe has been set up to encourage the implementation 
of XBRL projects in Europe and to act as a centre to communicate with 
European Authorities and other organisations. 
Asia XBRL is being mandated for use in many countries, starting with the 
capital markets of China, Japan, Singapore, and South Korea. 
Africa The idea of XBRL has been promoted since 2005. 
Australia Since 2007, the Australian government has started to implement a Standard 
Business Reporting (SBR) project. The XBRL project was initiated in 
2010. 
Source of data in Table 2-4 is from (Kernan, 2008) and updated data from XBRL 
International website of each jurisdictions (XBRL International, 2012a). 
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The preliminary work of investigating the progress of XBRL around the world can be 
summarised as follows: 
• The first country to implement XBRL was the US, where a number of companies 
started to submit financial statements filings in XBRL voluntarily to the US SEC in 
April 2005. Since June 2009, the US SEC has mandated the Fortune 500 companies to 
submit their reports through XBRL. There was a subsequent strong market reaction to 
the XBRL submission requirement, which was followed by an increase in the number of 
companies filing their financial statements in XBRL.  
 
Figure 2-8  Number of filings to the US SEC, by year, from 2005 to 2011 
 
As shown in Figure 2-8, US listed companies began to voluntarily submit filings in 
XBRL format to the US SEC in 2005. The number of filings increased slightly until 
2009, when the US SEC required filings to be submitted in XBRL. In the next two years 
after 2009 the number filings increased sharply because of this requirement. 
• In the UK, Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC) has required that from 
April 1, 2011 all company tax returns must be delivered and paid using electronic 
communications and XBRL. A number of other countries in Europe (such as Italy and 
Belgium) have already mandated XBRL-based filing of financial statements 
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• The Securities and Exchange Commission’s in many Asian countries have required 
their listed companies to submit XBRL-based filing of financial statements, including: 
China, Japan, Singapore, South Korea, and India.  
• There are currently around twenty countries in the rest of the world that are 
adopting or promoting the use of XBRL in their financial reporting. 
The current actions by governments and regulators, as well as the benefits of XBRL, 
mean that a large number of companies have begun to incorporate XBRL into their 
financial reporting systems. 
 
2.3. The Structure of XBRL 
This section aims to describe how XBRL is defined in further detail. As described 
earlier, XBRL is an extension of XML. XML technology is quite similar to the HTML 
which is used on the Internet. The difference is that XML has a meaning in itself 
whereas HTML only describes how data is displayed on a website.  
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) defines XML as follows: 
XML is a simple text-based format for representing structured information. XML is one 
of the most widely-used formats for sharing structured information today: between 
programs, between people, between computers and people, both locally and across 
networks. 
The XML specifications, which are developed by W3C, provide a standard format for 
computerised documents. Consequently, this makes it easy to exchange XML data over 
the Internet and reuse it for a variety of requirements (Quin, 2012). Importantly that 
XML helps users to create and maintain structured documents and deliver a variety of 
output formats. 
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Since it adopts the concept of XML, XBRL is developed and separated into two major 
components, taxonomies and instances (as shown in Figure 2-9).  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-9 Composition of an XBRL report (Reyes, et al., 2007) 
 
Taxonomy has a major role in XBRL to identifying the specific tabs for each individual 
item in financial reporting in terms of the structure, label, and format of each element. 
Therefore, once a taxonomy has been set up, a unique tag is assigned to each item of 
financial information. Like bar coding, each item of financial information has an 
identified name that helps the users to easily use it. Additionally, when the users extract 
data, they get the numbers and they also get the context, which makes the information 
more useful. Alongside taxonomy, an XBRL instances document is created in the 
XML file that is applied to contain financial information in the format of XML tagged 
data. 
To gain a better understanding of XBRL, Figure 2-10 shows a structure of XBRL as 
defined by the XBRL International group: 
  
Taxonomies Instance 
Document
s 
Business 
Reports 
+ = 
<element1> data1 <\element1> 
         ”” 
<element2> data2 <\element2> 
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Figure 2-10 XBRL structure (IASB, 2012c) 
 
2.3.1. Taxonomy 
Regarding the structure of financial reports, a tree or hierarchy structure is applied so 
that the XBRL taxonomy also follows the hierarchical classification of financial 
statements. The structure is shown to name a range of elements in the taxonomy and 
provides a description for the contents of financial statements, including other business 
reporting documents. This is used for defining concepts that are flowed to create 
instance documents. A simple illustration of the tree-structure is shown below: 
Tree Structure of XBRL – Statement of financial position 
 
Assets 
Current Assets 
Cash and Cash Equivalents 
Cash 
Short-term Investments 
Accounts Receivable - Net 
Accounts Receivable – Gross 
Provision for Doubtful Debts 
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Other Current Assets 
Non-Current Assets 
Property Plant and Equipment 
Property 
Plant 
Equipment 
Other Non-Current Assets 
Liabilities 
Current Liabilities 
Accounts Payable 
Other Current Liabilities 
Non-Current Liabilities 
Long-Term Loans Payable 
Debentures Payable 
Other Non-Current Liabilities 
Shareholders’ Equity 
Issued Capital 
Retained Profits 
Asset Revaluation Reserves 
 
An example taxonomy of Statement of Financial Position that is issued by IASB is 
given in Figure 2-11: 
  
Figure 2-11 An example 
 
Figure 2-11 shows that
the data in a financial statement to the IFRS accounting definitions to allow for 
comparison. The advantage of XBRL fo
enhance the ability to
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financial data can eas
element which represents each concept or account line items of financial reporting. 
anatomy of an element is shown in 
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Figure 2-12 The anatomy of an element 
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An element is a business concept that is referred to from financial data. The table below 
illustrates an example definition of one selected element, which is: “Property, Plant and 
Equipment Owned”. 
Table 2-5 Element definition example  
Attribute Description Example 
Name The unique name of a 
particular element. 
Property Plant and Equipment Owned Net 
Label Provides a concise 
description of the element. 
Property, plant and equipment 
Definition Identifies the meaning of the 
financial reporting concept 
that the element represents. 
The net amount of long-lived, depreciable 
assets owned by the entity and used in the 
entity’s principle business operations and 
capitalized assets; classified as property, 
plant and equipment that are owned by the 
entity.  
Abstract To nest and order other 
elements in the taxonomy for 
presentation. 
True (the element is an abstract element) 
or false (the element is not an abstract 
element). 
Data type Defines what type of data is 
expected for the element. 
Monetary 
Balance 
type 
Indicates the balance of a 
monetary element (i.e. debit 
or credit). 
Debit 
Period 
type 
To identify a particular date 
of a reporting period. 
"instant" or "duration" 
As for the data type item, there are some common taxonomy data types that are related 
to report data for financial statements, as follows: 
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Table 2-6 Common taxonomy data type  
Type of unit Description 
Examples of concept 
name 
monetaryItemType Represent unit in a currency that is 
mostly used in financial statements. 
This type must have a unit of measure 
from ISO4217 which is internationally 
defined for currency code.  
Assets, Current Assets 
sharesItemType    A numeric value entering for 
indicating the number of shares. 
Shares, Average Shares 
decimalItemType Value that must present in a decimal 
number. 
Earnings Per Share (EPS) 
 
The taxonomy integrates a natural balance type for elements within financial statements 
that is used for presentation and calculation purpose, for example:  
• The element of allowance for doubtful accounts is defined as having a credit 
balance. In general, it should be tagged as a positive amount (i.e. credit balance with 
positive value). 
• The element of retained earnings is also defined as having a credit balance to 
represent a profit of company, although in some cases it is possible for the company to 
lose a profit. Therefore, when there is an accumulated deficit, a negative value may be 
proper for an amount of this element (i.e. credit balance with negative value in case of 
deficit in a company’s operation). 
The aforementioned components of taxonomy are an essential part of creating XBRL 
instance documents that every preparer must understand to render a completed financial 
statement in XBRL format. 
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2.3.2. Schema 
A schema is a part of XBRL that contains the definitions of elements, such as names or 
ids. Namespaces are used to distinguish between elements and to identify unique 
elements to the schema. 
 
2.3.3. Linkbases  
Linkbases are used in XBRL to provide relationships between elements by adding 
supplemental information to XBRL. 
In general, there are two types of linkbases, as follows: 
1) Resource Type Linkbases, whose purpose is to add additional information to 
concepts, which can be classified as: 
1.1) Label Resources: these concepts are added to labels to give clear 
information to concepts that shows an extension of tagging information (i.e. account 
description or related language); 
1.2) Reference Resources: this adds reference type information to concepts; 
1.3) Formula Resources: this adds formulas type information to concepts; and, 
1.4) Other Resources: this is other information that may be added for one 
company or any entity. 
 
2) Relation Type Linkbases, whose purpose is to express the relationship between 
one concept and another. The relationships have four types of relations, which are: 
networks, presentation, calculation and definition. The main relation that is applied into 
XBRL is calculation relations, which is just used to express a kind of simple calculation 
hierarchy. 
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Figure 2-13 Composition of the XBRL Taxonomy (Reyes, et al., 2007) 
 
The composition of the XBRL taxonomy that is shown in Figure 2-13 includes the 
following linkbases: 
1) Label Linkbase: This is added and linked to the elements so that they can use it for 
different languages, which will help to support and promote XBRL for use worldwide, 
especially for electronic business reporting. 
2) Reference Linkbase: This is used to make users understand which regulations are 
used for this set of taxonomy. It presents the relationships between elements and 
external regulations or standards. 
3) Presentation Linkbase: The presentation linkbase stores information about the 
relationship between elements in order to properly organise the elements into a correct 
structure of financial statements. It is used to aid how to express and organise 
information in the XBRL taxonomy, which can help the user to properly understand the 
information and not be misled by it. 
4) Calculation Linkbase: This contains the basic validation rules to get the correct 
result for an instance document. The validation process may result in calculation errors, 
which will result in an invalid XBRL document. This is important because a correct 
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output total in each statement is processed by this linkbase. The relationship of 
summation item and related items is set up. The data inside the XBRL instance 
document has no calculation formula in itself. The calculation linkbase is used to 
specify which elements are total and which elements should be grouped together to 
make totals. Basically, the approved US GAAP taxonomy also includes a structure of 
calculation for every financial statement in the calculation linkbase. 
5) Definition Linkbase: Some taxonomy may be created with different types of 
relations between elements, so a definition linkbase is set up to define the differences. 
 
2.3.4. Discoverable Taxonomy Set (DTS) 
A Discoverable Taxonomy Set (DTS) is a collection of taxonomy schemas and 
linkbases. The XBRL specification was set up to show how the data is tagged. 
 
2.3.5. Instance Document 
An XBRL instance document is a business report in electronic format that is created 
consistently with XBRL’s rules. It describes financial facts and it contains fact values, 
units, and an explanation for the elements. It works together with an XBRL 
specification for formatting the data into the required format of financial statements. 
The instance document includes the details of elements that hold the necessary 
information of context in financial facts. Like the taxonomy, one context element 
contains many attributes, which was explained in more detail in Figure 2-16. 
Additionally, the XBRL instance document has to work with a separate XML style 
sheet to format the XBRL document properly. Splitting between factual data and 
presentation format enables the XBRL instance document to create the statement or 
report in a variety of formats. 
There is more than one file to generate and submit in one period of a company’s XBRL 
filing. A set of XBRL files include an instance document and a file of the related 
linkbases to apply with that instance document. With regard to XBRL data filing to the 
US SEC, Figure 2-14 presents a set of all data files of an example company that 
submitted its financial statement in one period. It includes the instance document and all 
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of the linkbase files that are necessary to complete the financial statement’s 
presentation. 
 
 
 
Figure 2-14 An example of data filing to the US SEC 
 
The data files include the instance document that contains the factual data of the 
company, an extension schema for that element’s definition, and all of the related 
linkbases for calculated factual values to be presented in the required statement format. 
 
2.4. The XBRL Process 
While the previous sections have described the structure of XBRL, this section 
examines XBRL’s flow (see Figure 2-15). The flow starts by creating its own 
taxonomies, which are created by combining one of the published regulator’s 
taxonomies with another by extension. XBRL automatically generates this from one 
single information source. After the company’s financial statements are finished in 
preparation for a specific period by a company’s accounting software, every piece of 
financial data item are mapped to the finalised taxonomies and generated into XML as 
an instance document. This instance document contains the actual XBRL data that all of 
the participants within the financial supply chain can easily use to access and interpret 
the information. They can also reuse XBRL documents with the same data. 
 
  
 
 
Figure 2-15
 
The statement of the financial position
format line by line. The diagram below 
format and XML structure.
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<us-gaap:CashAndCashEquivalentsAtCarryingValue contextRef="I2010" decimals="-6" 
unitRef="USD">3377000000</us-gaap:CashAndCashEquivalentsAtCarryingValue>  
   
 
Consolidated Balance Sheet (USD $) 
In Millions 
12 Months Ended 
Dec. 31, 2010 Dec. 31, 2009 
Cash and cash equivalents $ 3,377  $ 3,040  
 
Figure 2-16 Comparison of XML format and real contents with figures 
The element in the instance document can be compared to a piece of information that 
holds the following information: 
Table 2-7 Explanation of sample XML from Figure 2-16. 
No. XML Explanation 
1 <us-gaap: Open tag, this means that this balance sheet is based on 
the US GAAP accounting standard. 
2 CashAndCashEquivalents The concept name of the presented item. 
3 contextRef="I2010" This refers to the period of this financial data. 
4 decimals="-6" Unit of measurement, which is used for interpreting the 
value specified by proximity to decimal points.  
In this statement’s heading this is shown to be ‘in 
millions’, which means that the data does not show the 
entire full format of amount and so it increases the zero 
amount to the data. 
5 unitRef="USD"> Refers to the currency used. 
6 3377000000 The amount of this item. 
7 </us-
gaap:CashAndCashEquivalent
sAtCarryingValue> 
The close tag of this line item. 
4 
5 
2 
3 
6 
2 1 3 4 
6 5 7 
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The output of XBRL is an instance document whose format can simply be posted on a 
website so that all users are able to access these documents. Moreover, when approved 
taxonomies are set up, a standard financial reporting format can be provided. This helps 
to make the data more comparable, either by companies or by reporting end date. 
When changing from a traditional manual process to XBRL, the structure of financial 
data is identified in terms of taxonomies. Consequently, the information flow is 
transformed by reducing some processes, as shown in Figure 2-17. XBRL improves 
unstructured or semi-structured data that is normally stored in an unstructured format 
(such as HTML, PDF or Word files). In unstructured data, a word is simply a word, 
somewhat in the style of textual documents. There is no conceptual or data type 
definition. Therefore, XBRL attempts to help make unstructured data machine readable. 
Meanwhile, most financial data is structured and sets a standard. Structured data is 
extremely useful in the action of retrieving, collecting, or analysing data. 
   
               As-Is information flow                                              To-Be information flow                                                                                                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-17 Information flow before and after XBRL adoption 
Create 
Information      
(i.e. Word, Excel, 
HTML, PDF) 
Copy, Paste or 
Rekey 
Information 
Unstructured or 
semi-structured 
 
Create 
Information      
(XBRL) 
Structured 
Information 
Actionable 
Information 
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Before the adoption of XBRL, an input was extracted from a document in the form of a 
Word, Excel, PDF, or HTML file; hence, the created information was presented as 
unstructured or semi-structured information. On the other hand, XBRL can transform 
information into a structured document that is easy to use. Following the full adoption 
of XBRL, financial data from different companies with different accounting computer 
systems can be easily, quickly, and efficiently assembled. Once XBRL data is gathered 
and used with varying subsets of the data, different types of reports can be generated 
with the minimum of effort. For example, a company’s finance and accounting division 
can use the same XBRL financial data to produce both internal management reports and 
financial statements for regulators, publications, or lenders. Moreover, it is possible to 
quickly find financial data when they have been tagged by XBRL. In addition, XBRL 
can be used to translate the terms used in one country into those used by another. This 
helps the users of data because they are able to compare information from companies 
around the world to make global investment easier. 
In summary, XBRL generally improves automated data handling, it will also take out 
time-consuming, error-prone processes (including data accuracy) in addition to keeping 
XBRL data for compliance and regulatory purposes.  
 
2.5. Summary 
Financial reporting has changed radically over the past ten years. New technology and 
the more sophisticated performance measurements of companies have increased the 
amount and quality of information generated by businesses. In addition, the accounting 
standards environment has become more international. Consequently, the quality of 
financial reporting continues to be an issue for management, shareholders and 
regulators (Wang, 2007). 
This chapter has described how XBRL can address the problems of business analysis 
and is able to increase the reliability and accuracy of financial information. Most 
importantly, unreliable or inaccurate information can be significantly time-consuming. 
Computer and information technology innovations have revolutionised how business is 
conducted and how information is exchanged across systems. Consequently, the 
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initiation and development of XBRL aims to solve these problems by: increasing the 
reliability and consistency of sustainability information; facilitating the exchange of 
sustainability data; and, increasing the exchange of sustainability data.  
Southwell (2005) found that, in addition to creating an harmonised accounting standard, 
many government regulatory agencies, financial analysts, and companies can use XBRL 
to minimise the impact that globalisation is having on financial reports. It can, therefore, 
enhance the quality of the financial information presented. When sharing information 
globally, public financial information should share the same high quality provided to 
develop financial markets. Consequently, the next chapter describes a possible cause of 
decreasing confidence of reports that are published using XBRL. 
  
Chapter 3 Assessment of XBRL Issues
The Internet offers a massive advantage to the global financial reporting supply chain. 
Currently, the most popular method of publishing financial reports is in the PDF or 
HTML formats (as mentioned 
these methods has led to the development of XBRL, which provides a facility to 
exchange and publicise financial data online 
will give a competitive advantage because it is more accurate and faster than the more 
traditional financial reporting methods. Premuroso and Bhattacharya 
acknowledge that XBRL underpins many companies’ corporate governance and 
financial reporting transparency. Therefore, XBRL is expected to experience earlier 
adoption by companies who seek an advantage over non
This chapter reviews
further discussion and will find a way to tackle these problems. 
 
3.1. Recent Studies
XBRL has continued to be developed since it 
design focus of XBRL 
information that is produced by a powerful and flexible version of XML. The number of 
related research articles on XBRL has been recent increased steadily. Since the adoption 
of XBRL, there have been 
organisation. A conference is usually held every six months, circulating to various 
countries around the world. The first conference was held in London, United Kingdom 
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
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in Chapter 2). However, the numerous disadvantages of 
(McCausland, 2000
-XBRL adoption companies. 
 the related aspects of XBRL. It will then identify any issues for 
 
 
was introduced in 1998. Much of the 
aims to meet the requirements of business for financial 
twenty-five conferences held by the XBRL International 
• Recent Studies
• Stated Problems
• Descriptive Errors Findings
• Analysis Results
• Summary
). In addition, XBRL 
(2008) 
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(UK) in the year 2001 while the twenty-fifth conference was held in 2012 in Japan. The 
programme of each conference specifies the aim of improving the understanding and 
adoption of XBRL. Each conference covers the latest developments and trends in 
XBRL. After the benefits of XBRL are raised with a view to improving the reliability 
and transparency of business reports, the conference program focuses on the 
enhancement of XBRL. In particular, each conference looks to improve the quality and 
efficiency of XBRL. 
Doolin and Troshani (2004) have proposed several possible research approaches to 
XBRL, for example: using XBRL as a technology to study factors influencing adoption, 
using XBRL with a standard to develop taxonomy or assurance issues, using XBRL as a 
business tool to analyse business benefits or affects in the financial value chain, or to 
use XBRL in education to conduct course and teaching cases.  
Hence, XBRL adoption is one of the most interesting topics that are currently available 
to researchers. This can be seen in the review of Roohani et al. (2010), who conducted 
an analysis of XBRL literature by searching two famous on-line databases (i.e. Pro-
quest and EBSCO) between 1998 and 2008. They found that there are numerous 
XBRL-based research issues, as summarised in Table 3-1.  
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Table 3-1 Number of publications with XBRL included in the title and abstract 
(Roohani, et al., 2010). 
Year Number 
2000 79 
2001 92 
2002 115 
2003 130 
2004 135 
2005 194 
2006 278 
2007 223 
2008 376 
Total 1,622 
 
XBRL’s issues may be focused more precisely in the three areas that are detailed in the 
subsections that follow.  
 
3.1.1 The General Technical Implementation of XBRL 
Several technologies have been developed to facilitate the preparation process of 
financial statements, and to increase the efficiency of accessing and using financial 
statements. Since the first generation of digital reporting, the majority of reports have 
been published in PDF or HTML formats for online display. However, these report 
formats have a limited capability for extracting data to prepare an analysis or for further 
use. Additionally, there was a problem with Crystal Reports (which is a well-known 
report creating tool that can be customised to any users’ requirement) because it is 
impractical for small and medium sized companies due to its high costs (Apostolou & 
Nanopoulos, 2009). Report customisation has also been equally problematic. Jensen and 
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Xiao (2001) analysed the benefits and disadvantages between standardised and 
customised financial reporting. They argued that a customised report will be effective 
where a company has the same system of creating a Crystal Report, although this can be 
difficult because these systems are not based on open source software and normally 
require a high investment from the company. Therefore, the demand for a technology 
that is open source and capable of producing a standardised report has led to the 
development of XBRL. 
XBRL is still a relatively new area of research. The focus of much of the early research 
on XBRL was: the concept of XBRL, the possibility of adopting XBRL, and the entity 
to use XBRL in financial reporting. Additionally, there are particular interests to study, 
such as the influence on XBRL taxonomy development as an aspect of shifting to IFRS. 
The benefits of XBRL adoption have also been assessed in several previous studies. 
Moreover, what is happening around the world with XBRL is also described in many 
research papers, including the differing XBRL compliance requirements in countries. 
The aim of these studies has been to reduce compliance burden. Debreceny (2005) has 
found that the SEC in many countries were interested to start the adoption of XBRL for 
financial statements submission. This study has adopted a descriptive approach to 
evaluate the feasibility of the proposed US SEC adoption of XBRL. Meanwhile, 
Baldwin et al. (2006) proposed a study of the potential and impacts of using XBRL on 
all related financial statement users, including XBRL’s directions. 
XBRL is an open source technology that provides major benefits, including: cost 
savings, better accessing and extracting of financial data, and greater efficiency. Chen’s 
(2012) comparative study has shown that there was political support from the 
governments in many countries (e.g. Singapore and Australia) for implementing XBRL. 
Bharosa et al. (2013) tried to understand and analyse the factors for a new form of 
business-to-government (B2G) which will transforming the information exchange 
system. They indicated that if XBRL was implemented and used, it can help to reduce 
the costs of compliance and gain a benefit for the newly transformed B2G. 
Consequently, the global implementation of XBRL has also been the focus of many 
previous studies, which have pointed out that XBRL is a compliance requirement in 
many countries that have needed to reduce the challenge of compliance reporting 
burden. 
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3.1.2 The Quality and Assurance of XBRL  
Most of the previous studies in this area have pointed to the importance of data quality 
and assurance with XBRL. For example, Janvrin and Won Gyun (2012) conducted an 
interview with some accountants from XBRL filing companies. They concluded that 
research related to ensuring the accuracy of XBRL-tagged financial information is one 
of the most important research opportunities in the study of XBRL. Moreover, many 
researchers have focused on the need for assurance to XBRL-related documents (Boritz 
& No, 2008; Plumlee & Plumlee, 2008; Srivastava & Kogan, 2010).  
Additionally, taxonomies, which are a significant component of XBRL, have created 
much attention among many researchers. For example, Bovee et al. (2002) have 
researched how well the proposed taxonomy for financial statements match business 
reporting practices. Their analysis has found a good fit of taxonomy on average, 
although it did not satisfy on the assurance level. This can have different causes across a 
variety of financial statement and industries. 
Importantly, common material errors in company XBRL reports were found and 
reported in many research papers. They principally addressed XBRL report quality 
issues and potential implications, processes, and control considerations (Boritz & No, 
2008). The detail of these studies were explained and discussed in further detail in 
Section 3.2. The errors that these research papers examined were drawn from the 
company filings which were submitted before the introduction of a regulated mandate. 
Therefore, it can be claimed that they were still produced during the early period of 
XBRL adoption. However, these problems may grow in importance in the future if the 
full adoption of XBRL is forced onto every company. To date, no research has looked at 
the report (and guarantee) of error-free for XBRL documents that are delivered outside 
the company. Consequently, this is likely to impact on the reliability of XBRL data. 
Finding these errors was a step towards accelerating the handling and resolving of 
errors. 
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3.1.3 The Role of XBRL for Stakeholders  
XBRL is expected to create many benefits for all stakeholders in the financial reporting 
supply chain. Through the use of XBRL, public information can be easily accessed by 
interested stakeholders. It is much quicker and more transparent than ever before. The 
potential significance resulting from XBRL usage has been studied in terms of cost 
saving or data efficiency to all related capital market participants and regulators 
(Pinsker, Gara, & Karim, 2005).  
Companies and stakeholders may be concerned about certain issues that could arise 
from a change in financial information communication to use XBRL. In particular, the 
level of awareness of XBRL among key stakeholders has been considered and studied 
in many countries. For example, Troshani and Doolin (2007) have studied Australian 
XBRL stakeholders, showing how a lack of power or centrality in stakeholders to 
handle an effect change in XBRL should be an urgent consideration. They have 
recommended that a normative action should be identified to help promote XBRL 
diffusion in Australia. In another study, a questionnaire survey of related UK’s XBRL 
stakeholders (i.e. accountants in UK listed companies, external auditors, tax 
practitioners, representatives of the investment management, and analyst communities) 
was conducted to investigate the stakeholders’ awareness and understanding of 
technology (Dunne, Helliar, Lymer, & Mousa, 2009). The results have shown that most 
of the respondents agreed that the time and effort it takes to learn XBRL was a major 
obstacle to its adoption. Importantly, they also reported that most of the respondents did 
not have an understanding of XBRL. Sheridan and Drew (2012) asserted that there is a 
lack of people with an understanding of XBRL in the business world.  
The XBRL standard gives an opportunity to revolutionise not only the view of the 
report but also the improvement of the financial reporting’s quality. Hence, the number 
of XBRL studies still continues to grow every year in many countries around the world. 
Many of these studies attempt determine effective strategies to support appropriate 
developments for the future of digital business reporting. 
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3.2. Stated Problems 
As stated in the previous chapter, the global adoption and use of XBRL is still growing. 
XBRL is selected as a major tool for sample data, to design and develop a model. Even 
if there are a number of benefits of using XBRL (as described in Chapter 2), in the 
adoption of XBRL there are still points that must be taken into account, especially the 
quality of the information and particularly whether XBRL coded information is 
presented to users correctly. A review of previous studies shows that they have 
criticised the fact that XBRL is too complicated (Singh, 2009). In addition, some 
previous studies have claimed that there were not enough people with the expertise to 
use XBRL (Dunne, et al., 2009; Sheridan & Drew, 2012). Although XBRL is well-
defined, the extent of the XBRL tool to support users for building a report has been 
ineffective and not acceptable for ensuring the accuracy of the XBRL outputs. 
Moreover, since the implementation of XBRL, there has been considerable discussion 
related to a lack of accuracy, which were brought to discussion to strengthen the 
XBRL’s adoption. While XBRL is gaining in use and is relied on more and more by 
investors and analysts, the demand for assurance is likely to increase. 
The success factors for listed companies to provide financial information more quickly, 
more accurately, and with greater confidence are the quality and timeliness of the 
information generated (Ball, 2006). 
The questions (especially about accuracy) are raised as follows: 
(1.) How are errors found in a company’s XBRL reports? 
(2.) What common errors are there in XBRL reports? 
(3.) How should a checking system for XBRL be designed? 
These aforementioned questions are the main focus of this chapter, which aims to 
examine the analysis of XBRL reports. This analysis was managed in two parts of data 
checking, based on the period of XBRL adoption and on the XBRL data submitted to 
the US SEC.  
The US SEC has a database that stores financial statements, which is called EDGAR 
(Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval). EDGAR is a valuable resource for 
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extracting the financial data of each company for every user, especially for investors 
and the securities markets. In the past, the EDGAR database accepted filings submitted 
in HTML and PDF formats (Gerdes Jr, 2003). However, EDGAR currently requests 
companies to submit in XBRL formats. Companies that have common equity above $5 
billion are required by US SEC to submit XBRL-tagged financial statements for a 
quarterly report and an annual report, since the fiscal period ends on or after June 15, 
2009. And finally, all remaining companies must submit their XBRL filings within June 
2011. 
Since XBRL was first developed there has been an increase in the number of companies 
preparing their financial statements with XBRL. From the year 2005, the US SEC 
requested some companies to voluntary use the first implementation of XBRL filing and 
to test XBRL submission to the US SEC via the EDGAR database. After 2005, several 
interesting studies were done regarding the output of financial statements in view of 
XBRL presentation. The next section will review the related works that have checked 
whether XBRL data quality can be guaranteed, it will separate these studies into two 
time period groups. The first period is from the XBRL initial date to the year of XBRL 
mandated to submission. The latter period is the time period after the mandate, which 
closes at the present time.  
 
3.2.1. The First Stage of the XBRL  
There are several research papers that have investigated the extent of the quality of 
XBRL filing documents for the first round of submission to the US SEC. During an 
explorative study, three research papers were investigated (as shown in Table 3-2). This 
table shows a summary of the related significant research papers that have used XBRL 
filings in the time period from the first date of XBRL submission to September 2009. 
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Table 3-2 Summary of research papers regards to XBRL’s quality for the first stage 
period 
Time of Initiation   December 2007  
Data Date - 2005   June 2009      September 2009 
 
  
Researcher  Boritz and No (2008) (3) Debreceny et al. (2010) 
 
A total of 304 XBRL filings from 74 
companies from the initiation date to 
December 2007 were gathered to be 
examined. 
This study tested by using 393 
XBRL filings submitted to US SEC 
during the selected period. 
 
 Bartley, et al. (2009)  
 
This study expanded from the above 
study of Boritz and No (2008) by 
examining a 2006 fiscal year of the 
annual reports of twenty-two selected 
companies. 
 
The results of each research paper are described as follows:  
 
3.2.1.1 Research Paper 1: Boritz and No (2008) 
This study examined the XBRL documents that were filed voluntarily to the US SEC 
from the initiation year 2005 to December 2007. Their results had two findings: the first 
was a finding related to the quality of XBRL filings, and the second was claiming about 
the inconsistency of validation report from software used. They found that nearly 200 of 
the 304 filings (65.8%) had error findings. These errors mainly came from the extension 
of taxonomy and from calculation errors. It can, therefore, be claimed that quality 
control over the XBRL output produced is insufficient. They then performed validation 
tests by using the availability of two XBRL software package:, Fujitsu’s Instance 
Creator and DecisionSoft’s True North Personal Validator. Another of their findings 
showed that there are differences errors as a result of validation using the two software 
packages.  
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The assurance result that was discovered in this paper is not at a satisfying level. 
Therefore, it showed that a quality assurance program needed to be developed together 
with validation of: the quality of the taxonomies and software, the completeness of 
guidance, and the encouragement of the company’s quality assurance.  
 
3.2.1.2 Research Paper 2: Bartley et al. (2009) 
In their study, Bartley et al. (2009) have found errors in the differences between the 
official figures and in the XBRL filings to the US SEC. Figure 3-1 shows that there 
were many errors, such as: missing elements and amounts, sign flips, duplicate items, 
and incorrect amounts. The highest percentage of errors came from missing elements 
and amounts in XBRL filings. A total of 28 percent of errors occurred from mistakes on 
sign giving while 26 percent of errors came from the duplication of items.  
Bartley et al. (2009) emphasised that these errors were able to destroy the usefulness of 
XBRL instance documents and to reduce the level of data quality. 
 
Figure 3-1 Number of common errors by type (Bartley, et al., 2009) 
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3.2.1.3 Research Paper 3: Debreceny et al. (2010) 
Debreceny et al. (2010) investigated the quarterly reports of nearly four hundred large 
corporations that were submitted in XBRL format to the US SEC from the start date of 
XBRL filing to September 2009. Their results showed that a total of 43% of errors came 
from mistakes in debit and credit reversal or from the misuse of negative sign for debit 
or credit balance as shown in Figure 3-2. A total of 26% of errors were calculation 
errors that occurred from missing fact value and extraneous concepts in the calculation 
relationship.   
 
 
Figure 3-2 Number of common errors by category (Debreceny, et al., 2010) 
 
A summary of all of the categories of error findings from the previous three research 
papers is outlined in Table 3-3. 
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Table 3-3 Summary of error findings 
Error Findings Boritz and 
No 
Bartley et al. Debreceny et 
al. 
Extension Taxonomy    
Missing Elements and Amounts    
Sign Flips (Debit/Credit Reversal)    
Duplications of Items    
Wrong Fact Value (Incorrect Amounts)    
Incorrect Tagging    
Incorrect Classification    
Extraneous Concepts in the Calculation 
Relationship 
 
 
 
Rounding Error    
Other Mixed Errors    
 
All of these three previous research papers mentioned error findings from XBRL filings. 
This raises doubts over whether XBRL adoption is affected or not. To provide evidence 
to encourage this new digital format filing it is necessary to study the changing trend of 
all errors of XBRL filings. Du et al. (2011) doubted whether the number of XBRL filing 
errors fell as time passed. Therefore, the XBRL filing data submitted to the US SEC for 
the period from June 2009 to December 2010 were obtained for testing. The learning 
curve of Du et al. (2011) states that there was a large number of errors in the first few 
quarters, after which the error trend decreased quarter by quarter. These findings 
showed that the companies were learning to improve the quality of XBRL filings as 
time passed. Therefore, Du et al. (2011) believe that the objective to improve the 
usefulness of financial information by implementation of XBRL is achievable. 
Even though the research of Du et al. (2011) asserted that trend for errors arising from 
XBRL filings will decrease, no research to date has strongly addressed and guaranteed a 
reasonably error free process in XBRL filings in the future. Therefore, a review of the 
accuracy of the filings after the period of this research is provided, as described in 
Section 3.2.2. 
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3.2.2. The Second Stage of the XBRL after September 2009 to Year 2012 
To explore the number of XBRL filings since the voluntary submission year 2005, a 
number of XBRL filings that were submitted to the US SEC were gathered from the 
EDGAR database (as shown in Table 3-4). From the data it can be seen that there was 
an increase in the number of submissions after 2009, when XBRL submission were 
mandated. In 2011, there was a large number of filing submissions, which reached to 
20,677 filings. 
 
Table 3-4 Number of XBRL filings to the US SEC from year 2005 to 2011 
Year Total 
2005 22  
2006 94  
2007 188  
2008 275  
2009 1,050  
2010 3,917  
2011 20,677  
(Source of information: Gathering from EDGAR website) 
Although the US SEC expects that errors will continue to be commonplace in the few 
years after mandate, the findings from a subsequent review of further study work, 
according to the accuracy of XBRL reporting, has revealed there is a need to continue 
checking the errors in XBRL reporting.  
A reference study was conducted by Charles Hoffman (2012), who initiated the XBRL 
concept. He conducted an analysis of financial statements that were submitted to the 
EDGAR system in the form of XBRL during three months (i.e. July, August, and 
September 2012). His analysis result still discovered errors from the filings, even 
though such errors are shown in a low percentage when compared to the total of 
companies filing. This shows that the validation is neither completely utilised nor 
efficient. 
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The findings of errors can be summarised as follows: 
• Balance sheet did not balance: Eight SEC filings had balance sheets that did not 
balance. The cause was either a wrong or missing fact value entering some 
elements in the balance sheets. 
• Rounding error: Some filings had an error arising from a rounding error in the 
balance total, which meant that the statement was not balanced. 
• Required value: A lot of companies had this error. In total, 122 filers reported a 
value of zero balance with a nil value. Some of these filers reported zero for total 
assets in the balance sheet, which should not be possible in a company's financial 
statement. 
• No balance sheet: A total of two SEC filings did not submit a balance sheet. 
Until 2012, the errors were still being found in XBRL filing. Consequently, an 
improvement in the accuracy of the filings should be urgently considered. Moreover, 
from the review, it can be seen that each company did not present the financial 
statement in the same format, which makes the comparison more difficult. 
 
3.3. Descriptive Error Findings 
As well as being an Internet-based exchange medium, XBRL is now being used 
globally for financial reporting. This stimulates the demand to use financial data for 
various purposes, especially to make a comparison between companies. In general, the 
responsibility for creating XBRL instance documents is given to individual companies 
themselves, who use software or manual tagging, or a combination of the two. It is 
currently not necessary to have an audit review of the filing by third parties. Therefore, 
there is a possibility for mistakes in XBRL formatted documents to occur. These errors 
can cause an inaccuracy in then output of financial statements. Therefore, it is very 
important to be concerned about information and how to reduce the risk of any possible 
errors that will occur.  
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The previous section has reviewed the previous research papers and the subsequent 
errors that have arisen since XBRL filings were first submitted to the US SEC. All of 
the error findings are outlined in the Table 3-5. 
Table 3-5 Classification of errors 
Taxonomy Tagging Calculation 
 Unnecessary new elements 
 Extension taxonomy 
 
 Sign flips 
 Wrong fact value 
 Missing elements and 
amounts 
 Duplication of items 
 Incorrect tagging 
 Extraneous concepts 
 Incorrect classification 
 Rounding error 
 
 
There are four major steps to prepare XBRL documents: mapping, extensions, tagging, 
and creating and validating (Bartley, Chen, & Taylor, 2010). This helps to improve our 
understanding of the context in which the related causes of errors have occurred (See 
Figure 3-3). It can be seen that the errors occurred in various steps of the process, as 
follows:  
  
 
3.3.1. Mapping Errors
Errors in mapping (in other words the mismatch between every financial statement item 
and the appropriate financial 
Many of these errors are caused by the way that there is a wrong choice of appropriate 
element from the long list of standard taxonomy. Moreover, some elements are created 
by the company itself while 
This will make a difficulty for users to make a comparison. Furthermore, different 
countries have different accounting regulations, and each may have its own taxonomy 
for financial reporting. More 
negative data quality 
Accounting standards have changed throughout the world and there is now one common 
accounting standard: the International 
EU, and several South American countries are shifting in the direction of applying this 
standard (Southwell, 2005
taxonomy.  
Mapping
Extensions
Tagging
Creating and 
Validation
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Figure 3-3 Steps where errors occur 
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). This implies that a common standard should have only one 
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) often occur. 
).  
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In most cases, each company’s financial statements are structured to comply with the 
regulatory environment in the country where they are published. Different countries 
have developed their own accounting standards, making international comparisons of 
companies difficult. According to Dunnagploy and Gray (2005), “the different 
accounting practices among countries became a hindrance to the effective use of 
financial statements for decision making” (p. 225). Consequently, XBRL taxonomies 
are being developed in a wide variety of areas depending on each country’s accounting 
standard. Moreover, each company still essentially needs to add taxonomies for their 
own purposes. In fact, Bonson et al. (2009) have claimed that the taxonomies do not 
totally fit to the reporting practices of each company. Furthermore, Deshmukh (2004) 
asserts that there is no single taxonomy which can cover the world’s assorted needs for 
financial reporting. Consequently, a variety of taxonomies make comparison difficult 
and it also makes taxonomies more complex. In addition, a mediation layer for these 
gaps will probably need to be built to solve this problem (Teixeira, 2007). As stated, 
new XBRL elements in the taxonomy are created for a company’s unique financial 
statements. Consequently, they may increase the risk of a roll-forward process due to 
the incorrect order or wrong placing presentation of elements in financial statements.  
Due to the variety of each country’s regulation and each company’s requirements, the 
complexity of the inherently extension of XBRL taxonomy has been the main problem 
of taxonomy mapping. This makes it fairly difficult to form the taxonomy to fit every 
company.  
There have been efforts to develop an approach to minimise this mapping problem. For 
example, a design of financial ontology was proposed by Mendez Nunez, Emilio Labra 
Gayo, and De Andres (2009) to help to integrate the different taxonomies by using 
ontology and a fuzzy set concept. In addition, Li and Min (2009) conducted a research 
project that designed an ontology-augmented XBRL extended model to deal with cases 
having an extension of the XBRL elements. These previous studies were conducted in 
the design stage and there was no evidence to show the success of their implementation. 
Although there are a few researchers who are working to resolve this problem, there has 
so far been minimal research on how to resolve the mapping problem. Moreover, this 
mapping error still has several unresolved problems that obstruct its prevention. In 
addition, the number of extension taxonomies need to be reduced. Beyond a technique 
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to improve the mapping problem, training is required to increase the knowledge of 
XBRL taxonomy mapping among the company’s accountants as a further necessary 
step to avoid mapping errors (Bartley, et al., 2010). Forcing a company to report with a 
fixed taxonomy is a suggested method to mitigate the risk from taxonomy mapping 
issues. The work needs to be done to optimise the element and structure of the 
taxonomy. Apart from the fixed taxonomy, there is a remaining limitation of 
uncontrolled factors, such as: regulations, accounting standards, and the requirements of 
individual companies. Consequently, reducing this error type appears to require the 
effort of external parties to manage the problem.  
 
3.3.2. Tagging Errors 
Tagging is the process of entering data for financial statements elements, which 
includes monetary amounts, signs, time period, and unit of measurement. All of the data 
in the source document that is required under applicable rules have been tagged and 
included in the XBRL instance documents. The errors that have previously described 
mainly lead to the inaccuracy of the instance documents and they also distort the 
financial statements. For this reason, the output sometimes should be overseen again by 
knowledgeable accountants or participations. A brief description of some the tagging 
error that may arise follows. 
(1) A value on “debit” or “credit” items, is often the main cause of an error in 
tagging.  Sign flips, or sign errors, generally occur because in the accounting balance a 
positive sign is given to natural debit or credit items, although these items do not always 
show the balance as it should be. Therefore, an incorrect sign will be assigned to tagged 
data. This means that some elements have a natural balance as credit while in some 
cases it can have a balance on the debit side, which means a negative sign would be 
assigned. 
There are several possible reasons which may cause this error. Firstly, although the 
computer may interpret data as company tagged data and value in instance documents, a 
computer cannot interpret data like a human reading for positive and negative value. In 
terms of presentation, the negative value will be shown under brackets. Therefore, when 
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users see brackets for a negative value, they know automatically by experience that they 
need to use this amount by netting with other related items. In contrast, the computer 
has no expert knowledge for verifying the negative value if there is no sign to identify it 
as a negated value. Hence, an instance document’s preparers probably overlook this 
point. Secondly, there is no standard to detect or indicate some elements that are able to 
have value in both positive and negative values; for example, retained earnings of a 
company can be either debit or credit. Although it normally has a positive value when 
the company gains profit, it should have a negative value when the company’s operation 
shows a loss. All of these reasons increase the likelihood of introducing sign errors by 
those accountants who are not closely familiar with preparing XBRL filings. 
Consequently, the debit or credit type has significance to specify for almost all of 
monetary elements, especially for elements in the balance sheet and income statement. 
It should also be aware that there are some circumstances that affect the balance which 
are on the opposite side to the nature of elements because it can change the reported 
value. 
(2) Missing elements and amounts, the findings of this error have two aspects, as 
follows: 
a. The required value was not reported. The fact value of some elements and amounts 
were not entered and were not provided in a manner consistent with an applicable 
requirement. The omitted elements are able to create a continuing risk with calculation 
of elements causing group or statements to be in error. 
b. Additionally, some cases were reporting an element that should be zero in order to 
have a value, or to show as an empty space instead. 
Undoubtedly this circumstance of error contributed to a failure causing incorrect 
calculation output. Moreover, the data users cannot use these XBRL filings effectively 
because of the missing value. 
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Example: Figure 3-4 shows an example of a cash flow statement that was found to have 
blank value. The example company is ICU Medical Inc. 
 
Figure 3-4 Example of blank value , Source: from EDGAR system 
 
From Figure 3-4, it can be seen that there is the blank value in many line items. 
Although the amount is zero, it should be shown in the lines to ensure that it is not 
missing any value. Otherwise, the users must recalculation and recheck that the blank is 
zero or value missing. Moreover, the report period date is also disappeared. 
(3) Wrong fact value, the companies that make this error has filed instance documents 
containing an incorrect fact value. This type of error contained incorrect information in 
either amount of element or dating errors. It was found that the value of that element 
was not the same as that presented in the original document. This can be caused either 
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by mapping the fact value with the element errors caused by humans or by the failure of 
data extraction from any accounting software to generate filing in XBRL format. This is 
a particularly serious issue because the correct value is substituted for the erroneous 
value or with other information. Consequently, it will cause the misuse of financial 
statements by the related users. 
Example: Figure 3-5 is an example where the input of the fact value is wrong. As seen 
in the figure below, there are lines of income from discontinued operations shown in 
two parts, one in detail of income statement (A) and another in summary items (B). The 
amount of these two lines should present the same total but in fact the amount is not 
similar. The example company is: Williams Companies Inc. 
 
Figure 3-5 Example of wrong fact value , Source: from EDGAR system 
The problem here is that these two line items were mapped with different elements 
because of the presentation’s intention. Therefore, the value was an input with a 
different amount, although these two elements should be similar. Moreover, it cannot 
identify which amount is the correct one for further use because the net income (loss) 
A 
B 
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attributable to the Williams companies in part A is equal to in part B, as shown in  
Figure 3-6: 
Part A 
<us-gaap:IncomeLossFromDiscontinuedOperationsNetOfTax 
contextRef="Duration_1_1_2008_To_6_30_2008" unitRef="Unit_1" decimals="-
6">120000000</us-gaap:IncomeLossFromDiscontinuedOperationsNetOfTax>  
  <us-gaap:IncomeLossFromDiscontinuedOperationsNetOfTax 
contextRef="Duration_4_1_2008_To_6_30_2008" unitRef="Unit_1" decimals="-
6">29000000</us-gaap:IncomeLossFromDiscontinuedOperationsNetOfTax>  
  <us-gaap:IncomeLossFromDiscontinuedOperationsNetOfTax 
contextRef="Duration_1_1_2009_To_6_30_2009" unitRef="Unit_1" decimals="-
6">-225000000</us-gaap:IncomeLossFromDiscontinuedOperationsNetOfTax>  
  <us-gaap:IncomeLossFromDiscontinuedOperationsNetOfTax 
contextRef="Duration_4_1_2009_To_6_30_2009" unitRef="Unit_1" decimals="-
6">18000000</us-gaap:IncomeLossFromDiscontinuedOperationsNetOfTax>  
Part B 
<us-
gaap:IncomeLossFromDiscontinuedOperationsNetOfTaxAttributableToReportingEntity 
contextRef="Duration_1_1_2008_To_6_30_2008" unitRef="Unit_1" decimals="-
6">114000000</us-
gaap:IncomeLossFromDiscontinuedOperationsNetOfTaxAttributableToReportingEntity>  
  <us-
gaap:IncomeLossFromDiscontinuedOperationsNetOfTaxAttributableToReportingEntity 
contextRef="Duration_4_1_2008_To_6_30_2008" unitRef="Unit_1" decimals="-
6">25000000</us-
gaap:IncomeLossFromDiscontinuedOperationsNetOfTaxAttributableToReportingEntity>  
  <us-
gaap:IncomeLossFromDiscontinuedOperationsNetOfTaxAttributableToReportingEntity 
contextRef="Duration_1_1_2009_To_6_30_2009" unitRef="Unit_1" decimals="-
6">-155000000</us-
gaap:IncomeLossFromDiscontinuedOperationsNetOfTaxAttributableToReportingEntity>  
  <us-
gaap:IncomeLossFromDiscontinuedOperationsNetOfTaxAttributableToReportingEntity 
contextRef="Duration_4_1_2009_To_6_30_2009" unitRef="Unit_1" decimals="-
6">19000000</us-
gaap:IncomeLossFromDiscontinuedOperationsNetOfTaxAttributableToReportingEntity> 
 
 Figure 3-6 Data of Figure 3-5 in form of the instance document 
(4) Duplication of items, errors caused by duplication are a less serious issue. Most 
cases that were found had the same elements tagged twice. The obvious problem from 
this tagging error is for users who view the rendered XBRL financial statements or who 
extract the instance document into their own analysis software. 
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(5) Other mixed errors, these included a few minor possibilities to enter an incorrect 
time period and incorrect rounding that may also lead to inaccuracy of data.  
All of these tagging errors were found to a significant extent in the XBRL filings, 
starting from the first year of voluntary use and continuing to the present day. These 
findings seem to show that there is a lack of awareness and oversight to review by filing 
companies themselves. Since it is still in the first stage to all companies for XBRL 
filings submission, there is no strict legal punishment or penalty fee setting up by US 
SEC. Nevertheless, to protect XBRL reports from a large error rate the occurrences of 
those errors should be found and fixed. 
 
3.3.3. Calculation Errors 
Errors may also arise in calculation, which should not be overlooked. Concern about the 
correctness of the total amount of figures in each group in the financial statements and 
the aspect of errors is related to the relationship of presentation information. All of the 
calculation for the statements is set up in the calculation linkbase of each type of 
financial statements. The calculation errors which may arise include: 
(1) Extraneous Concepts: These are mistakes in setting up the relationship link of 
each element in the calculation file. Calculation testing was done to ensure that tagged 
numeric items in the instance documents sum up correctly, which has to follow a setting 
in the taxonomy’s calculation linkbase. Therefore, if there is an extension of standard 
taxonomy by the company itself, and does not link the calculation relationship with 
related financial statements. This can cause an error in the calculation result. Errors of 
this type are serious because it looks like a chain effect within its child group total and 
continues up to mistakes for a parent group total. 
(2) Incorrect Classification: This happens in cases of changing the classification or 
affecting the taxonomy extended by the company. This not only shows an error for the 
results after calculating, it also causes the financial statement’s presentation to be 
displayed incorrectly. Consequently, this error can directly affect business data users if 
they extract this error element into their spreadsheet calculation and use it to calculate 
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the financial ratios because the result can lead to erroneous interpretation on the value 
from that ratio. 
(3) Rounding Error: This error occurs when the company has presented the amount 
by rounding from the original decimal amount to the integer amount. These errors can 
cause a difference in the total balance of statements. Even though there was no 
significant violation occurring from these errors, it was important to observe and 
identify the appropriate method to detect these types of errors.  
It can be seen that two of the errors are related to the establishment of a taxonomy. In 
addition, the mapping error can also cause an incorrect balance in an element that comes 
from the calculation. Consequently, as mentioned in Section 3.3.1, the error finding for 
calculation is likely to improve together with the solving to mapping problems. 
 
3.4. Analysis Results 
The results of the review of errors have revealed a variety of errors in terms of: amount, 
signage, and calculation outputs. This enables us to evaluate XBRL instance documents 
that seem to lack accuracy. The mistagging results, or the other errors occurring in 
XBRL documents, can cause a misstatement in financial reporting.  
Due to the research papers as mentioned in section 3.2.1, they collected the data in the 
voluntary and preliminary of XBRL submission period. The amount of XBRL filings 
submission in those periods was less than in the year later. As shown in  
Table 3-4, the overall number of XBRL filings continues to increase, as do the number 
of errors. Meanwhile, Section 3.3.1 has found that the errors that arise from mapping 
have a limitation to resolve, as do the errors that arise from calculation, which are 
mostly caused by the taxonomy mapping. Therefore, tagging error was of particular 
concern in this study. The process of ensuring the accuracy of XBRL filings was 
examined in this study to find the prevalence of mistakes and to extend the 
understanding of XBRL documents. The sample group was set up to study and analyse 
examples of XBRL errors. Ninety-one companies that submitted XBRL filings to the 
US SEC on 30 July 2010 were selected for checking. The filings on this submission 
date included both annual and quarterly reports. 
  
A further analysis of these sample filings
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• Cash and Cash Equivalent: One company had an unequal amount for cash items in 
the Balance Sheet and in the Cash Flow Statement. 
Additionally, threesome values had a wrong sign given to them (e.g. a negative value 
for an interest income item became positive in error when it was presented in the same 
group of an interest expense). Moreover, the observation of the statement’s presentation 
has found that there was a difference in the elements shown in the statements, especially 
in the Income Statement. For example, some companies reported by grouping while 
others reported by classifying more detail of the items. 
Since these results are drawn from only one day’s worth of filing submission, we should 
be aware of the volume of errors that will be counted in the other filings that have been 
submitted. The findings from the review of the previous literature have shown that the 
errors have occurred as follows: 
• Missing required value in both context and contents inside the financial statements; 
• Blank value reported;  
• Wrong fact value reported; and, 
• Negative value and sing flip reported. 
Even though in some cases the errors are not large (or may not show as a high 
percentage), when numerous errors aggregate they can become a material amount that 
will affect and distort the financial statements. There are two significant organisations 
that define materiality, which are: FASB and AICPA. However, they do not exactly 
state materiality by a level that will have an impact on the monetary amount that occurs 
from error. Instead, they are specifically concerned about the implications of material 
errors to companies and all related users of financial statements. 
 
The FASB defines materiality as: 
The magnitude of an omission or misstatement of accounting information that, in the 
light of surrounding circumstances, makes it probable that the judgment of a 
reasonable person relying on the information would have been changed or 
influenced by the omission or misstatement. (FASB, 2008) 
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Meanwhile, AICPA defines materiality as: 
A matter of professional judgment and is influenced by the auditor's perception of the 
needs of users of financial statements. (AICPA, 2006) 
Although materiality is not a particular concern in relation to the monetary amount 
effect, there are other materiality factors that need to be identified. Importantly, any 
material errors occurring, even a small number, are likely to cause the usefulness and 
reliability of XBRL to be questioned by all related business users, especially by the 
investor community. This is a real risk of XBRL adoption and acceptance from business 
data consumers. Furthermore, Stamey and Casselman (2010)  have found that there is 
slight risk of using XBRL’s data to make a comparison in company financials and 
performance. Therefore, it seems that the use of XBRL for the classification and tagging 
of semantic information is crucial to deliver real transparency and traceability. Hence, 
financial information which is provided in XBRL instance documents should be as 
reliable as the underlying financial data used. Data assurance has to be understood in 
order to finding ways to promote the quality of XBRL files. Accuracy has been defined 
as follows: 
Accuracy refers to how close the average data value is to the true value. (Floridi, 
2003) 
Additionally, Plumlee and Plumlee (2008) concluded that investors and other users of 
financial data are likely to demand some level of assurance about its process and its 
compliance with technical specifications. Due to the gaps between the business world 
and the computing world, the current output from XBRL adoption cannot be shown 
accurately. There is still limited research on data quality within the XBRL output. 
Furthermore, due to the complexity in creating of XBRL instance documents, most of 
the preparers use services from the outsource agency to generating the filings. Boritz 
and No (2008) claimed that the validation checking from two different XBRL software 
programs showed different error results. It is questionable that XBRL software did not 
accurately output the financial statement. It is also doubtful that they lacked the 
confidence to select the software to help render the XBRL instance documents. To 
support the results of an inefficiency in the software, my study of the ninety-one 
samples has found that most of the XBRL instance documents were generated by an 
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outsourced XBRL software company. This software is generally promoted for use to 
create complex taxonomy mapping and to generate the instance file while the checking 
function was not significantly mentioned. It can be seen that the errors remained and 
were found in the outputs. Therefore, it would be of limited value to process the 
validation by using this software.  
Although XBRL offers several key benefits (as mentioned in Chapter 2), it is important 
to note that XBRL does not address the reliability and accuracy of the data used to 
describe in XBRL documents. Meanwhile, the conceptual framework for financial 
reporting also has a main objective to provide useful information to external users for 
decision making. However, this review has found that the most serious errors are due to 
ensuring that XBRL data is computer readable. Errors are not visually recognised by 
users when they directly import XBRL instance documents into their analysis software. 
Hence, the final analysis result is likely to have errors included. 
Therefore, companies should be concerned with the quality and accuracy of their XBRL 
reports. By taking advantage of XBRL, including credible information, the users can 
obtain more benefit from information, such as: reducing uncertainty, improving 
decisions, and having a better ability to plan and schedule a company’s activities. The 
AICPA has passed comment on this point in their Statement of Position (SOP) 09-1:  
In order for XBRL to be a useful tool for investors and other users of business 
information, the data contained in XBRL files must be accurate and reliable. 
(AICPA, 2009a) 
This SOP is an auditing and attestation statement that is issued to provide guidance for 
specific types, or for specialised areas, of audit and attested engagements. This 
statement mainly emphasises that XBRL files should accurately reflect the data in the 
source documents. However, this statement is only a guideline and it does not have a 
mandate for practice. Given that users of XBRL data still have to check the data out of 
concern about inadequate checking, or out of a lack of understanding by the companies 
that prepare the data, the outcome will show that an assurance of XBRL instance 
documents is likely to be demanded by the users of XBRL. 
Importantly, the finding of errors in Section 3.2 was presented only in terms of finding 
the errors; there is as yet still no proposal from those studies for how to promote error 
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correction and problem solving. Consequently, the internal checking process is iterative 
and should be developed to support the preparation of the instance documents. A 
checking process is also able to boost the accuracy of the data. 
 
3.5. Summary 
Error findings in XBRL instance documents are a problematic issue because they 
ultimately lead to mistakes in the company’s financial statements that are publicly 
reported and presented. Consequently, a comparison of the financial fundamentals from 
company to company is lacking. Importantly, a focus on increasing the quality of 
financial reports and outputs should be promoted. Errors in the data output in the XBRL 
format document can also lead to a decrease of XBRL acceptance around the world. 
Consequently, some actions to improve the accuracy of XBRL-based data are strongly 
recommended. 
This chapter started by reviewing the literature to describe how and what type of XBRL 
errors have occurred. The literature review has found that there were many errors that 
were found by classifying them as errors in mapping, tagging, and calculation. 
Additionally there were other error issues that were discovered from a review of the real 
publicly published XBRL filing submissions. These errors were serious enough to able 
to destroy the usefulness of XBRL and reduce the level of data quality (Bartley, et al., 
2009). Moreover, a review of the previous studies show that there are some risks in 
using XBRL that companies and users should take into account, especially about the 
accuracy.  
Consequently, common material errors in company XBRL reports and related causes 
should be solved to mitigate these reporting risks. Although Du et al. (2011) argued that 
the trend of error from XBRL filings will continue decreasing. It can be interpreted 
from this research that the decreasing trend is also caused by the company’s learning of 
errors. Therefore, it can be concluded that error learning is significant. Furthermore, 
Plumlee & Plumlee (2008) stated that the developing guidance should be provided for 
XBRL document assurance. However, the benefits of XBRL’s adoption are unlikely to 
be realised without an assurance of the data accuracy. Even though the review results 
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showed that XBRL still lacks accuracy and suffers from errors, many of the benefits of 
the use of XBRL can be used support to the principle of tagging the financial data in 
XBRL format. Therefore, accuracy should be promoted to increase the reliability of 
data for all XBRL stakeholders and to retain the benefits and usability of XBRL. 
To ensure that the data retrieved from XBRL documents represents valid and accurate 
transactions in the proper period, the way to detect the errors would be defined. This 
study aims to produce a semantic checking system that addresses those error issues. In 
this study the mapping and related errors from mapping are not involved in this study as 
a limitation of accounting standard and regulations. This study instead focuses on 
tagging errors. A set of guidelines and rules are used to ensure uniformity and 
comparability between financial statements prepared by different companies.  
The development of a semantic checking framework is that it offers a flexible model for 
encouraging accurate XBRL filings and, importantly, to prevent any serious 
occurrences in the future. This semantic checking system helps to support XBRL and 
increase the efficiency of XBRL. The next chapter will describe the approach that was 
used for developing the system. 
  
  
Chapter 4 A Semantic Checking Framework for XBRL
After studying the XBRL structure, concepts, and 
this chapter outlines the establishment of criteria for use when checking and proving the 
accuracy of XBRL instance documents. The 
mechanisms are developed and implemented to improve the quality assurance to XBRL 
instance documents, which this research refer
Checking guidance is needed to identify what constitutes er
these errors can have in XBRL documents. 
 
A framework for the system, including a developed model of the semantic checking 
system, is shown in this chapter. It 
the system. Importantly, this chapter describes the accuracy checking system of the 
financial statements instance documents and decides on the rules to use to solve the 
problems that are stated in the previous chapter. These rules can be used to develop a 
practical and effective semantic checking system. The next
how the model was implemented and tested by using case study method. The statement 
of the AICPA (2009a
uses XBRL should pay close attention to assessing the completeness, accuracy, or 
consistency of the XBRL
Even the summary diagram (as shown below in 
(2010) developed for their framework indicates the complexity of their 
approach.   
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Figure 4-1 Approach of assurance for XBRL (Srivastava & Kogan, 2010) 
 
To encourage the XBRL filing submission of many companies, the US SEC is currently 
not requiring a third party assurance audit for XBRL instance documents. However, in 
practice, the users are still concerned about the accuracy of the information. To address 
this issue, Srivastava and Kogan’s (2010) study established an assurance framework for 
XBRL. This assurance framework was developed by investigating related issues to 
provide assurance to XBRL instance documents by gathering practitioners and 
academics to serve as a working group. By comparing the descriptive error findings in 
Chapter 3 with the framework in Figure 4-1, it can be seen that this study’s main point 
is one of the aspects from their approach. The errors which arise during tagging and 
calculation were of particular concern in this study. The remaining issues on meta-data 
in XBRL instance document and meta-data external to XBRL instance document are 
currently being explored by several research projects, as mentioned in Section 3.3.1 
mapping errors.  
From the point of view of business facts, the reliability of the instance documents were 
based on three aspects, which are: completeness, existence, and accuracy. Importantly, 
Chapter 3 has shown that all of the major errors experienced by XBRL were related to 
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questions of reliability. Therefore, consideration of this issue should be prioritised in 
order to ensure the accuracy and successful outcome of financial statements. 
Additional errors have tended to be accumulated and they are triggered by previous 
errors, so the checking process is too late if it is put in place after an instance document 
has been completed. Consequently, this research conducted a semantic checking on all 
stages of the XBRL process to avoid and eliminate errors throughout the process. It is 
desirable that the description of business decisions and rules can be interchangeable 
between business descriptions and computing specifications so that the rules can be 
integrated into computing production process without further misinterpretation and 
conflicts. The challenge is to build a tool to help promote data quality and to use it 
effectively to find inaccurate data. Moreover, the confusion in the information 
exchanged between people and systems will be handled by the checking system. 
This chapter starts with a picture of XBRL flow (see Figure 2-15 in Chapter 2). It then 
describes the overall framework of XBRL that is the focus of this research. The 
conceptual scope of proposed system is stated at the dashed line area in Figure 4-2 to 
show the focus point of this research. 
  
  
 
 
Figure 
Regardless of which method a company chooses to tag its data, there is no escaping the 
responsibility of validating the data. The results of 
errors mostly happen during the preparation of XBRL formatted documents. 
Consequently, the internal checking process should occur throughout the preparation of 
the instance documents until it is complete. 
become more difficult i
to begin the checking
examine the instance document to give 
supports the company 
This study works through
checking system is not created 
be a tool that can add meaning for
complicated code. 
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the findings in Chapter 3 show that 
The checking and correction process would 
f the company waited until the instance documents are complete 
. Therefore, the semantic checking system 
more accuracy to the output results. Moreover, it 
to get the filing right and to make the output more accurate. 
 using the concepts behind XBRL. This proposed semantic 
using computer programming or application
 users of XBRL without requiring them to understand 
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After studying the process of XBRL, the sources of inaccurate data need to be found in 
order to get an understanding of where data becomes inaccurate so that it may be 
corrected. There are three major stages in the system development life cycle that are 
presented in this study, which are: design, development, and an evaluation of the 
system.  
As previously stated, a common assurance mechanism was launched in the process of 
development the appropriate system. Related components, data, and processes were 
defined in system design stage, which described the detailed system elements and the 
process sequence (from starting point to the end). The scope of semantic checking 
approach was then created to further develop into common proof framework to achieve 
success, and to increase the effectiveness of XBRL under the scope shown in Figure 
4-2. This framework is included a specific criteria and rules for each element to meet 
the requirements of the accounting standard and the regulators restriction. The model 
was refined and developed in an easy and intuitive way for the checking of XBRL data. 
Moreover, availability, transparency, accuracy, relevancy, system flexibility and 
adaptability are all considered when developing the model. 
This work involves several steps, as follows: 
(1) Establish a list of criteria; 
(2) Develop process flow to serve these criteria; 
(3) Express the criteria; 
(4) Detail Setting; and, 
(5) Testing by applying case study. 
The first three steps are described in this chapter. The first step is to find the facts to 
check the financial statement’s data. The second step is to develop and explain a process 
flow of the semantic checking system. The third step is to describe the criteria by 
designing a model. These three steps are used in the design stage to identify all of the 
information that is required for the development stage, which will be explained in 
Chapter 5. The fourth step is the process of developing and setting by grouping and 
classifying criteria in order to find the right logical checking modelling. The final stage 
that will be shown in Chapter 6 is evaluating the system, which will be conducted to test 
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the model and to ensure accurate of checking. The framework will be tested with a case 
study method. 
 
4.1. Establish a List of Criteria 
Before developing the model of the system, an overall study of the criteria is required to 
get more understanding of the issues. Consequently, the issues in providing assurance to 
XBRL were listed so that they can be resolved. This study currently covers mainly 
standard financial statements, including: the Balance Sheet, the Income Statement the 
Statement of Changes in Equity, and Cash Flow Statement. XBRL’s principle on the 
layer of financial report is to classify non-structured information text (such as Word 
format or the PDF format) according to standard structured financial information, which 
is also of importance to the accounting rules.  
To develop an XBRL checking system, an understanding of both GAAP and technical 
aspects of XBRL is necessary. A search and review of all of the related information and 
rules were collected to help provide a better representation of the accuracy of financial 
information.  
The structures of financial statements are a pattern that is set up in the system. At this 
point, the criteria of modelling are based on:  
1) Accounting Standards (mainly from IFRS) 
Accounting standards are a part of the financial reporting framework of business 
entities. The IFRS are a set of rules and procedures that companies must use across all 
industries in order to prepare standardised financial statements with the consistent 
reporting of financial information. This means that the companies use the same 
reporting standard at all times. Consequently, it encourages the future reduction of the 
risk of fraud and error. Both IFRS and XBRL have same intention to standardise 
financial reporting in order to promote transparency, and to improve the quality and 
comparability of business information. 
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2) XBRL US GAAP Taxonomy Preparers Guide 
This guidance was written for users to get an understanding of the process and for use to 
prepare XBRL filings in order to meet the SEC’s requirements. An overview and some 
specifications of the filings are included in this guide.  
3) Company Financial Statements 
The preparation and publication of financial statements is not governed by accounting 
laws and related regulations alone. Different companies always have some information 
that is not presented in the same way. Therefore, an example of company financial 
statements will be brought into deliberation. 
4) Industry Guides and Common Practice 
An observation and industry study should have been considered because the nature of 
business transactions differs in each industry and, therefore, the various accounts in the 
financial statements are different. This will improve the quality of the financial 
information in XBRL formatting. 
All of these criteria settings are consistently able to improve XBRL’s assurance. In 
particular, it is important to consider why the IFRS framework has been adapted to use 
because of the following attributes: 
• Applicability: The IFRS directly applies to the many countries that have adopted 
(or who will adopt) the IFRS as their accounting standards. The IFRS also applies to 
those countries that have been harmonising their accounting standards with the IFRS. 
• Compatibility: The IFRS contain many asset and liability classifications, valuation 
principles, and other accounting rules. 
• Adaptability: The IFRS provide a foundation for the development of monetary and 
financial statistics that can be built into an IFRS-based accounting system. 
Together with IFRS framework, a complete set of financial statements is identified as 
IFRS, which are used as the reporting standard for setting criteria inside each financial 
statement. 
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In contrast, the companies who submit XBRL filings to the US SEC follow the US 
GAAP information model. Therefore, to look closer at the settings for the semantic 
checking system that was developed in this study, the US GAAP taxonomy was used as 
a prototype of the system. Even though there is an increasing trend to apply the IFRS 
accounting standards throughout the world, since 2002 there has been an agreement to 
work together between the IASB (i.e. the working committee of the IFRS) and the 
FASB (i.e. the working committee of the US GAAP) to remove the differences between 
the IFRS and US GAAP (IASB, 2012a). Therefore, it is to be hoped that the gap 
between these two standards will be reduced in the near future. Moreover, it has been 
concluded in the FASB US GAAP Financial Reporting Taxonomy Architecture manual 
that the US GAAP financial reporting taxonomy can ultimately support bringing the US 
GAAP and IFRS taxonomies together (FASB, 2012). 
Generally, a set of financial report mainly consists of two closely related parts, as 
follows (IASB, 2011): 
1) Financial statements which have been mentioned in Figure 4-3. All statements are 
highly structured. 
2) Notes to financial statements are presented in more detail, which is linked to items 
in the financial statements. Some notes are shown with short factual text and tables that 
are less structured parts of information. 
  
Figure 4
While some financial statements include structured data in a certain form, other sets of 
financial statements, notes and disclosure may include unstructure
extent of setting formulas that 
financial statements, which are: the Statement of Financial Position, the Statement of 
Income, Statement of Equity, and the Statement of Cash Flow.
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This present study focus
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Chapter 3 has found that possible errors can make financial statements invalid. It has 
also found that errors can occur in XBRL instance documents. An analysis of financial 
statement elements is the first step to help of identifying the related rules. The rules that 
were set into the system include both common rules and some variable rules for 
financial statements. Common rules are generally referenced from the accounting 
standards used for general companies. All possible errors were highlighted.  
The checking rule is a way of expressing the semantic meaning of financial data. For 
example, some common rules that have been known in practice were also brought into 
this study and matched to resolve the errors occurring, including: 
• Basic Definitions: such as "Assets = Liabilities + Equity" 
• Calculations: such as "Total Assets = Total Current Assets + Total Non Current 
Assets." 
• Assets and Expenses: have standard balances in debit while liabilities, equities, and 
revenues have balances in credit side. 
In addition, elements or items in each category of the financial statement should be used 
in the correct grouping for summary purposes, which is another issue to take into 
consideration when developing a solution in the semantic checking system. The 
checking rules covered all possible error scenarios which occur both frequently and 
unlikely.  
The errors which are inspected and described in Chapter 3 are developed by 
categorisation. Based on the nature of the financial reporting process, the type of 
checking rules focused on formula and function, as in the examples below: 
• Credit-debit rules; 
• Incorrect amount; and, 
• Sign flips. 
Apart from common rules, there are another kind of rules for financial statements that 
will vary depending on the broad type of businesses, industrial group and sector. 
Industries with certain activities have different reporting practices and, therefore, use 
the elements in taxonomies differently. Consequently, a variable rule was set up. This is 
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an additional rule that was brought into consider in order to ensure the completeness of 
the checking. Hence, the differentiation of taxonomy elements will occur. Some 
examples of this are given below (by industry).  
Industries and reporting entities with certain activities have different reporting practices 
and, therefore, the financial reporting conceptual framework is used differently. This 
was one of the criteria brought into consideration when developing the system. The 
selection of industrial taxonomy is classified when checking the accuracy of financial 
data in specific industrial purpose. 
A Summary of Industries  
• Commercial and Industrial  
o Commercial and Industrial Companies 
o Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting 
o Construction 
o Airlines 
• Oil and Gas 
o Developing Stage Enterprises 
o Manufacturing 
o Wholesale Trade 
o Retail Trade 
o Transportation and Warehousing 
o Professional, Scientific, and Professional Services 
• Real Estate  
• Banking and Savings Institutions  
o Bank Holding companies 
o Credit Intermediaries and related activities 
o Depository and Lending Institutions 
o Credit Unions 
o Mortgage Banking 
• Insurance Companies  
• Broker and Dealers in Securities  
• Investment Management Companies  
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o Registered Investment companies 
o Portfolio Management 
According to the differences in each industry, each company in each industry has some 
special elements that are presented in its financial statement. This is one condition that 
must be included in the semantic checking algorithm. An example of the distinct 
elements in each industry is shown below:  
• Retail 
o Assets ==> Inventory 
o Expenses ==> Cost of goods sold 
• Manufacturing Industry 
o Assets ==> Work in progress 
o Expenses ==> Cost of goods sold 
• Banking and Financial Services 
o Income ==> Interest, Fee 
o Expenses ==> Interest, Fee 
• Oil and Gas Industry 
o Expenses ==> Acquisition costs, exploration costs, or development costs 
• Construction Industry 
o Assets ==> Retention  
This section has listed all of the related criteria as part of the development of a model 
for a semantic checking system. Moreover, the taxonomy approved recently by the 
XBRL International organisation is included in order to study and investigate the setting 
of the system in order to increasing the accuracy to XBRL instance documents.  
 
4.2. Developing a Process Flow to Serve these Criteria 
From the background of XBRL that was described in Chapter 2, I have analysed the 
structure of XBRL to develop a system framework for semantic checking. The 
framework is built based on grouping and classifying all criteria to create the right 
logical checking modelling. The checking system is built into business logic to examine 
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the data. The semantic checking system is defined as the process of determining and 
validating the elements in the instance documents in order to provide the quality control 
and assurance for XBRL data interchange documents.  
Semantics is the study of meaning that typically focuses on the relation between 
elements. The word “semantics” itself means a range of ideas, from the popular to the 
highly technical, or to indicate a problem of understanding. The data is organised in 
such a way that it can be interpreted meaningfully without human intervention. 
Semantic data systems are designed to represent the real world as accurately as possible 
within the data set. To explore how a set of things is related is the task of building 
structure into a large set of documents. This study draws upon the work of Hao et al. 
(2008), who defined the components of creating a semantic pattern. The major 
components are related to concept, event, and constraint. The concept of setting up a 
semantic checking system is to focus on all of the components of the elements to define 
their meaning. By linking the concept to the event, it is possible to look closer at what 
should have happened for that element. Every event must have a constraint, so that 
limitation will be described in the area of study for each element. These descriptions are 
very useful for setting the rule inside the semantic checking system. 
 
4.2.1 Overview of the Semantic Checking Process 
The checking process was based on the XML schema in part of calculation linkbase. 
Therefore, the structure of XML was described to aid understanding. Hence, the system 
flowchart that is given in Figure 4-4 can be applied to XBRL instances to check their 
information. 
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Figure 4-4 Flowchart of a semantic checking system 
 
Once an XBRL file has been received, a series of steps is required before it can be 
processed. The document must then be checked. The process starts by deriving the 
XBRL facts from the available XBRL information. It will then inspected and report the 
outcome of the semantic checking system. The checking process is necessary to access 
the XML schema that describes the validity of labels appearing in the document, as well 
as to access the checking information to examine the document’s accuracy. Once the 
file has been checked in accordance with specifications, it is possible to go on to the 
START 
Select XBRL instance documents 
Perform checking of XBRL instance 
documents 
Store checked XBRL instance 
documents in a target destination 
Generate semantic checking system 
END 
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next step of storing and/or processing it. The facts contained in the instance document 
must be checked to ensure that they are compliant with the rules defined by the 
taxonomy, including XBRL formulas, so that advanced formulas can be created to 
provide additional levels of data quality checking and to generate derived facts. 
The system processes the received instance documents by validating the instance 
documents to find whether or not they are valid. A semantic checking system is 
provided and generated for the inspection, after which the checked XBRL instance 
documents are ready to use with the accuracy and reliable. 
 
4.2.2 Design Detail of the Semantic Checking System Process 
Semantics is a technical term for the study of meaning in language and how language 
can be manipulated in order not to mislead the public. Therefore, the semantic checking 
system encourages semantic interoperable data at the data instance level. This sub-
section presents the task detail of matching step to find semantic correspondences of 
elements and factual value in financial statements. Semantic checking looks at the 
connection (or relation) between elements and fact value (or element). The matching 
step shows relation between process and related information or documents (see Figure 
4-5).  
 
Data Tier Retrieving                XBRL Filing 
 
Business Logic Tier Transforming Checking Logic Rules and Process 
 
Presentation Tier Checking Completed XBRL Instance documents 
Figure 4-5 Semantic matching steps 
The first process is retrieving document data in the form of XBRL to investigate a 
transformation algorithm to recursively check the document against relevant financial 
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statement rules such as the matching between the element name of source financial 
statement and the element name in taxonomies, as follows: 
• Recursively check the document against relevant financial statement rules; and, 
• Additional rule management elements in case of changing rules in the future. 
All of the rules that are mentioned in Section 4.1 are combined to develop a semantic 
checking system that is able to ensure that all points are included. A rule of checking is 
created to promote the accuracy of XBRL, which will improve the reliability of the 
information to all counterparties. Moreover, this will help to take advantage of XBRL.  
Figure 4-6 shows that the concept of this framework is designed to separate a repository 
of the rules to store all of the possibilities of the criteria of financial statement checking. 
This is a dynamic modelling capability that is able to help to filter and highlight the 
application for checking and creating accurate financial statements. Moreover, it is very 
flexible and able to manage an additional rule or changing rules in the future. 
                                       
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-6 Flow of semantic checking process 
The XBRL schema is tailored to the particular business and financial reporting needs. 
The entire module has to work together. The program aims to inspect an XBRL schema 
definition. It also aims to check the association with the instance document. The main 
purpose of XBRL schemas is to provide the computer with information on how it 
should process data accurately with accounting terms. Since computers do not have 
built-in accounting knowledge of themselves, they have to be taught what a particular 
XBRL 
documents 
Well-form 
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Error 
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Schemas Rules 
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concept means, what its characteristics are, and what error should be checked. This is 
the reason to develop the semantic checking system by establishing a repository for the 
rules that was used to trace and detect the errors of XBRL instance documents. 
 
4.3. Express Criteria  
This previous process flow helps to explain the processes appropriately to the users. The 
sorts of process that are shown in Figure 4-7 illustrate the semantic checking system 
check so that the users can understand the overall process and its related criteria items. 
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Figure 4-7 Flowchart of generating semantic checking system 
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associated values, dates and others) in the XBRL related documents reflect the same 
information as approved from the company’s management. The checking steps establish 
the rules to resolve the error findings that have been described in Chapter 3. The 
structure is formed to express the error into two main groups. The first group checks for 
a company’s information that needs to be verified to determine the accuracy and 
completeness before continuing to the next step. The second group is a significant 
process that checks the accuracy of the data element in the financial statements.  
As previously mentioned, the scope of this present study does not include the process of 
journalising or the posting of business transactions. Consequently, the semantic 
checking system starts after the financial statement is generated from a company’s 
accounting software. Figure 4-7 shows the flow of checking the XBRL documents. The 
process of the semantic checking system focuses on inspecting of the financial 
statements from XBRL documents. After the company gets the XBRL documents from 
its accounting software, the process starts by conducting a checking system to examine 
the documents. The checking is classified as a sub-process that begins after the 
preparation of the XBRL instance documents. The main part of the checking is 
classified into two parts. Context information is concerned with a company’s general 
information, such as report period end date, and unit of measure. The condition of fact 
value is designed and included in the system, for example, the sign and the value of the 
elements are also checked and indicated to ensure that is no error occurring. After the 
semantic checking system is finished, the next process is the delivery of the XBRL 
instance documents to all participants. Checked XBRL instance documents are stored 
for further use, especially for submission to the related regulator.  
Figure 4-7 shows the process of the system work flow. Meanwhile, Figure 4-8 depicts 
the expandable detail and relationship to other components in XBRL documents. 
Basically, XBRL has to check for the XBRL structure to determine whether or not it 
provides a correct and complete structure. The next step in validating the element is to 
look at the XBRL schema to find what a particular concept means and what its 
characteristics are. The detail of schema checking is already identified by the US SEC, 
so the step after this is the proposed step of the semantic checking system that is 
developed in this study. Therefore, the next step then passes to the proposed semantic 
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checking system. The rules are created and stored in a repository to provide a checking 
for the XBRL instance documents.  
To ensure that the process has correctly checked a calculation, it is important that the 
linkbase is used together with the set up rules. The result of the calculation must be 
rechecked to provide accuracy in the total balance of financial statements. The checking 
rule is expressed in detail by two classification groups. The first group is a common rule 
and the second is a variable rule. The common rule is based on a foundation and 
principle of accounting or any static regulation. The variable rule is a dynamic 
requirement that can vary with the type of industry or due to a new regulation. The 
checking process is used to examine the accuracy of the instance document outputs 
following the rules that will be defined and explained in Chapter 5. In a case where 
there is an error found from the checking, an error report is produced so that the 
preparers can make a correction. The error report that is shown in Figure 4-8 reports the 
error finding from the checking process. An example of the error report will be 
presented and further explained in Chapter 6. The process will loop to the previous step 
until the error is corrected and a complete set of instance documents is ready for 
submission to the regulators and other business users.  
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Additionally, to provide more understanding of the process for the preparers of XBRL 
documents who are normally not familiar with technical terminology, the flowchart 
procedure in Figure 4-9 shows the detailed process of semantic checking system in 
which the condition should be included in the semantic checking system.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-9 The flowchart part of generating semantic checking system 
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To describe the previous process flowchart, a narration is outlined in Table 4-1 that 
describes the process of checking (specifically checking for the rules in common rules). 
Table 4-1 Explanation of semantic checking system in Figure 4-9 
Process Name Explanation 
(1) Loaded 
Instance 
Documents 
Financial statement instance documents are loaded into 
the semantic checking system. 
(2) Semantic 
Rules 
Checking 
The semantic rules check is a confirmation as to whether 
the instance documents match the expected rules. 
(2.1) Context 
Information 
Checking 
This step is used to test the correctness of the general 
characteristics of financial statements. 
(2.1.1) Reported 
Period 
The financial statements report in period and it has to 
check what period is reported to ensure the checking in 
the next step. 
(2.1.2) Unit of 
Measurement 
The unit of measurement is checked in order to prevent 
the system using the wrong amount when do a 
comparison. This is important because it will affect the 
analysis of the financial statements. 
(2.2) Fact Value This step is followed if the instance documents are 
passed from the checking in process (see 2.1) in order to 
check all of the fact values to determine whether or not it 
is correct. 
(2.2.1) Required 
Value 
This checks whether all of the required values are 
fulfilled completely in financial statements. For example, 
if a value is required but is not reported,  
(2.2.2) Zero or blank 
value 
A zero balance is entered as a blank value, and then it is 
not accepted for reporting. 
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Process Name Explanation 
(2.2.3) Negative 
Value 
In some cases, the amount of some account reported in 
negative value, although they are in the same category of 
other accounts such as accumulated depreciation of 
assets, allowance of doubtful accounts. 
(2.3) Relationship of 
Particular 
Items 
The next step after pass the process (2.2) is additional 
checking up of some particular items.  
(2.3.1) Industry It is important to check whether there is unusual item 
which should not be used particularly in the industry. 
(2.3.2) Others This checks the relation between item and item such as 
amount in some elements of balance sheet should equal 
to the element in cash flow statement.  
Moreover, the level checks the amount showing in financial statements to determine in 
case of there is a rounding value which normally the financial statements have recorded 
the amount with a decimal value, although they rounded into full amount for financial 
statements presentation. Therefore, there are some errors that arise from the rounding 
process, which means that the statements are not balanced. 
In conclusion, the main purpose of the semantic checking system is to provide the rules 
for helping an assessment of the XBRL instance documents. The checking system is 
primarily proposed to examine the accuracy of financial statement in XBRL format. 
This system also promotes and increases the understanding of XBRL structure to non-
technical preparers. 
 
4.4. Summary 
After studying the problem of XBRL filings in Chapter 3, this chapter has examined the 
errors that have been found in order to develop the checking framework. The semantic 
checking system is proposed as a framework for helping improve the accuracy of XBRL 
outputs. 
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This chapter has described how to create and develop the semantic checking system. The 
possible errors are filtered and classified to set up the rules to inspect the XBRL instance 
documents. In addition, the process of XBRL preparation has to consider which step 
should process the rules. Therefore, the workflows are presented to increase our 
understanding of the semantic checking system. 
The process workflow of the system is defined as a guideline for the users to check their 
XBRL instance documents. In this chapter, the overview of the system is shown in the 
format of the process workflow, together with a brief narration of the flow. More detailed 
information of the system to be defined will be presented in next chapter. 
  
  
Chapter 5 Semantic Checking System
The workflow of the semantic checking system has been described in the previous 
chapter. However, more information is required in order to develop the rules for use in 
the framework, which is the aim of this chapter.
As described previously, the main tax
GAAP taxonomy that is used for financial statement filing in the US. Therefore, all of 
the rules in this chapter 
the content of the reported value th
hence, the system framework and model can be adopted for use in other countries.
 
5.1. A Classification of XBRL’s Structure 
Chapter 4 has described the proposed framework and process flow. 
possible errors in XBRL instance documents, the process of checking is classified into 
two major stages, which are: the head of XBRL instance documents and the body of the 
contents. This can be shown in the form of XBRL instance document hierarchy in the 
table that follows. 
 
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
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onomy used in this present study focused on US 
were based on the requirements of the US SEC. However, only 
at references the US SEC requirement is of interest; 
 
 
• A Classification on XBRL's Structure
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• Summary
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Table 5-1 Classification of XBRL instance documents structure 
 Element name Example 
Head context id Entity name, period (start date and end date) 
 
unit id Currency, shares 
Body 
(Per 1 Line item) 
Concept Cash, accounts receivable 
 UnitRef USD 
 Decimals 0, INF 
 Balance Balance amount 
 
The first part mainly includes those elements that contain a company’s general 
information in the period. This part is very important when managing XBRL instance 
documents. Apart from the entity, period information, and other general information, 
the second part identifies the elements which are included in context of company’s 
financial statements. This part contains the main contents of financial statements for 
presentation. The checking looked at many of the common aspects that have been listed 
in Chapter 4.  
XBRL copes with values in the form of context and unit, the most concerned value is 
the value underlying each element. Generally, when an XBRL instance is created, the 
value has been assigned only for those elements that are included in the financial 
statements. An element which has no value has normally not been assigned and 
presented in instance documents. However, some elements are required for the users to 
include in the instance documents, whose value has also been assigned to these 
elements. An absolute check of certain elements in the instance document is explained 
in the next section. 
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5.2. Setting Details in the Semantic Checking System  
The system analyses the structure and keywords of the XBRL instance documents. It 
then checks this information based on the rules. This section aims to better understand 
this process in order to test whether the data elements (text and line item names and 
associated values, dates, and other labels) in the XBRL-related documents reflect the 
same information as the corresponding official EDGAR filing. 
Expressing rules with XBRL elements is, therefore, desirable to overcome the 
aforementioned issues in Chapter 3. Additionally, the rules also help to: 
• Promote an understanding of the processing of XBRL preparation, the flow of 
rule checking shows how to ensure an accuracy of financial statements. This 
includes the associated knowledge for producing fewer errors in XBRL instance 
documents. 
• Facilitate accurate information to users for making decision.  
The XBRL instance documents are required to behave as described in the semantic 
checking rules otherwise errors may possibly occur. All the rules confirm the main 
setting of the correct value inside so that it can be checked from the general information 
of financial statements (as described in Section 5.2.1). 
 
5.2.1 Setting General Information Rules  
There are a number of common characteristics of financial facts (such as reporting 
entity, legal entity, and report date). Consequently, every financial statement can be 
tagged with information about the accounting period that it refers to, the accounting 
standard used, and the monetary unit to be measured. This contextual information 
expressed in the instance documents is not contained in taxonomies. 
Examples of some of the common characteristics of financial statements include: 
• Reporting Entity – such as a company name (e.g. “Apple” or “Microsoft”) 
• Legal Entity – such as “ consolidated entity” or “parent holding company” 
• Period – such as “December 31, 2010” or “June 30, 2010” 
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Objective of Checking: to ensure the completeness of company information. 
A list of company information that compares between presentation name and element 
name in XBRL is illustrated in the following table: 
Table 5-2 Elements for XBRL contexts 
Element Name Format / Rule Description 
(1) entity Not null or nil value Name of the reported company. 
(2) periodType YYYY-MM-DD Describes the period to which the fact value 
relates, which can be either: 
 Instant: means a specific instant time 
(Balance sheet); or 
 Duration: means a period of time (Income 
statement). 
(3) unit id Reference to ISO4217* Describes the unit of measurement associated 
with a reported fact value. For example, of 
currency used: USD for US Dollars or EUR 
for Euros. 
*ISO4217 is an international standard to define the names of different currencies, which is the 
same as the currency code in publicly exchange rates (see the currency codes in Appendix 3). 
(1) Entity 
The entity normally describes a company name or a subsidiary within a company. There 
is no limitation for company name: it can be alphabetical, numerical, or a combination 
of the two. 
Table 5-3 shows an example of an XBRL entity element. 
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Table 5-3 Example of an XBRL entity element 
Label Element Name Description Sample Value 
Registrant 
Name 
dei_EntityRegistrantName Name of company 3M CO 
Central Index 
Key 
dei_EntityCentralIndexKey This specific unique code 
is given by US SEC’s to 
identify the filing of 
company. 
0000066740 
Document 
Type 
dei:DocumentType Type of submitted 
financial reports 
10-K 
 
In the format of an XBRL instance document this example would be: 
<dei:EntityRegistrantName contextRef="D2011">3M CO</dei:EntityRegistrantName> 
<dei:EntityCentralIndexKey contextRef="D2011">0000066740</dei:EntityCentralIndexKey> 
<dei:DocumentType contextRef="D2011">10-K</dei:DocumentType> 
 
Checking Rules: 
The checking rules for element of entity are described in Table 5-4. 
Table 5-4 Checking rules for entity element 
Element Name Rule Format 
EntityRegistrantName 
∀	EntityRegistrantName	 ∉ ∅ 
Not null 
There is no 
specific format for 
these elements. 
EntityCentralIndexKey ∀	EntityCentralIndexKey	 ∉ ∅ 
Not null 
10-digit number 
fixed 
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Element Name Rule Format 
DocumentType ∀	DocumentType	
∉ ∅	&	10 − K	|10 − K/A	|10 − Q	|10 − Q/A' 
Not null and has only value as listed. 
Note: The full list of the document types has 
more than four of those above but is not 
directly related to financial statements type. 
10-K and 10-K/A mean annual report and 10-Q 
and 10-Q/A mean quarterly report. (U.S. 
Securities and Exchange Commission, 2011) 
As defined by U.S. 
SEC. 
 
(2) PeriodType 
Since it is natural for the accounting to be distinct when the event of data is periodType 
in elements, this is presented to the report period of financial statements. There are two 
values for period: the first is set to ‘‘instant’’ for a particular date and time of assets, 
liabilities, and equities section; the second is set to "duration" for revenues and expenses 
items.  
The following table shows an example of an XBRL periodtype element: 
 
Table 5-5 Example of an PeriodType element 
Label Element Description Sample value 
Document Period 
End Date 
dei_DocumentPeriodEndDate End date of report 
period 
2011-12-31 
In XML format: 
<dei:DocumentPeriodEndDate contextRef="D2011">2011-12-31</dei:DocumentPeriodEndDate> 
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Checking Rule: 
Table 5-6 Checking rules for entity element 
Element Name Rule Format 
DocumentPeriodEndDate ∀	()*+,-./0-12)34.3(5/-	 ∉ ∅	&
< *+11-./	35/- 
Not null and is not over current date 
YYYY-MM-DD 
 
(3) Unit id 
The measurement unit varies depending on the reporting country (e.g. USD or GBP). 
Only monetary fact values require the measurement unit information. Therefore, it is 
possible for the unit of measure to be invalid. Consequently, these should be checked to 
ensure their accuracy. 
The following is an example of an XBRL measurement unit element: 
<xbrli:unit id="USD"> 
<xbrli:measure>iso4217:USD</xbrli:measure> 
</xbrli:unit> 
 
Checking Rule: 
Table 5-7 Checking rules for Unit id element 
Element Name Rule Format 
Unit id ∀	7.2/	23	 ∉ 	∅	&	 ∈ 	 9:;4127	?2@/' 
Not null and value is in a list of ISO4127 
As ISO 4217 
ISO4217 is an international standard which established universally applicable codes to 
identify currencies (the full list of all currencies is listed in Appendix 3). 
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As viewed from a business perspective, the important parts in the elements are name, 
type, balance and periodType. Therefore, these parts are of interest in a semantic 
checking system. 
 
5.2.2 Setting Fact Value Checking Rules  
Apart from checking the accuracy of data entering, it is important that the XBRL data 
characteristics of an instance are related to each other. Fact values are the main part of 
the instance document to contain the data that is being expressed. Each fact value 
comprises of several attributes to describe all related detailed information, as follows: 
Table 5-8 The components of elements 
Attribute 
Name 
Format / Rule Description 
(1) Concept Concept name is mapped from the list of taxonomy. Items in 
financial 
statements.  
(2) UnitRef ∀	7.2/A-B	
∈ 	 ,).-/51C9/-,/CD-|:ℎ51-@9/-,/CD-|3-*2,5F9/-,/CD-' 
The 
measurement of 
each concept. 
(3) Decimals ∀	(-*2,5F@	 ∈ 	 −10,… , 10|9IJ' Decimal 
accuracy of the 
numeric value. 
(4) Balance ∀	K5F5.*-	 ∈ 	.+,K-1	&	 
∀	K5F5.*-	 ∉ ∅ 
Fact value. 
 
After investigating the structure of taxonomies and instance documents, it can be seen 
that there is a relationship between elements in the instance documents and concept in 
taxonomy. This offers a flow to help create a semantic checking system that is based on 
this relationship.  
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(1) Concept 
The concept name represents financial items in the statements, for example: 
“CashandCashEquivalents”, “AccountsReceivable”, and “AccountsPayable”. 
 
Checking Rule: 
The concept name should be in the subset of US GAAP taxonomy. 
There is no fact that appears in the instance for not applicable information and, 
therefore, the concept of that information will not be included in the instance document. 
 
(2) UnitRef 
Financial statements mainly include information in the form of figures with monetary 
units (e.g. £2,000), numbers (e.g. number of common shares), percents, strings (share 
price). To help the computer check the validity of the data, each type has a different 
name to identify, which is: monetaryItemType, sharesItemType, or decimalItemType.  
The fact values of all the main financial statements that are focused on in this study are 
generally stated in a numeric amount. Consequently, in the case of numerical values, 
normally it is necessary to assign a decimals attribute. There is, therefore, a relationship 
that is used to set rules for that relation. Hence, checking rules described in the decimals 
attribute. 
 
(3) Decimals 
The decimals attribute is used to tell the computer the decimal accuracy of the numeric 
value; hence, it specifies the extent to which a number has been rounded. Examples of 
decimal attributes are given in Table 5-9: 
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Table 5-9 Example of decimal attributes 
Examples Meaning 
“INF” Shows the actual amount from a company’s recording, or represents a 
calculation the values with accuracy as reported. 
“2” Two decimal points. 
“0” There is no value past the decimal point. 
“-3” Accurate to the nearest thousand. 
 
Checking Rule: 
The relation of these two attributes to taxonomy is depicted in Figure 5-1 (as mentioned 
in UnitRef attribute). This relationship can initiate the rules of checking because each 
data type has a condition to concern in difference.  
 
 
            Taxonomy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Instance document 
 
 
 
Figure 5-1 Relationship between taxonomy (Data type)  and instance document 
attribute (UnitRef and Decimals) 
Data type 
Data type = 
monetaryItemType 
sharesItemType 
decimalItemType ? 
Decimals = Require 
Concept name 
UnitRef = Require 
Yes 
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Data type is defined for every concept named in taxonomy to describe the characteristic 
of data. Consequently, it relates to the required attribute in the instance document. The 
most common data types (i.e. monetaryItemType, sharesItemType, and 
decimalItemType) require a value for both UnitRef and Decimals as types of data when 
this concept is mapped into the instance document. It can help to check the validity of 
the data entered according to matching with the type. Each data type has to be matched 
with a specific value of UnitRef and Decimals in order to increase the accuracy of data.  
The checking rules for each data type are shown in Table 5-10: 
Table 5-10 Rules for UnitRef and Decimals attributes 
Taxonomy Instance Document Attribute 
Data type UnitRef Decimals 
monetaryItemType Unit in currency  
{Value from ISO4217} 
{-10,...,10} 
Numeric only, value in between -10 and 
10. 
sharesItemType    {Shares} {INF, 2} 
Normally this represents the number of 
shares, which generally displays an 
actual amount. 
decimalItemType {USDPerShare} {2} 
This data type identifies for concept, 
especially earning per share that comes 
from calculating and shows two 
decimals in practice. 
 
The first data type, monetaryItemType, is the most common data type since it is the type 
of concept name that presents a financial amount. Therefore, its instance items for 
XBRL format is identified as a code of currency, which is followed by ISO4217 
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together with a decimal value between -10 and 10 (as identified by reviewing in 
business practices which the maximum is rounded to million). The second data type, 
sharesItemType, is set up for a concept that relates to the number of shares, which is 
one part that is present in both balance sheet and shareholders’ equity statement, so the 
unit for this is not a currency. Lastly data type, decimalItemType, UnitRef of this type is 
defined for USDPerShare because it is another unit type for some specific concept (such 
as earning per share). The value of this concept comes from calculating the value in 
currency and number of shares. Additionally, the Decimals item has been set to show 
result in only two digits of decimal, as practice reported. 
 
(4) Balance 
The main value to report in financial statements is fact value, the financial amount is the 
final balance of the business transactions summary. 
 Checking Rule: 
Taxonomy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-2 Relationship between taxonomy (Balance type) and instance document 
attribute (Balance)In terms of taxonomy, balance has the attribute of representing the 
Balance type 
Debit, 
Credit? 
Balance = Require with 
correct sign value (+, -) 
Concept name Data type 
monetaryItemType 
Balance = Require with 
only positive sign value (+) 
decimalItemType 
Yes 
sharesItemType 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Instance document 
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balance nature of each concept, which is another important characteristic of accounting. 
According to the basic rule of double entry accounting, assets and expenses have 
normal balances in ‘debit’ while equity, liabilities and revenues have normal balances in 
‘credit’. This balance nature is considered together with the nature of each element, 
which in some cases should be presented in a negative value. This is very significant for 
performing the financial calculation, especially for the statement of financial position 
and the statement of income. Importantly, if there is something obvious then it is likely 
to be a sign of an error or mistake. Figure 5-2 shows the relationship between taxonomy 
and instance documents. Additionally, there are conditions where the balance attribute 
can decrease the error of entering a wrong or missing value. The checking rule for 
balance attribute is described in Table 5-11: 
 
Table 5-11 Rules for balance attribute 
Attribute Rule Format 
Balance  Require value in numerical format.  
∀	K5F5.*-	 ∈ 	.+,K-1	&		 
∀	K5F5.*-	 ∉ ∅ 
Nil or null value should enter zero for the balance. 
Numeric only 
 
 Sign for the balance 
Balance type:  
Debit type, (+) positive sign for balance   
Credit type, (+) positive sign for balance   
A negative balance (-) will be assigned in case of an 
actual balance is shown on the opposite side of the 
balance nature. 
 
 
If there is concept mapped, then either a fact value or a zero balance is required. In other 
words, every concept in the instance document must have a fact value. The only 
possible value of the balance is numerical and it cannot accept a blank value (if the 
balance is nil then a zero must be entered for the balance). Although this concept has a 
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nil value, a zero balance is required to be entered if this concept has a balance to report 
for another comparison year. In contrast, for an unknown or not applicable concept, the 
information should not be included in the instance documents and does not require 
balance to report. 
 
5.2.3 Checking Rules based on Relationship 
Apart from the error findings that are described in Chapter 3, the analysis of XBRL 
financial filings shows that there are other relationships which can help to improve the 
quality of XBRL instance documents. Firstly, there is a relationship between business 
activities and concepts in taxonomy. It can be seen that the more different a company’s 
activities are, the more different the concept name report will be. Although some 
concept names can be used for sharing among industries, some concepts are chosen to 
report for only a specific industry. Consequently, it is possible to take the distinct 
industry’s concept name into a consideration to help identify whether or not it has any 
obvious concept in the instance documents. Secondly, the interrelation between all 
financial statements can be used to check a reported value in the financial statements. 
This solution is a strong reason to call this system semantic since the relation and 
meaning in financial statements are studied to create the semantic checking system. 
 
(1) Industry 
Companies that have a different type of industry also have a different type of business 
activity. Hence, different industries require different taxonomies to support their 
different needs. This has caused an extension of the business concept for financial 
statements so that they are able to support this difference. This present study has found 
that the reported financial data as arranged by industry has a lot of data inconsistencies. 
Therefore, the result of this finding should have been brought into a rule for checking. 
From a brief survey, this present study has found that there are twenty-four industry 
groups, as defined by Standard & Poor's and MSCI Barra (2012). Meanwhile, the US 
GAAP taxonomy publishes official copies of taxonomies for several industries, 
including: commercial and service, banking, real estate, and insurance.  
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Industry should have some particular groups of elements for a particular company that 
runs a business in a different type of industry. This happens because of a difference in 
the nature of each industry business, for instance: 
• Commercial and Service: The main business of this industry is usually selling 
products, while it is possible for a commercial and service company to produce 
goods by itself or to purchase finished goods from suppliers. 
• Banking: This business is based on deposits. The majority of account elements 
are related to the deposit principal, such as interest. Deposits are a source of 
cash inflow, loans are part of the cash outflow that creates an interest income 
for the entity. 
• Real Estate: This is the business of buying, selling, or renting land, buildings 
or housing. 
• Insurance: The main business of this industry is to get a cash inflow from its 
customers who buy an insurance policy. The cash received is invested so that 
the company can get a return, such as depositing the money in a bank, 
investing in the real estate business, and purchasing other companies’ 
securities.  
Table 5-12, Table 5-13, and Table 5-14 attempt to capture the differences of concept in 
taxonomy among industry that are commonly found in practice or that may be material 
to a particular entity’s financial statements.  
The extended taxonomy should have some elements that may apply to one particular 
industry. The comparisons of each industry are shown in Table 5-12, Table 5-13, and 
Table 5-14 by type of financial statements (see Appendix 4 for a full list of all of the 
concepts of comparison). 
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Table 5-12 Balance sheet 
The main differences in balance sheet by each industry are focused on assets and liabilities, while the equities elements have no significantly 
different items.  
 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Assets     
Cash, Cash 
Equivalents, 
and Short-
Term 
Investments 
 RestrictedCashAndCashEquivalents 
 
  
Inventory Inventory, Net [Abstract] 
 
 Inventory, Finished Goods and Work 
in Process, Gross 
Inventory for Long-term Contracts or 
Programs, Gross 
Inventory Valuation Reserves 
Inventory, Real Estate [Abstract] 
 
 
Loan and 
Accounts 
Receivable 
 LoansAndLeasesReceivableNetRepo
rtedAmountCoveredAndNotCovered
Abstract 
 
 Premiums and Other Receivables, 
Net [Abstract] 
Reinsurance Recoverables 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Prepaid Reinsurance Premiums 
Funds Held under Reinsurance 
Agreements, Asset 
Deferred Policy Acquisition Costs 
and Value of Business Acquired 
[Abstract] 
 
 
Property, 
Plant and 
Equipment 
Machinery and Equipment, Gross 
 
 Machinery and Equipment, Gross 
 
 
Other Assets Inventories, Property Held-for-sale, 
Current 
Advances on Inventory Purchases 
DueFromCustomerAcceptances Due from Customer Acceptances 
 
  
Liabilities and Equity 
Liabilities  Deposits [Abstract] 
 
 Liability for Future Policy Benefits 
and Unpaid Claims and Claims 
Adjustment Expense [Abstract] 
Guaranteed Interest Contracts 
Reinsurance Payable 
Liability for Claims and Claims 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Adjustment Expense [Abstract] 
Policyholder Funds [Abstract] 
Policyholder Dividends Payable 
Experience Rated Refunds Payable 
Policyholder Contract Deposits 
Other Policyholder Funds 
Policyholder Funds, Total 
Reserve for Losses and Loss 
Adjustment Expenses 
Unearned Premiums 
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Table 5-13 Income statement 
This statement generally includes three main parts: revenues, cost of revenues, and operating expenses. Every business has a similar 
transaction for operating expenses to run a business. Apart from the operating expense, the other two parts are revenues and cost of revenues, 
which differ depending on the type of business. 
 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Revenues Sales Revenue, Goods, Net 
[Abstract] 
Shipping and Handling Revenue 
 
Interest Income (Expense), after 
Provision for Loan Loss [Abstract] 
Interest and Fee Income 
Interest and Dividend Income, 
Securities, by Classification 
[Abstract] 
Interest Income and Fees, Bankers 
Acceptances, Certificates of Deposit 
and Commercial Paper 
Interest Income, Purchased 
Receivables 
Investment Banking, Advisory, 
Brokerage, and Underwriting Fees 
and Commissions, Alternative 
Presentation for Banks [Abstract] 
Fees and Commissions [Abstract] 
 
Real Estate Revenue, Net [Abstract] 
Revenue from Hotels [Abstract] 
Revenue, Net [Abstract] 
 
Premiums Earned, Net, by Business 
[Abstract] 
Policy Charges, Insurance 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Cost of 
Revenue 
Cost of Goods Sold [Abstract] 
 
Interest Expense [Abstract] 
 
Cost of Goods and Services Sold 
[Abstract] 
Cost of Real Estate Revenue 
[Abstract] 
Construction and Development Costs 
[Abstract] 
Cost of Real Estate Sales [Abstract] 
Real Estate Taxes and Insurance 
[Abstract] 
Direct Costs of Hotels [Abstract] 
 
Benefits, Losses and Expenses 
[Abstract] 
Policyholder Benefits and Claims 
Incurred [Abstract] 
Policyholder Benefits and Claims 
Incurred, Net [Abstract] 
Liability for Future Policy Benefits, 
Period Expense 
Interest Credited to Policyholders 
Account Balances 
Contract Administration Expense 
Benefit Claims in Excess of Related 
Policyholder Balances 
Policyholder Dividends 
Deferred Policy Acquisition Cost, 
Amortization Expense 
Amortization of Value of Business 
Acquired (VOBA) 
 
Operating 
Expenses 
 
 Impairment of Ongoing Project 
Gain (Loss) on Contract Termination 
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Table 5-14 Cash flow statement 
Table 5-14 describes the different elements in a cash flow statement that these listed elements are related to, which are shown in Table 5-12 
and Table 5-13. The cash flow statement has three main activities of inflow and outflow cash, which are: operating activities, investing 
activities, and financing activities. The methods of getting cash inflow and taking cash outflow in investing and financing are normally 
similar, even though the type of industry is contrasting. Therefore, most of the different elements are items in the operating activities part.  
 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Operating 
Activities 
  Cost of Services, Amortization 
 
Accretion (Amortization) of 
Discounts and Premiums, 
Investments 
Amortization of Capitalized Value of 
Business Acquired Asset 
Deferred Policy Acquisition Cost, 
Amortization Expense 
Amortization of Value of Business 
Acquired (VOBA) 
Amortization of Deferred Loan 
Origination Fees, Net 
Amortization of Mortgage Servicing 
Rights (MSRs) 
Interest Credited to Policy Owner 
Accounts 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
 
Increase (Decrease) in Inventories 
 
Increase (Decrease) in Deposits 
[Abstract] 
Increase (Decrease) in Deposits, 
Alternative [Abstract] 
Net Change Interest and 
Noninterest-bearing Deposits, 
Domestic [Abstract] 
Net Change Interest and 
Noninterest-bearing Deposits, 
Foreign [Abstract] 
 
Increase (Decrease) in Inventories 
Increase (Decrease) in Restricted Cash 
for Operating Activities 
 
Increase (Decrease) in Reserve for 
Commissions, Expense and Taxes 
Increase (Decrease) in Insurance 
Assets [Abstract] 
Increase (Decrease) in Insurance 
Liabilities [Abstract] 
 
 
The data that is shown in Table 5-12, Table 5-13, and Table 5-14 is listed based on US GAAP taxonomy as classified by industry. However, 
US GAAP taxonomy classification by industry is not accurate for every type of industry. Although there is no taxonomy classification for 
every industry, the approach of checking rules is broadly adopted in this present study because this list is proposed to be stored in an isolated 
repository so that it can be revised when a new US GAAP taxonomy is launched.    
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Checking Rule: 
Besides the specific concept name of each industry type, the filing system of the US 
SEC can create a new relationship that help to easily identify the specific concept name. 
In the EDGAR filing system there is a Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code to 
represent a type of industry by a four-digit code. This code is used by agencies in many 
countries (e.g. Companies House in United Kingdom). The relationship with the set of 
SIC code and a company’s XBRL filing should be set for use when checking for an 
unusual concept. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-3 Relationship for industry checking rule 
The completed system includes a list of distinct concept name by industry, which is 
proposed to be stored in any repository for comparison checking purposes. The 
checking process is as follows: 
• Use CIK code to check and get SIC code from EDGAR filing system since 
there is no SIC code in the XBRL instance document.  
XBRL instance 
document EDGAR datastore 
Get SIC from 
EDGAR system 
Show obvious concept 
name to back for 
correction 
List of distinct concept 
name by industry 
Industry type 
Concept name of 
different industry 
Concept name 
Match ? 
Yes 
CIK CIK 
Data from Table 5-12 
to Table 5-14 
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• The industry type is then specified and a list of concept names that are defined 
specifically for other industries is extracted. 
• The goal of this checking rule is to ensure that there is no concept name from 
the instance document that exists in the above list. 
 
(2) Financial Statements 
Generally, the financial statements are not used in isolation. There is also some 
associated information that can express the accuracy of reported balance and that can 
also express the relationship among financial statements. This study recognises the 
importance of these relations and, therefore, the semantic checking system designed to 
detect these errors, which also increases the accuracy of the financial information. The 
importance of these relations is taken into consideration. In addition, the relations 
between related elements (either in the same statement or in different statements) are 
examined. For setting the rules, the relations are classified into two parts, which are: 
inner and outer relationship. 
 
Inner Relationship 
The relationship inside each statement can indicate the accuracy of the information 
because it is based on general accounting practice. However, the basic calculation (such 
as summing up the sub-total or total) of the concept in the same category is normally 
checked in practice. The advantage of the hierarchical structure of taxonomy is that the 
calculation is also stated as a pattern; hence, taxonomy can sum up the balance across 
the defined hierarchy. Therefore, the summary of the sub-total to total is not needed to 
offer as a rule for checking. Consequently, the inner relationship focuses on relations 
beyond hierarchical structure. 
 Checking Rule: 
The principal equation of accounting, based on the concept names used in taxonomy, is:  
Assets = Liabilities + StockholdersEquity 
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Although this equation is commonly known by financial data users, it is still an 
important rule that is able to confirm the accuracy of the statements. All of the total 
items in the equation are members of the balance sheet. The total of all of the assets 
elements must equal the total of all of the liabilities and shareholders’ equity elements. 
Before checking the calculation as an equation, we also need to check that these 
elements (i.e. Assets, Liabilities, and StockholdersEquity) exist. The main purpose of 
this check is not only to examine the calculation but also to give an indication of an 
error inside the instance documents if the equation is not balance. The unbalance is able 
to warn the preparers to trace the elements back to find the cause of the error (such as a 
missing or wrong value entered). If this checking shows an unbalance in this equation 
then the accuracy of each element has to be checked by using the checking rules from 
Section 5.2.2. Notably, all of the mentioned rules need to work in isolation and they also 
need to work together to deliver the most effective use of the semantic checking system. 
 
Outer Relationship 
Importantly, the relationship among all of these financial statements should be 
understood. Balance Sheet, Income Statement, Statement of Equity, and Cash Flow 
Statement of are all interrelated. Figure 5-4 shows the relationship of these financial 
statements, which are linked together with some related elements. The relationship is 
recognised from this study and it can provide evidence that financial information from 
the XBRL instance documents is accurate. 
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Figure 5-4 The relationship between financial statements 
Examples of related items among these four main financial statements are shown below:   
Balance Sheet: 
• The debt on the balance sheet should be consistent with the debt amount from the 
cash flow statement in the financing section.  
• The amounts of assets will be decreased by depreciation and amortization expenses. 
• The retained earnings section is impacted from the supplementary section of net 
income (loss) from the income statement. 
Income Statement: 
• Net Income is the beginning point in the statement of cash flow. 
• Interest Expense is a function of debt from the balance sheet. 
• Depreciation and amortization expense is a function of property, plant, and 
equipment from the balance sheet. 
Balance Sheet 
Cash 
+ 
Other assets              
Total assets 
 
Liabilities 
+ 
Shareholders’ equity 
Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity 
Income Statement 
Revenue 
 
Expenses 
 
Net Income 
Statement of Shareholders’ Equity 
Common & preferred stock 
 
Retained earnings (Net income + others) 
 
Total shareholders’ equity 
 
Cash Flow Statement 
Cash from operations 
(Net income + others) 
+ 
Cash from investing 
+ 
Cash from financing 
Net change in cash 
Cash, beginning balance 
Cash, ending balance 
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Cash Flow Statement: 
• This is organised into cash flow from operations, investing, and financing. 
• All non-cash items are brought in to be adjusted, such as depreciation and 
amortization expense from income statement. 
• Beginning, ending and changing in cash from the balance sheet. 
Checking Rule: 
These relations can help to address whether or not there is any error in the instance 
document. They are checked by comparing the balance between two or more elements 
from different financial statements that are related to each other. The relations checking 
are presented in Table 5-15, based on the concept name in the taxonomy. This table 
shows the relationship mapping for all financial statement by element name from the 
taxonomy. 
Table 5-15 Relationships for all financial statements 
Balance Sheet Income 
Statement 
Statement of 
Shareholders’ 
Equity 
Cash Flow 
Statement 
 NetIncomeLoss NetIncomeLoss NetIncomeLoss 
StockholdersEquity  StockholdersEquity  
  DividendsCommon
Stock 
PaymentsOfDividends
CommonStock 
CashAndCashEquivale
ntsAtCarryingValue 
  CashAndCashEquivale
ntsAtCarryingValue 
Balance sheet account 
in current assets and 
current liabilities  
  Changes in balance in 
balance sheet accounts 
 
Table 5-15 shows the matching of instance concept name that should have a balance in 
a similar value. If there is any cause to make these related items difference then this has 
to be investigated and resolved. Furthermore, an extra comparison of balance arises for 
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relations between the balance sheet and the cash flow statement. Some of the elements 
of balance in a cash flow statement are calculated by changing the balance sheet 
account. The changes in assets, liabilities, and stockholders’ equity are the amount 
reported in the cash flow statement. Therefore, this checking requires another 
calculation of the changing balance, which it uses to compare with the balance entering 
in the cash flow statement.  
Although there are some elements in income statement that are related to cash flow 
statement, the information from the income statement is not enough. For example, 
depreciation expense items that have to be presented separately in one line item of cash 
flow statement. This element is a member of the income statement but is presented by 
summary into selling, general, and administrative expenses (including other elements). 
Therefore, the standard financial statement presentation enforces a limitation on the 
checking. To resolve this issue, it is proposed to create a system of checking the XBRL 
instance document by focusing on the four main financial statements. This study 
focused on four main financial statements (as previously mentioned), so it has more 
financial information to disclose and submit in XBRL format and it can use the 
advantage of relations in efficiency. 
 
5.3. A Prototype of the Semantic Checking System 
The purpose of developing the semantic checking system is that it facilitates the 
preparers and consumers of data to detect errors in XBRL output. Meanwhile, a 
prototype is used to help design the semantic checking system. What the users actually 
do was shown in the prototype in the form of a display user interface. It was developed 
to explain what users will be seen and appeared in the screen.  
A prototype is used for further application development. The process of developing a 
prototype involves the following steps: 
1) Identify task of checking; 
2) Develop initial prototype, a user interface was developed to be a prototype for the 
semantic checking system; and, 
3) Review and enhance the prototype. 
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The prototype of the semantic checking system was designed and presented in a form 
that showed the related data tables as well as the consequences of checking. The error 
report was then created to report the detected errors in the XBRL filing. This error 
report is a computer aided tool that enables the users to trace back through the XBRL 
filings so that they can be checked for errors, which can be corrected before submission 
or use for making decision. The prototype screen is shown in Figure 5-5 to Figure 5-10, 
it starts by illustrating the defining tables and continues until the end process that 
displays the error report from the system. 
 
Figure 5-5 Related tables for the semantic checking system  
Figure 5-5 illustrates a set of related data table to be included for the semantic checking 
system. The main five tables are described as follows: 
• IFRS/US GAAP taxonomy: This is the standard of taxonomy which is specified 
by IFRS and that is applied to US GAAP. 
• Company’s instance documents: This is the real data of company’s financial 
statements, which are already complied into XBRL format. 
• Standard Industrial Classification (SIC): This is used to check the appropriate of 
mapped taxonomies to ensure the accuracy of reported items. 
• Central Index Key (CIK): This data is used to get the SIC code of the company. 
• List of distinct concept name by industry: This details the concept names that are 
classified specifically by industry. 
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In addition to having the checking rule and process inside the semantic checking 
system, the whole of the system should start from importing the preliminary unchecked 
XBRL instance documents and continue until the final checked XBRL instance 
document is exported for submission. The function in the system will be included as 
follows (as shown in Figure 5-6): 
• Import XBRL instance documents: In case of the semantic checking system 
works separately from XBRL mapping and generating. 
• Checking: To review and properly check the XBRL instance documents. The 
XBRL instance documents compared to the setting checking rules item by item. In 
the case of this semantic checking system it is embedded into XBRL mapping 
software, the semantic checking rules should be added to XBRL data processing in 
order to deliver an accurate XBRL instance document. 
• Error message or report: The error message or report helps the users understand 
the type of errors so that they can make a correction. The area and source of errors 
were revealed to be considered and enabled the filer to take corrective action before 
the XBRL filing is submitted. 
• Print: XBRL Instance Documents in PDF or export to XBRL filing format. 
 
 
Figure 5-6 The proposed menu function for the semantic checking system  
 
The main purpose of the semantic checking system is to check the accuracy of XBRL 
instance documents; therefore, the main checking screen includes both default and 
custom checking. Default checking is mainly used to check by taking the whole of the 
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checking rule settings. Custom checking is chosen by the users who wish to check for 
particular issues (following the step reference in Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9). 
 
 
Figure 5-7 The screen of the checking menu  
The error report is presented as a function of the checking rules in order to help the 
users to understand the area and source of errors in each rule. Inside the error report and 
XBRL document, they are included with the main financial statements that the system 
provides separately for each statement, as follows: 
 
 
Figure 5-8 Financial statement types  
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The financial statements include four main statements so the system enables the users to 
choose whether to check (or report) for all statements or by each statement. 
In the process of checking, the related data are gathered to support the checking rules 
and to generate the checking of the results. As in Figure 5-9, the sample of checking 
was compared among balance sheet, cash flow statement, and presentation linkbase in 
XML format.  
 
 
Figure 5-9 The process of checking the errors  
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Figure 5-10 Sample of error report 
The proposed rules in the semantic checking system are processed and then the 
interactive checking system reports the detected errors in a message or summary that 
warns the preparers or related users about to the errors (see Figure 5-10). The last step 
of the system is to generate the final XBRL instance documents. In the case of a real 
system, this should be locked to use until the system indicates that there is no further 
error to report in that instance document. Therefore, the XBRL filing will be freed from 
errors before submission. 
The prototype is an integral part of this thesis and it has helped to complete the design 
of the framework. The screen and process is developed to test the semantic checking 
system.  In addition, the prototype is also able to give confidence in the proposed 
semantic checking framework.  
 
5.4. Summary 
As previously mentioned, XBRL has the potential to improve the usefulness of reported 
financial information. Therefore, this semantic checking system contributes to the 
existing XBRL preparation system. This semantic checking system helps to reduce 
uncertainty about the possible risks and it provides users with credible information for 
further use. In addition, the semantic checking system also assists users and companies 
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to better understand the significant elements and process of XBRL documents, which 
can also increase the awareness of utilisation of XBRL instance document.  
The main conclusion of this chapter is that all details that should be brought into 
consideration and used in the semantic checking system. In addition, it is essential to 
construct the semantic checking rules to support and prove that the XBRL instance 
document is created correctly. In addition, it is preferable for the company to control the 
accuracy of its financial statements by learning to check the filing before submission to 
third parties.  
The study and analysis conducted in Chapter 3 is used as a basis for setting up the 
semantic checking rules. This chapter gives an outline of the solution to detect the 
possibility of finding errors. Some of the elements have a default value that has to be 
entered as specified. The other elements are able to be placed in any fact value and, 
consequently, the system has to match for the correct type of that element. This example 
describes the checking rules. Moreover, in order to ensure the solution detects what it is 
supposed to detect, the screen prototype was developed to demonstrate and walkthrough 
the semantic checking system to simply provide an overview of the system, including 
its component parts. The system prototype helps to firm up how the system will act in 
practice. 
Furthermore, the completion of the proposed framework will be investigated by 
identifying data in a case study. Consequently, the next chapter will describe the case 
study and its results. 
  
  
Chapter 6 Case Studies 
The fundamentals of data quality are studied in this chapter so that an assessment 
method and system can be conducted to ensure the accuracy of the data. 
particularly aims to describe how to design and conduct multiple case studies to ensure 
the accuracy of the semantic checking system. 
A case study approach 
to prove the accuracy of this knowledge model. 
documents and archives for this researc
as a business use case, which this study can use to gather all of the different errors. 
While the testing method is used to ensure the accuracy of the modelling, a case study 
method is used to increase the re
case study is to demonstrate that the designed framework can help to ensure the 
accuracy of the information. This also help
data that is reported in XB
 
6.1. Evaluation of the Semantic Checking System 
The error results that are described in Chapter 3 are designed to match with the 
proposed semantic checking system framework in Chapters 4 and 5 to provide 
confidence in this system. For this research project, a case study is used as a research 
method to attest the system of semantic checking that is modelled
improve the accuracy of XBRL data. The case study method has been recognised and 
accepted over the past decade in the information system field
6.1 •
6.2 •
6.3 •
6.4 •
6.5 •
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was applied in this research to create a model of the system and 
It was also u
h. Data is collected and selected to be sampled 
liability of the modelling. Therefore, the purpose of the 
s to encourage the confidentiality of financial 
RL format by companies to the marketplace. 
Method 
 of
Evaluation of the Semantic Checking System Method
Case Studies Environment
A Summary of the Evaluation Results
Comparison of Results
Summary
This chapter 
 
sed to categorise the 
 
, which is used to 
 study. Therefore, the 
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case study method helps the explanatory stage and will improve the completeness of the 
framework.  
The case study method is conducted to provide and increase the confidence in the 
semantic checking system, including helping to illustrate the proper use of the proposed 
system. Additionally, Dubé and Paré (2003) mentioned that case studies provide better  
descriptions of where case research topics could fit into the process of building 
knowledge, determine the details of case selection, and provide in-depth information 
about data collection. Moreover, they noted that conducting a case study helps to 
develop causal relationships and determine the extent to which case research findings 
can be generalised. Moreover, developing a “how” research question is the rationale of 
conducting a case study (Yin, 2009). As with this present study, the semantic checking 
system is developed to be one solution to improve the better quality of financial 
information. It can be acknowledged that the case study is an appropriate method to re-
checking the system. Consequently, the case study settings, in particular, provide an 
opportunity to understand how the checking system is provided and also to ensure the 
accuracy of XBRL documents. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6-1 Case study method flow  (adapted from Yin R.K., 2009) 
Define and Design Prepare and Collect Analyse and Conclude 
Developed 
semantic 
checking 
system 
Design and 
Select cases 
Conduct 1st 
case study 
Conduct 2nd 
case study 
Conduct 
remaining 
case studies 
Write case 
report 
Draw case 
conclusions 
Modify the 
system 
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The flow diagram above illustrates the case study approach, from the initial step to the 
last step of the conclusion. A case selection is firstly designed and collected. Testing of 
the system is then conducted by each case study. In contrast, if there is no satisfactory 
answer forthcoming, then another case study might be planned. After conducting the 
study of the case, a case report was written to draw a conclusion from the testing of all 
multiple case studies. If there are any contrasting results, a feedback loop (which is 
shown in this figure with a dashed-line) was required reconsideration of the problem by 
adding or changing the case study, or by modifying the system. 
Consequently, a case study was developed in this study to bring more understanding 
and accuracy to the semantic checking system. The case studies are selected and 
collected to be representative of the data. The method of selecting and collecting case 
studies is described in the next section. 
 
6.2. Case Studies Environment 
6.2.1. Case Studies 
The possibilities of the framework are illustrated by practical case studies. The 
experimental cases are collected from the financial statements of companies who submit 
filings in XBRL form to the US SEC. This data is available to collect at the interactive 
data filings section of the EDGAR website: www.sec.gov 
<http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/monthly/>. The selected case studies contain data 
from companies who submitted XBRL filings from year 2011 to year 2012 for the 
company filings to the US SEC.  
To complete the semantic checking system, data for use for checking the system is 
selected in a multiple case study because each case varies in its details. A number of 
case studies, whose data were collected from publicly available commercial sources, 
will be carried out to test and evaluate the XBRL semantic checking system, as well as 
to test the underlying methodologies developed in this study. The scale of the case 
studies depends on the scale of the company where the data is collected. A number of 
companies with different scales was carefully categorised and identified for use in the 
case studies. The case studies should be able to discover the areas of weakness that has 
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been addressed in previous chapter. This was also able to optimise and improve the 
methodology, as well as the system, and adopt the related method to any shortcomings. 
 
6.2.2. Methods of Selecting Case Studies 
Before testing the semantic checking system, the data was selected to examine the 
system. The increase in the number of companies filing in XBRL means that there is a 
wide range of companies available for the case studies. Multiple case studies are 
selected by sampling method from the group of XBRL submissions to the US SEC. This 
case study uses sample companies, by extracting data from the EDGAR website. This 
case study examined both financial statements in their presented form and XBRL 
instance documents file, which are then used in the testing process. The sample consists 
of five XBRL filing samples that are selected from XBRL reports that were submitted 
between 2011 and the first six months of 2012.  
The following table summarises the business use cases: 
Table 6-1 List of companies used in the case study 
 Company Name CIK code Period of 
Report 
Type of Business 
1 SMSA Katy Acquisition 
Corp 
0001495899 30 June 
2012 
Holding/Investment 
Offices 
2 Liberty Gold Corp. 0001459697 31 March 
2012 
Business Services 
3 AcroBoo, Inc.   0001497251 30 June 
2011 
Business service 
4 General Automotive 0001376668 30 June 
2011 
Motion Picture & Video 
Tape Production 
5 National Housing 
Partnership Realty Fund I  
0000731131  30 June 
2011 
Real Estate 
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The companies that are included in the case study have either reports with a different 
end date or a different type of business. This list of companies has been designed to test 
the semantic checking system. 
 
6.2.3. Evaluate Procedures 
The next step after developing the semantic checking system is to ensure that the rules 
are applied correctly and completely. Therefore, the semantic checking system was 
experimented with some case studies. To evaluate the framework, an experiment using 
a real business use case that can specify a known and fulfilled situation is conducted. 
The evaluation plan is set up while the system is being developed. It contains details of 
every single thing that needs to be use for the evaluation process. Consequently, each of 
the business use cases was checked by using the framework to examine and assess the 
performance of the framework.  
The steps that follow when the companies are selected are to:  
1) Open the interactive data from EDGAR system of the US SEC, which shows the 
presented financial statements loading from XBRL instance documents. 
2) Trace and check the data by following the framework.   
3) In the details of each statement, follow the rules of semantic checking system to 
inspect the accuracy of the data. When an error is found it is traced to the instance 
document in the XML file to checking for its cause. 
4) The result of checking finally shows whether or not the file has errors. 
Physical inspection is used in these cases. The testing procedure followed the checking 
steps of the semantic checking system, which is introduced in Figure 4-13 and the rules 
that are detailed in Chapter 5. The checking is done at all stages of the process to avoid 
any hidden errors developing. Based on the case studies, the output presentation format 
of the financial statements and the XML file of the instance documents are examined 
through the semantic checking system.  
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To ensure the convenience of the results reported, the checking step was classified and 
presented in a group of rules, as follows: 
Table 6-2 List of group of rules 
Rule 
Number 
Description 
a1: Check context of XBRL instance documents (company ’s general information) 
b1: Check balance sheet total 
b2: Check body of XBRL instance documents-Wrong fact value 
b3: Check body of XBRL instance documents-Required value 
c1: Specific account for each industry group 
c2: Check relationship of related items   
 
The evaluation procedure consists of the three main groups that were applied in every 
case study. The group is classified by adopting the rules specified in Chapter 5. The first 
group of rules (a) checks the context which ensures the company’s information 
complies with the regulator’s requirement. The second group (b) specifies the check of 
the accuracy of the contents of the financial statements. Lastly, the third group (c) 
specifies the check of the relationship of the information, such as relation of industry 
type, and the relation to other items within and outside statements. 
 
6.3. A Summary of the Evaluation Results 
6.3.1. Evaluation Results  
This section presents the results of the evaluation. One of the case studies was selected 
as a sample to illustrate the process.  
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Group a: Context Checking 
The main content of this context check is the general information of the company, 
which is a significant factor for users. 
 
Rule a1: Check heading of XBRL instance documents (company ’s general 
information) 
Sample Case Study 
Company Name: SMSA Katy Acquisition Corp 
<dei:DocumentPeriodEndDate contextRef="D120101_120630">2012-
06-30</dei:DocumentPeriodEndDate> 
<dei:EntityRegistrantName contextRef="D120101_120630">SMSA 
Katy Acquisition Corp</dei:EntityRegistrantName> 
<dei:EntityCentralIndexKey contextRef="D120101_120630">0001495
899</dei:EntityCentralIndexKey> 
 
Checking Required: Require value for DocumentPeriodEndDate, 
EntityRegistrantName, and EntityCentralIndexKey 
Checking Status:    PASS 
 
All of the elements here have complete data. From the sample, the blue 
character shows the inline element related between concept name and data. 
Therefore, the result status is that it has passed. 
 
  
  
Group b: Fact Value Checking
Tracing the fact value in the financial statements of the case studies aims to provide a 
close examination of the data in each statement’s line by line items. This is a necessary 
step to perform and it will indicate that the semantic checking system’s rule
accurately defined. 
 
Rule b1: Check Balance Sheet Total 
Case Study 
Company Name: 
Checking Required: 
Checking Status:    
This rule checks the main 
sample, the figure comes from the balance sheet. The checking point of this 
statement is that the total assets should be equal to the total liabilities and the 
stockholder’s equity. It can be seen that at Ju
an amount of zero while the total liabilities and stockholder’s equity shows 
$9,500. Consequently, it has failed this checking rule.
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SMSA Katy Acquisition Corp 
Total Assets = Total Liabilities and Stockholder’s Equity
FAILED 
calculation of the financial statements. In this 
ne 30, 2012 the total assets shows 
 
s are 
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Rule b2: Check Body of XBRL Instance Documents-Wrong Fact Value 
Case Study 
Company Name: National Housing Partnership Realty Fund I 
 
 
Checking Required: Examine a wrong fact value in elements. 
Checking Status:    PASS. There is no wrong fact value found in this case study. All 
balances are reported in the correct value and format. 
 
This check is able to ensure the fact value by specifically examining format 
and value. 
  
  
Rule b3: Check Body of XBRL Instance Documents
Case Study 
Company Name: 
Checking Required: 
Checking Status:    
 
In this case, it can be seen that the there are no value to present in row of cash 
and equivalents as at Jun30, 2011 and Sep 30, 2010. Payable to related party 
and common stock as at Sep 30, 2010 also have no value to 
statements. Although there is no value, they should show a zero balance rather 
than a null value. Therefore, this test has not passed the value required 
checking. The checking status shows that this sample has failed.
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-Required Value
AcroBoo, Inc. 
Completion of required value. 
FAILED 
 
 
 
show in the 
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Group c: Relationship Value Checking 
Rule c1: Specific Account for each Industry Group 
Case Study 
Company Name: General Automotive 
 
Checking Required: Finding the SIC Code to identify the company industry type 
and follow it to find out whether or not there is an unusual concept name. 
Checking status: PASS.  From this case study, the company business is Motion 
Picture & Video Tape Production, so it is correct to have the concept name related to 
inventories in Balance Sheet and cost of services item in Income Statement. 
We should be aware of and concerned about the different in elements of 
financial statements by industries. There are some elements to be added or 
related in each industry. By designing from the EDGAR filing it is found that 
there is a field in the EDGAR’s database to present the company’s type of 
industry. The SIC code is identified for use in this purpose and it is one of the 
concepts that has to be entered when a company submits its XBRL filing. 
Therefore, the advantage of having this code is that the examined process is 
categorised by the type of companies and it will be able to compare the 
taxonomies of that type.  
  
Rule c2: Check the Relationship of Related Items  
Case Study 
Company Name: 
Checking Required: 
another financial statements must correct. In balance sheets, this company has notes 
payable in current and long
and beginning balance of these elements should equal the element of borrowing 
elements in statement of cash flow in part of financing activities. The calculation 
should be valued as follows:
                                        
Notes payable current         652,025         
Long-term notes payable     281,125        
Total changes                                                              
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General Automotive Co. 
Balance Sheets Statement of Cash 
The element which should have a relationship of amount to 
-term portion, which states that a change between 
 
Ending balance - Beginning balance 
-      107,263        =     544,762
-       644,185       =     
          =      
Flow 
ending 
 
 
(363,060) 
181,702 
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Rule c2: Check the Relationship of Related Items  (Continue) 
From the actual calculation, the changing balance is 181,702 but the value that is 
entered in the Statement of Cash Flow for borrowing elements is 180,000. Therefore, 
the difference means that the checking should not be passed. 
Checking Status:    FAILED 
 
The selected companies have been used to evaluate the semantic checking system. 
Section 6.3.2 gives a summary of the test results by company, including the effect that 
may occur because of the errors. Meanwhile, an evaluation of the semantic checking 
system after the case studies has been completed is shown in Section 6.3.3. 
 
6.3.2. Evaluation Results Summary 
This section aims to review the results of the case studies of the checking procedure. 
The report shows the status results of each rule category checking. The results are 
summarised from all sample of case studies in Section 6.2. The following report 
includes the cause of the failure result in each rule as same as in Figure 4-8 that shows 
process of the error report used to show the error finding from the checking process.  
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(1) Company Name: SMSA Katy Acquisition Corp 
Rules Status Remark 
a1 PASS  
b1 FAILED Grand total in balance sheet did not balance. 
b2 PASS  
b3 PASS  
c1 PASS  
c2 PASS  
 
The failed result of this company shows the unbalance of the balance sheet. This is 
a big error because the difference is not only £1 in case of rounding number, it also 
showed £0 for total assets while the other side of total liabilities and shareholders’ 
equity is £9,500. This is able to make the other items unaccredited.  
 
(2) Company Name: Liberty Gold Corp.  
Rules Status Remark 
a1 FAILED Incorrect document period end. The filer used 31 
March 2013 instead of the correct 31 March 2012. 
Moreover, although there was a consolidated 
statement, it did not describe which column is single 
or consolidated balance. 
b1 PASS  
b2 PASS  
b3 PASS  
c1 PASS  
c2 PASS  
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In this case, the incorrect value of the end date of the reporting period probably 
leads to a wrong comparison of the data comparison. It is also a waste of the user’s 
time because they are forced to examine what the correct year is. Ultimately, the 
reliability of the data will be decreased. 
 
(3) Company Name: AcroBoo, Inc. 
Rules Status Remark 
a1 PASS  
b1 PASS  
b2 PASS  
b3 FAILED There is no value for the items shown in the 
statements. Although the value is null, it must show a 
zero balance and not be blank. 
c1 PASS  
c2 PASS  
 
Although the missing value is supposed to be a zero amount, the value of zero 
should be input and tagged to this element in order to protect the misuse of data in 
the future by other participants. 
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(4) Company Name: General Automotive Co. 
Rules Status Remark 
a1 PASS  
b1 PASS  
b2 PASS  
b3 PASS  
c1 PASS  
c2 FAILED There is a mismatch amount relationship between 
balance sheet and statement of cash flow. 
 
This failure shows that there is no interactive relationship checking between the 
related financial statements. The value can be assumed that there was something 
wrong, either in the balance sheet or in the cash flow statement. These two 
statements are generally used as the basis of the ratio analysis calculation. 
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(5) Company Name: National Housing Partnership Realty Fund I 
Rules Status Remark 
a1 PASS  
b1 PASS  
b2 PASS  
b3 FAILED No value reported for: 
 Interest expense items in the income statement  
 In statement of cash flow, total adjustments in the cash 
flow statement as of Jun 30, 2010  
c1 PASS  
c2 PASS  
 
The missing values were found in this company XBRL reporting which those items 
were used in calculation of many financial ratios. 
 
The selected case studies are processed by ordering as in the proposed framework in 
Chapter 4. After the check is finished and all of the semantic checking rules are 
compared with the interactive data from XBRL filings, the result of each rule checking 
were reported in summary of all companies in Table 6-3. 
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Table 6-3 A summary of all of the results from selected case studies. 
Rules 
Company Name 
(1) 
SMSA 
(2) 
Liberty 
(3) 
AcroBoo 
(4) 
General 
Automotive 
(5) 
National 
Housing 
a1 PASS FAILED PASS PASS PASS 
b1 FAILED PASS PASS PASS PASS 
b2 PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS 
b3 PASS PASS FAILED PASS FAILED 
c1 PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS 
c2 PASS PASS PASS FAILED PASS 
 
From these results it can be seen that some of the case studies had one or more errors, 
but on the whole they covered all of the checking of the system rules. Therefore, all of 
the representative case studies draw the findings that were expected from the selection 
case studies. This approach of case study uses an actual fact of the case. Consequently, 
it helps to identify the perspective and represent the effectiveness of the proposed 
framework at the same time.  
The case studies are used to evaluate the proposed semantic checking system. The test 
results showed that the errors were found in each checking rule. The importance of 
testing is that it is able to prove the completeness of the system. The list of case studies 
and results that were brought to test the complete of the system were presented in 
Section 6.3.1. The five tested companies are chosen to ensure a variety of size, industry, 
and report period date. These companies were used to participate in the test of the 
semantic checking approach. 
The instance document and data presentation output were used as a source document for 
testing. The evaluation process followed the steps and rules that were described in 
Chapters 4 and 5. The step of testing is repeatable by starting to check the first rule to 
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the last rule for each case study. The data from the related documents were examined 
carefully to ensure the accuracy of financial information in XBRL format.  
The case studies were selected from companies of various sizes, industry types, and 
reporting period end date; which met the objective of testing. The test was divided into 
three parts for context of general information, fact value tagging and calculation 
checking, and interrelated items. A summary of all the case studies shows that errors 
were found in every part of checking, in either one or more than one company. The 
results showed diverse errors within the different case studies. Therefore, throughout the 
case studies, most of the results likely provided a positive feedback for the semantic 
checking system. There is no finding of errors that break the set up rules. The findings 
of error by following as the semantic checking system flow and rules indicated that the 
system can detect errors in many cases that were all considered to affect to the financial 
statements’ accuracy.  
Based on these results, it appears that the semantic checking system is able to 
completely investigate and detect the errors occurring. The results that were reported in 
the error report by each company showed that all the errors that were found from the 
evaluation checking of those case studies were in the scope of the set up rules. There 
were no other obvious error findings from this evaluation testing. According to the error 
report, the preparers of XBRL documents are able to make a correction before rendering 
the financial statements and submission to the regulators and all related data users. 
 
6.4. Comparison of Results  
No other research papers have developed a baseline to measure and compare the 
acceptable data accuracy rate of XBRL filings or have stated that the accepted data 
accuracy rate was required. Therefore, following the case studies testing results in 
Section 6.3, this section described the achievement of the semantic checking system in 
checking for errors in the actual XBRL submissions of a group of companies (as 
mentioned in Chapter 3).  
In the evaluation of the framework, the group of case studies has been applied to give 
confidence in the proposed semantic checking system. The data sets that have been used 
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to study of the errors in XBRL documents were used with the checking rules of the 
proposed semantic checking system.  
The semantic checking system has been used to check across ninety case studies that 
have reported errors (as found in Chapter 3). The returned results are shown as Table 
6-4. The checking session was task-based and was run through the steps in the semantic 
checking system that was proposed in Chapters 4 and 5. The tasks were defined to carry 
out the checking in the case studies. All of the tasks were achieved to apply and check 
to all case studies. 
Table 6-4 Comparison before and after applying the semantic checking system 
Error Types % of company that has errors 
 
As checking from preliminary 
XBRL documents 
After making a correction 
Required value 54 60.00% 0 0.00% 
Blank value 45 50.00% 0 0.00% 
Link balance 10 11.11% 1 1.11% 
Others 4 4.44% 0 0.00% 
 
Noted: some companies had the errors more than one type; therefore, the total of 
percentage of all errors was more than one hundred. 
The above table presents the breakdown and comparison results before and after using 
the semantic checking system. The lower error rate on XBRL filings was introduced 
after following the checking rules that are set up in the semantic checking system. The 
error was detected and shown in the error report, which the users can recognise before 
further using of this information. Reference from the error finding categories were used 
as a basis to examine the improvement of XBRL filing after applying the semantic 
checking system.   
Starting with an error rate range from 4.44% to 60.00%, by error categories, and after 
simulation to have the semantic checking system, the errors that were detected and 
assumed to be corrected before submission were less than the preliminary errors before 
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processing. The concerning errors in XBRL documents have decreased to zero for the 
data accuracy category, except for the error rate for link balance error where there was 
still 1.11% of companies that had errors in their XBRL filing (although the semantic 
checking system can detect these errors). The reasons for these errors came from the 
amount that was related to the past two year’s balance, which is a limitation in most of 
XBRL filing databases that do not keep the previous balance. An XBRL document is 
normally prepared for submission by comparing between the current and previous year. 
Consequently, a continuous balance of more than two years was not recorded and the 
system found it difficult to check and make a correction. 
It can be concluded from this that the semantic checking system can help to detect and 
identify the errors in XBRL formatted statements. For the purpose of creating this 
semantic checking framework, this offers a solution to reduce errors and increase the 
accuracy of instance document before submission to the SEC or before publication to 
other data participants. The design semantic checking system can increase the quality of 
the financial information output in terms of XBRL formatting and can help to promote 
the accuracy of the information because it is able to detect possible errors and is able to 
show when something has gone wrong (as practice or standard). Moreover, the 
effectiveness of the semantic checking system is improved by working together with the 
error report. When an error occurs, the error report is able to derive all error findings 
and is able to generate any type of output to notify the preparers. Therefore, the 
financial statements in XBRL formatting are corrected before delivery to others. 
As described in the previous chapters, it is hard to dispute that these checking rules are 
necessary to improve the confidence of the XBRL financial filing. It is important to 
check the accuracy of the data inside the filing to ensure that it is created correctly. 
However, the test is based on the non-computer aided process of checking, which takes 
considerable time and effort. Therefore, in the future, this system can be investigated 
further as a potential model by a computer programmer or an IT expert. Accordingly, it 
is possible to treat the semantic checking system as a reference framework to ensure 
that the filings are correct by bringing it into an XBRL automated checking software, 
which is more effective and more efficient. 
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6.5. Summary 
The most essential requirement for XBRL’s wider use is the improvement in the quality 
of XBRL financial reporting. This relates to the purpose of the semantic checking 
system because the accuracy of the data outputs was the first priority to be considered 
when developing the system. The semantic checking system that is developed in this 
study is designed to be part of the process of generating XBRL documents. It is 
developed based on error finding and other references. The errors that were found and 
described in Chapter 3 were used as the foundation of the system design, especially 
errors from tagging and calculation. The framework contains all possible conditions that 
may have caused errors. Additionally, the acceptable accounting standard is observed 
and studied, together with the accounting knowledge necessary for constructing the 
completed system. 
Supporting data to present enough evidence of the proposed system is required since 
this system is designed and developed to tackle the error findings from the financial 
filings in XBRL. Consequently, the case study approach is selected to evaluate the 
checking system section. The multiple case studies that were included in this study are 
used to examine the semantic checking system case by case. The case studies were 
gathered from real companies that have submitted XBRL instance documents to the US 
SEC in a variety of periods. The results of this evaluation have found that the flow is 
smooth to practice and that the errors that were found came from the defining rule. 
There are no other errors found in the experiment. Therefore, it can be concluded that 
the evaluation demonstrates the effectiveness of the semantic checking system. 
This semantic checking system also helps to support the adoption of XBRL globally, 
which will increase confidence in future financial statements. Any XBRL document is 
constantly at risk of error; therefore, these errors must be found and rectified by 
applying a semantic checking system. The key conclusions is that the improvement after 
using the semantic checking system achieves the aim of detecting and reporting errors 
so that XBRL documents can be made more accurate before submission to all related 
users.  
  
  
Chapter 7 Conclusion and Future Work 
This chapter summarises the key findings and the main contributions of this study. It 
also offers several directions for future research. This chapter proceeds by beginning 
with the summary of research addressed in previous chapters. The next section propose
several topics for future research.
7.1. Conclusion 
Financial statements are an important source of business information for 
groups. In addition, there 
international financial community. Therefore, an easier means of collecting, 
aggregating, and publishing financial results to the public is desired by all financial 
information stakeholders. Moreover, in th
information and universal connectivity will have empowered the consumer, the 
investor, the banker, the customer, and the regulator. Although these challenges are 
tough, they cannot be 
growth will be the winners in the almost unrecognisable world of the future. 
Consequently, mark-
XBRL is able to make business information computer
all of the participants can find it easier to extract, process, store, exchange, and analyse 
the financial information. 
financial statements. It
statements themselves. The success of XBRL’s implementation and adoption provides 
benefits in terms of efficie
The adoption of XBRL helps to save costs and improve efficiency in handling financial 
information. Additionally, XBRL initiatives are included in 
in several countries 
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is a growing demand for information to be shared in the 
e future, new technologies, smart access to 
ignored. Organisations that are transformed and prepared for 
up tags have been developed for use in financial reporting. If 
-readable and consumable, so that 
XBRL will likely be one of updated tools used for producing 
 may even be used to determine the format of financial 
ncy, comparability, and standardisation of financial reporting. 
the higher education 
(Atos IT Services & Solutions, 2012). 
7.1
• Conclusion
7.2 • Future Work
d 
wide variety of 
 
system 
Therefore, it can be 
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concluded that XBRL has already had an impact on the financial reporting supply chain, 
ranging from operating the business process to the reporting and analysis process. 
However, there are some risks in the use of XBRL that companies and users should take 
into account, especially with regard to accuracy. Consequently, the accuracy of XBRL 
has been of concern in this study. 
 
7.1.1. Key Findings 
Once the SEC filings are converted into XBRL documents, they can be more easily 
used by various external users to perform different types of financial analyses. 
Therefore, the accuracy of financial information in XBRL formatting is of concern. The 
frequency and reason for errors in XBRL filings need to be observed and corrected 
before submission to third parties, either outside the company or for internal users. The 
starting point of this study was to explore and discover the errors in a company’s XBRL 
reports, and then to find how they have occurred. This study has provided empirical 
evidence regarding XBRL filings errors and it supports the view that the semantic 
checking system is able to strengthen the accuracy of business financial information. 
The architecture of the system is presented to facilitate the analysis of XBRL 
documents. The sources of inaccuracy in financial information were observed, both 
from a literature review and by testing sample data from the actual company filings of 
financial statements that were submitted to the US SEC. These sample tests were done 
in order to assess the quality of data and also to get an idea of the scope of the quality 
problems.  
The literature review and subsequent review of sample data show that errors were found 
in many places, for example: missing elements and amounts, sign problems, and wrong 
factual values. These errors were confirmed in a further review in this study and they 
have raised doubts over the accuracy of many XBRL filings. There is, therefore, an 
urgent need to address these tagging errors because they can directly affect the accuracy 
of financial statements and can lead to a decrease in the reliability of a company’s 
financial information.  
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Ultimately, the qualitative case studies are gathered to reflect the purpose and aims of 
this study. In addition to the above findings that address the research questions (see 
Chapter 3), the cause and effect of these errors has been obtained to develop the solving 
framework, which was designed to detect most of the possible errors. The robustness of 
the findings is due at least in part to the development of the framework for detecting and 
resolving those errors. Therefore, a set of guidelines and rules were included in the 
development of semantic checking system to improve the accuracy of XBRL instance 
documents and increase confidence that the company is complying with regulatory 
requirements. The criteria were obtained for several practical circumstances and 
checking rules were established and fine-tuned to work closely within the process of 
generating XBRL instance documents. The semantic checking system was designed and 
developed by concentrating on both accounting knowledge and technology aspects; 
therefore, the system has an advantage in terms of studying the relation range, 
especially from the real possible data in business reporting, and regulation of the 
relations that follow with accounting practices and standards.   
After the system was accomplished, the study experimentally tested the framework by 
developing a system screen prototype and applying a case study method. The 
walkthrough of the system by prototype development and the experiment with the case 
studies helped to evaluate and provide confidence in the XBRL instance documents for 
all participant consumers of financial information. Insofar as the system is valid for the 
case studies, it is valid and can be applied to the financial XBRL filings of other 
companies. According to the system evaluation, the result delivered a favourable level 
of applying the semantic checking system into the process of preparing XBRL instance 
documents. This ensures that the rules in the system work properly and correctly. 
Therefore, the requirement of the semantic checking system has been achieved. 
 
7.1.2. Research Contributions 
This study describes the errors that are likely to be found from XBRL instance 
documents. It also describes how to design the semantic checking system for XBRL, 
including an explanation of the rules that were defined for the system. Understanding 
the structure of XBRL and business practices means that we are able to resolve the 
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finding issues and are also able to create a new and distinct model for this study. The 
semantic checking framework is developed from an integration of accounting, business, 
and technology knowledge, which enables it to be extended into other XBRL systems. 
The key contributions to knowledge that have been made by this study are listed below: 
• This study is company information oriented and the framework is produced as a 
business prospect. Therefore, this study’s contribution is valuable to the business 
community. The knowledge that the study has supported with regard to 
comprehensive knowledge of the business and technology to related users. The 
contribution of this study is to help business users to easily determine which data 
needs to be collected. It also aims to help them to understand all of the rules required 
for checking process. Moreover, this semantic checking system helps users to find 
relevant items and encourages them to have more awareness and take more interest 
in the question of errors. Furthermore, this semantic checking system is expected to 
make an accountant’s work easier and it is also expected to help them to understand 
complex XBRL documents. This is expected to greatly improve the accuracy of 
financial statements. 
• Since there were no standards to audit the accuracy of XBRL filings, the set of 
checking rules can be applied as a benchmark or guideline to consider whether or not 
the financial statements are accurate. The checking system that was described in 
Chapter 6 can be used to check the quality of XBRL filings, which are often 
generated by many different systems.  
• In addition, the findings of this study are of interest to people who wish to set a 
specification of the rules, which is a necessary tool to support and prove that XBRL 
taxonomy and XBRL instance documents have been correctly created. The proposed 
semantic checking system, guideline, and details are knowledge sharing to all XBRL 
preparers (or related users) who wish to control and reduce the risk of errors 
occurring in their own data while generating XBRL formatted documents.  
• Additionally, this research contributes and leads to a greater interest in the 
appropriate use of XBRL, which is able to develop into a global standard of financial 
reporting in the near future. 
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It can also be seen that the value of information in the form of XBRL can be used as a 
competitive advantage when it is error free. 
7.2. Future Work 
The results of this study support the view that XBRL is able to grow into a global 
standard for financial reporting in the near future by applying the semantic checking 
system.   
The semantic checking system is shown in this study to be able to improve the accuracy 
of XBRL filings. To further extend this improvement, and from contribution of this 
research, apart from the prototype of the semantic checking system was designed in this 
thesis, this semantic checking system should be developed as a computer software tool. 
However, the user interface needs to be enhanced to make it easier for users to create 
the data. This development helps the users to understand the process of XBRL 
preparation. It also enables them to use the results from the error report to correct the 
data in XBRL documents. The next stage in the process is to implement this software as 
an open access project, which will further encourage the adoption of XBRL. Therefore, 
this prototype is open for further exploration and creation as a software program. 
Moreover, this study focuses on the main content of financial statements, so the main 
part of the financial statements has been of concern. There were some areas in this study 
where limitations restricted the achievement of some of the objectives and which 
require improvement. First, the disclosure of financial statements (i.e. footnotes) is out 
of the scope of this study. Consequently, future effort should be spent on preparing an 
increased effort for the moment when all companies are required to submit detailed 
coding of their footnotes, which will more than double the number of financial 
statement concepts and their corresponding XBRL elements. Second, the evaluation 
from Chapter 6 showed that there are many points to consider in order to making XBRL 
more efficient, including: mapping and extension of XBRL elements, and the lack of 
interaction between element tags in the main financial statements and their disclosure 
tags. 
Several of these limitations may be put forward for future research under some certain 
cases, such as the stability of IFRS or the strict observation of regulations. Overall, if a 
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taxonomy creator is able to achieve a best desired match for each company in every 
circumstance, then this is likely able to bring XBRL to a very acceptable level of 
practice. This can cause an increase in confidentiality for users who wish to use 
information that is based on XBRL. In addition, XBRL is potentially able to replace 
paper format financial statements. Furthermore, although some final users have not yet 
adopted XBRL because of regulatory mandates, the benefit of XBRL will be a strong 
reason for these users to adopt and implement XBRL. And finally, XBRL is able to 
benefit all of its users but only for so long as the information outputs from XBRL are 
accurate.  
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Appendices 
Appendix 1: History and Evolution of XBRL 
A paper published by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) 
(Kernan, 2009) described how XBRL was first developed in 1998 from the work of the 
American certified public accountant, Charles Hoffman. A project was started with 
funds from AICPA for developing a prototype of XBRL. AICPA is the world’s largest 
association representing the accounting profession and it currently has members in 128 
countries. One year later, the prototype for XBRL was presented. AICPA recognised 
how important XBRL is to the accounting profession and, therefore, this project was 
agreed to be brought into use for practical purposes. A number of meetings to spread 
XBRL around the world followed. Additionally, the XBRL specification and taxonomy 
were created and tested in many countries. 
Year Events 
1998 Charles Hoffman, a Certified Public Accountant (CPA) in the US, initiates 
the idea to use XML in financial reporting. 
1998 - 1999 
 AICPA gave funding and set up a team to study the possibility of developing 
XML in financial reporting. 
 XBRL.org was formed to serve as a committee for developing XBRL. 
 A prototype was created and tested. 
2000 - 2001 The first XBRL taxonomy was released, with specification 2.0. 
2002 – 2003 More than 170 organisations joined XBRL international to help in the effort 
to launch XBRL. 
2004 XBRL specification 2.1 was approved. 
2005 - 2007 
 The US SEC established a voluntary program for XBRL filing for reporting 
of financial information on EDGAR (EDGAR is the Electronic Data-
Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval system that companies in the US use for 
submission forms, especially in their annual report to the SEC.) 
 Other countries starts to implement XBRL, such as China 
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Year Events 
2008 The US SEC announced mandatory XBRL filings for listed companies with a 
market cap of US$5 billion or over. 
2009 – 
Present 
 XBRL is implemented in many parts of the world. 
 
XBRL was developed and based on Extensible Markup Language (XML) technology. 
XML is a flexible computer language that is not embedded into any operating system or 
any type of application program. XML is suitable for exchanging information among 
computer networks. Moreover, XML is one key elements of Standard Generalized 
Language Markup Language (SGML), which is a standard setting by the World Wide 
Web Consortium (W3C) for creating or preparing electronic documents. XML 
documents have a structure and format that is able to be opened and easily accessed by 
any application. Furthermore, XML aids the better presentation and managing of data 
that can easily be combined from various sources to be processed together.    
Listing of Related Organisations to XBRL: 
Name of Organisation Related website Remark 
International Accounting 
Standards Board (IASB) 
www.iasb.org/xbrl/index.html  This organisation is 
responsible for maintaining the 
International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IRFS). 
International Financial 
Reporting Standards 
(IRFS) 
http://www.ifrs.org Guideline and rules for 
companies to apply when 
compiling financial statements. 
XBRL Australia www.xbrl.org/au  
XBRL Belgium www.centraledesbilans.be  
XBRL Canada  www.xbrl.ca  
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Name of Organisation Related website Remark 
XBRL China www.xbrl-cn.org  
XBRL Denmark www.xbrl.dk  
XBRL Europe www.xbrl.org/eu XBRL Europe has been set up 
to encourage the 
implementation of XBRL 
projects in Europe and is 
required to communicate with 
European Authorities and 
organisations. 
XBRL France www.xbrl.org/fr  
XBRL Germany www.xbrl.de  
XBRL India www.xbrl.org/in  
XBRL Ireland www.xbrl-ie.org  
XBRL Italy www.xbrl.org/it  
XBRL Japan www.xbrl-jp.org  
XBRL Korea www.xbrl.or.kr   
XBRL Luxembourg www.xbrl.org/lu  
XBRL Netherlands www.xbrl-nederland.nl  
XBRL Poland www.xbrl-pl.org  
XBRL Romania www.xbrl.org/ro  
XBRL South Africa www.xbrl.org/za  
XBRL Spain www.xbrl.es  
XBRL Sweden www.xbrl.se  
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Name of Organisation Related website Remark 
XBRL Switzerland www.xbrl-ch.ch  
XBRL United 
Arabic Emirates 
www.xbrl.org/ae  
XBRL United Kingdom www.xbrl.org/uk  
XBRL United States www.xbrl.us  
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Appendix 2: Financial Statements Elements  
 
The Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts (SFAC) Number 6 forms the elements 
of financial statements into ten groups, as follows: 
1) Assets: These represent the probable future economic benefits controlled by the 
entity as a result of past transactions or events. 
2) Liabilities: These represent probable future sacrifices of economic benefits that the 
entity is presently obliged to make to other entities as a result of past transactions 
events.  
3) Equity: This is the residual interest in the assets of the entity after subtracting 
liabilities. 
4) Investments by Owners: These describe any owner contribution to the company in 
exchange of ownership interest. The owner contributes by transferring cash, 
property, or a service that generates an increase in the equity of the entity.  
5) Distributions to Owners: These are the decreases in equity resulting from transfers 
to owners, such as dividends or other transfers of assets. 
6) Revenues: These are inflows of assets or reductions in liabilities of the entity 
during the reporting period. 
7) Expenses: These are outflows of assets or incurring liabilities of the entity during 
the reporting period. 
8) Gains: Are increases in equity arising from peripheral, or incidental, transactions of 
an entity. 
9) Losses: Are decreases in equity arising from peripheral, or incidental, transactions 
of an entity. 
10) Comprehensive Income: This is the change in equity of the entity during a period 
excluding resulting from investment by owners and distributions to owners. 
Figure A2-1, Figure A2-2, and Figure A2-3 show the structure of the financial 
statements and the common condition of checking accuracy for this research based on 
IFRS, including the highlight items that have been identified as being of significant 
importance in a particular statement. These financial statements are formatted with a 
hierarchical relationship between the elements, either in the same statement or in other 
statements.  
  
Figure 
 
Figure 
 
Assets
Total Assets = Total 
current assets + 
Total Non
No negative balance
Net Profit = Total Income 
Cost of Goods Sold 
Income
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A2-1 Structure of the Balance Sheet 
A2-2 Structure of the Income Statement 
Balance Sheet
Total Assets = Total 
Liabilities + Total 
Shareholders' 
Equities
-current 
Assets
Liabilities
Total Liabilities = 
Total current 
liabilities + Total 
long term liabilities
Shareholders' Equity
Income Statement
-
- Total 
Expenses
Cost of 
Goods Sold Expenses
Selling 
Expenses
Administrative 
Expenses
 
 
 
  
Figure A2
 
 
Total shareholder's equity = 
Total shares + Total Reserve + 
Shares
Preferred 
Stock
Common 
Stock
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-3 Structure of the Statement of Changes in Equity
 
Statement of 
Changes in Equity
Total Retained Earnings
Retained 
EarningsReserve
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Appendix 3: ISO 4217 Currency Codes  
 
ISO 4217 is the International Standard for currency codes. The most recent edition is 
ISO 4217:2008, which is set up to define internationally recognised codes for the 
representation of currencies. Currencies can be represented in the code in two ways: 
alphabetic and digit numeric code. Regarding XBRL, the alphabetic code is selected to 
use in reference. 
The ISO three-letter alphabetic cites for all currencies are as follows (ISO, 2008): 
ENTITY Currency Alphabetic 
Code 
AFGHANISTAN Afghani AFN 
ÅLAND ISLANDS Euro EUR 
ALBANIA Lek ALL 
ALGERIA Algerian Dinar DZD 
AMERICAN SAMOA US Dollar USD 
ANDORRA Euro EUR 
ANGOLA Kwanza AOA 
ANGUILLA East Caribbean Dollar XCD 
ANTARCTICA No universal currency   
ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA East Caribbean Dollar XCD 
ARGENTINA Argentine Peso ARS 
ARMENIA Armenian Dram AMD 
ARUBA Aruban Florin AWG 
AUSTRALIA Australian Dollar AUD 
AUSTRIA Euro EUR 
AZERBAIJAN Azerbaijanian Manat AZN 
BAHAMAS Bahamian Dollar BSD 
BAHRAIN Bahraini Dinar BHD 
BANGLADESH Taka BDT 
BARBADOS Barbados Dollar BBD 
BELARUS Belarussian Ruble BYR 
BELGIUM Euro EUR 
BELIZE Belize Dollar BZD 
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ENTITY Currency Alphabetic 
Code 
BENIN CFA Franc BCEAO XOF 
BERMUDA Bermudian Dollar BMD 
BHUTAN Ngultrum BTN 
BHUTAN Indian Rupee INR 
BOLIVIA, PLURINATIONAL STATE OF Boliviano BOB 
BOLIVIA, PLURINATIONAL STATE OF Mvdol BOV 
BONAIRE, SINT EUSTATIUS AND SABA US Dollar USD 
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA Convertible Mark BAM 
BOTSWANA Pula BWP 
BOUVET ISLAND Norwegian Krone NOK 
BRAZIL Brazilian Real BRL 
BRITISH INDIAN OCEAN TERRITORY US Dollar USD 
BRUNEI DARUSSALAM Brunei Dollar BND 
BULGARIA Bulgarian Lev BGN 
BURKINA FASO CFA Franc BCEAO XOF 
BURUNDI Burundi Franc BIF 
CAMBODIA Riel KHR 
CAMEROON CFA Franc BEAC XAF 
CANADA Canadian Dollar CAD 
CAPE VERDE Cape Verde Escudo CVE 
CAYMAN ISLANDS Cayman Islands Dollar KYD 
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC CFA Franc BEAC XAF 
CHAD CFA Franc BEAC XAF 
CHILE Unidades de fomento CLF 
CHILE Chilean Peso CLP 
CHINA Yuan Renminbi CNY 
CHRISTMAS ISLAND Australian Dollar AUD 
COCOS (KEELING) ISLANDS Australian Dollar AUD 
COLOMBIA Colombian Peso COP 
COLOMBIA Unidad de Valor Real COU 
COMOROS Comoro Franc KMF 
CONGO CFA Franc BEAC XAF 
CONGO, THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF Congolese Franc CDF 
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ENTITY Currency Alphabetic 
Code 
COOK ISLANDS New Zealand Dollar NZD 
COSTA RICA Costa Rican Colon CRC 
CÔTE D'IVOIRE CFA Franc BCEAO XOF 
CROATIA Croatian Kuna HRK 
CUBA Peso Convertible CUC 
CUBA Cuban Peso CUP 
CURAÇAO Netherlands Antillean 
Guilder 
ANG 
CYPRUS Euro EUR 
CZECH REPUBLIC Czech Koruna CZK 
DENMARK Danish Krone DKK 
DJIBOUTI Djibouti Franc DJF 
DOMINICA East Caribbean Dollar XCD 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC Dominican Peso DOP 
ECUADOR US Dollar USD 
EGYPT Egyptian Pound EGP 
EL SALVADOR El Salvador Colon SVC 
EL SALVADOR US Dollar USD 
EQUATORIAL GUINEA CFA Franc BEAC XAF 
ERITREA Nakfa ERN 
ESTONIA Euro EUR 
ETHIOPIA Ethiopian Birr ETB 
EUROPEAN UNION  Euro EUR 
FALKLAND ISLANDS (MALVINAS) Falkland Islands Pound FKP 
FAROE ISLANDS Danish Krone DKK 
FIJI Fiji Dollar FJD 
FINLAND Euro EUR 
FRANCE Euro EUR 
FRENCH GUIANA Euro EUR 
FRENCH POLYNESIA CFP Franc XPF 
FRENCH SOUTHERN TERRITORIES Euro EUR 
GABON CFA Franc BEAC XAF 
GAMBIA Dalasi GMD 
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ENTITY Currency Alphabetic 
Code 
GEORGIA Lari GEL 
GERMANY Euro EUR 
GHANA Ghana Cedi GHS 
GIBRALTAR Gibraltar Pound GIP 
GREECE Euro EUR 
GREENLAND Danish Krone DKK 
GRENADA East Caribbean Dollar XCD 
GUADELOUPE Euro EUR 
GUAM US Dollar USD 
GUATEMALA Quetzal GTQ 
GUERNSEY Pound Sterling GBP 
GUINEA Guinea Franc GNF 
GUINEA-BISSAU CFA Franc BCEAO XOF 
GUYANA Guyana Dollar GYD 
HAITI Gourde HTG 
HAITI US Dollar USD 
HEARD ISLAND AND McDONALD 
ISLANDS 
Australian Dollar AUD 
HOLY SEE (VATICAN CITY STATE) Euro EUR 
HONDURAS Lempira HNL 
HONG KONG Hong Kong Dollar HKD 
HUNGARY Forint HUF 
ICELAND Iceland Krona ISK 
INDIA Indian Rupee INR 
INDONESIA Rupiah IDR 
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 
(IMF)  
SDR (Special Drawing 
Right) 
XDR 
IRAN, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF Iranian Rial IRR 
IRAQ Iraqi Dinar IQD 
IRELAND Euro EUR 
ISLE OF MAN Pound Sterling GBP 
ISRAEL New Israeli Sheqel ILS 
ITALY Euro EUR 
JAMAICA Jamaican Dollar JMD 
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ENTITY Currency Alphabetic 
Code 
JAPAN Yen JPY 
JERSEY Pound Sterling GBP 
JORDAN Jordanian Dinar JOD 
KAZAKHSTAN Tenge KZT 
KENYA Kenyan Shilling KES 
KIRIBATI Australian Dollar AUD 
KOREA, DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE’S 
REPUBLIC OF 
North Korean Won KPW 
KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Won KRW 
KUWAIT Kuwaiti Dinar KWD 
KYRGYZSTAN Som KGS 
LAO PEOPLE’S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC Kip LAK 
LATVIA Latvian Lats LVL 
LEBANON Lebanese Pound LBP 
LESOTHO Loti LSL 
LESOTHO Rand ZAR 
LIBERIA Liberian Dollar LRD 
LIBYA Libyan Dinar LYD 
LIECHTENSTEIN Swiss Franc CHF 
LITHUANIA Lithuanian Litas LTL 
LUXEMBOURG Euro EUR 
MACAO Pataca MOP 
MACEDONIA, THE FORMER YUGOSLAV 
REPUBLIC OF 
Denar MKD 
MADAGASCAR Malagasy Ariary MGA 
MALAWI Kwacha MWK 
MALAYSIA Malaysian Ringgit MYR 
MALDIVES Rufiyaa MVR 
MALI CFA Franc BCEAO XOF 
MALTA Euro EUR 
MARSHALL ISLANDS US Dollar USD 
MARTINIQUE Euro EUR 
MAURITANIA Ouguiya MRO 
MAURITIUS Mauritius Rupee MUR 
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ENTITY Currency Alphabetic 
Code 
MAYOTTE Euro EUR 
MEMBER COUNTRIES OF THE AFRICAN 
DEVELOPMENT BANK GROUP 
ADB Unit of Account XUA 
MEXICO Mexican Peso MXN 
MEXICO Mexican Unidad de 
Inversion (UDI) 
MXV 
MICRONESIA, FEDERATED STATES OF US Dollar USD 
MOLDOVA, REPUBLIC OF Moldovan Leu MDL 
MONACO Euro EUR 
MONGOLIA Tugrik MNT 
MONTENEGRO Euro EUR 
MONTSERRAT East Caribbean Dollar XCD 
MOROCCO Moroccan Dirham MAD 
MOZAMBIQUE Mozambique Metical MZN 
MYANMAR Kyat MMK 
NAMIBIA Namibia Dollar NAD 
NAMIBIA Rand ZAR 
NAURU Australian Dollar AUD 
NEPAL Nepalese Rupee NPR 
NETHERLANDS Euro EUR 
NEW CALEDONIA CFP Franc XPF 
NEW ZEALAND New Zealand Dollar NZD 
NICARAGUA Cordoba Oro NIO 
NIGER CFA Franc BCEAO XOF 
NIGERIA Naira NGN 
NIUE New Zealand Dollar NZD 
NORFOLK ISLAND Australian Dollar AUD 
NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS US Dollar USD 
NORWAY Norwegian Krone NOK 
OMAN Rial Omani OMR 
PAKISTAN Pakistan Rupee PKR 
PALAU US Dollar USD 
PALESTINIAN TERRITORY, OCCUPIED No universal currency   
PANAMA Balboa PAB 
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ENTITY Currency Alphabetic 
Code 
PANAMA US Dollar USD 
PAPUA NEW GUINEA Kina PGK 
PARAGUAY Guarani PYG 
PERU Nuevo Sol PEN 
PHILIPPINES Philippine Peso PHP 
PITCAIRN New Zealand Dollar NZD 
POLAND Zloty PLN 
PORTUGAL Euro EUR 
PUERTO RICO US Dollar USD 
QATAR Qatari Rial QAR 
RÉUNION Euro EUR 
ROMANIA New Romanian Leu RON 
RUSSIAN FEDERATION Russian Ruble RUB 
RWANDA Rwanda Franc RWF 
SAINT BARTHÉLEMY Euro EUR 
SAINT HELENA, ASCENSION AND 
TRISTAN DA CUNHA 
Saint Helena Pound SHP 
SAINT KITTS AND NEVIS East Caribbean Dollar XCD 
SAINT LUCIA East Caribbean Dollar XCD 
SAINT MARTIN (FRENCH PART) Euro EUR 
SAINT PIERRE AND MIQUELON Euro EUR 
SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES East Caribbean Dollar XCD 
SAMOA Tala WST 
SAN MARINO Euro EUR 
SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE Dobra STD 
SAUDI ARABIA Saudi Riyal SAR 
SENEGAL CFA Franc BCEAO XOF 
SERBIA  Serbian Dinar RSD 
SEYCHELLES Seychelles Rupee SCR 
SIERRA LEONE Leone SLL 
SINGAPORE Singapore Dollar SGD 
SINT MAARTEN (DUTCH PART) Netherlands Antillean 
Guilder 
ANG 
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ENTITY Currency Alphabetic 
Code 
SISTEMA UNITARIO DE COMPENSACION 
REGIONAL DE PAGOS "SUCRE"  
Sucre XSU 
SLOVAKIA Euro EUR 
SLOVENIA Euro EUR 
SOLOMON ISLANDS Solomon Islands Dollar SBD 
SOMALIA Somali Shilling SOS 
SOUTH AFRICA Rand ZAR 
SOUTH GEORGIA AND THE SOUTH 
SANDWICH ISLANDS 
No universal currency   
SOUTH SUDAN South Sudanese Pound SSP 
SPAIN Euro EUR 
SRI LANKA Sri Lanka Rupee LKR 
SUDAN Sudanese Pound SDG 
SURINAME Surinam Dollar SRD 
SVALBARD AND JAN MAYEN Norwegian Krone NOK 
SWAZILAND Lilangeni SZL 
SWEDEN Swedish Krona SEK 
SWITZERLAND WIR Euro CHE 
SWITZERLAND Swiss Franc CHF 
SWITZERLAND WIR Franc CHW 
SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC Syrian Pound SYP 
TAIWAN, PROVINCE OF CHINA New Taiwan Dollar TWD 
TAJIKISTAN Somoni TJS 
TANZANIA, UNITED REPUBLIC OF Tanzanian Shilling TZS 
THAILAND Baht THB 
TIMOR-LESTE US Dollar USD 
TOGO CFA Franc BCEAO XOF 
TOKELAU New Zealand Dollar NZD 
TONGA Pa’anga TOP 
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO Trinidad and Tobago Dollar TTD 
TUNISIA Tunisian Dinar TND 
TURKEY Turkish Lira TRY 
TURKMENISTAN Turkmenistan New Manat TMT 
TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS US Dollar USD 
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ENTITY Currency Alphabetic 
Code 
TUVALU Australian Dollar AUD 
UGANDA Uganda Shilling UGX 
UKRAINE Hryvnia UAH 
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES UAE Dirham AED 
UNITED KINGDOM Pound Sterling GBP 
UNITED STATES US Dollar USD 
UNITED STATES US Dollar (Next day) USN 
UNITED STATES US Dollar (Same day) USS 
UNITED STATES MINOR OUTLYING 
ISLANDS 
US Dollar USD 
URUGUAY Uruguay Peso en Unidades 
Indexadas (URUIURUI) 
UYI 
URUGUAY Peso Uruguayo UYU 
UZBEKISTAN Uzbekistan Sum UZS 
VANUATU Vatu VUV 
Vatican City State (HOLY SEE) Euro EUR 
VENEZUELA, BOLIVARIAN REPUBLIC OF Bolivar  VEF 
VIET NAM Dong VND 
VIRGIN ISLANDS (BRITISH) US Dollar USD 
VIRGIN ISLANDS (US) US Dollar USD 
WALLIS AND FUTUNA CFP Franc XPF 
WESTERN SAHARA Moroccan Dirham MAD 
YEMEN Yemeni Rial YER 
ZAMBIA Zambian Kwacha ZMW 
ZIMBABWE Zimbabwe Dollar ZWL 
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Appendix 4: A Comparison of the Elements by Industry and Type of Financial Statements. 
Balance Sheet 
 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Assets     
Cash, Cash 
Equivalents, 
and Short-
Term 
Investments 
 RestrictedCashAndInvestmentsAbstract 
RestrictedCashAndCashEquivalents 
CashCollateralForBorrowedSecurities 
MarketableSecuritiesRestricted 
RestrictedInvestments 
EscrowDeposit 
RestrictedCashAndInvestments 
 
  
Inventory Inventory, Net [Abstract] 
Inventory, Finished Goods, Gross 
Inventory for Long-term Contracts 
or Programs, Gross 
Inventory, Work in Process, Gross 
Inventory, Raw Materials, Gross 
Other Inventory, Supplies, Gross 
 Inventory, Finished Goods and Work 
in Process, Gross 
Inventory, Raw Materials and 
Supplies, Gross [Abstract] 
Inventory, Raw Materials, Gross 
Inventory, Ore Stockpiles on Leach 
Pads, Gross 
Other Inventory, Supplies, Gross 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Other Inventory, Gross 
Inventory Valuation Reserves 
Inventory, LIFO Reserve 
Inventory, Net, Total 
 
Inventory, Raw Materials and 
Supplies, Gross, Total 
Other Inventory, Gross 
Inventory for Long-term Contracts 
or Programs, Gross 
Inventory Valuation Reserves 
Inventory, LIFO Reserve 
Inventory, Real Estate [Abstract] 
Inventory, Real Estate, 
Improvements 
Inventory, Real Estate, Held-for-sale 
Inventory, Real Estate, Land and 
Land Development Costs 
Inventory, Real Estate, Construction 
in Process 
Inventory, Real Estate, Mortgage 
Loans Held in Inventory 
Inventory, Operative Builders 
Inventory, Real Estate, Rental 
Furniture, Net 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Inventory, Real Estate, Timeshare 
Available-for-sale 
Inventory, Real Estate, Other 
Inventory, Real Estate, Total 
 
Loan and 
Accounts 
Receivable 
 LoansAndLeasesReceivableNetReportedA
mountCoveredAndNotCoveredAbstract 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableNetReported
AmountCoveredAbstract 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableGrossCarryin
gAmountCovered 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableAllowanceCo
vered 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableNetReported
AmountCovered 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableNetReported
AmountAbstract 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableNetOfDeferre
dIncomeAbstract 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableGrossCarryin
gAmountAbstract 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableCommercialA
bstract 
 Premiums and Other Receivables, 
Net [Abstract] 
Premiums Receivable, at Carrying 
Value 
Accounts Receivable, Net 
Financing Receivable, Net 
Contract Holder Receivables 
Accrued Fees and Other Revenue 
Receivable 
Income Taxes Receivable 
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts, 
Premiums and Other Receivables 
Premiums and 
Other 
Receivables, 
Net, Total 
Reinsurance Recoverables 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
LoansReceivableCommercialFinancialAn
dAgriculturalAbstract 
LoansReceivableCommercialAndIndustrial 
LoansReceivableCommercialFinancialInst
itutions 
LoansReceivableCommercialAgricultural 
LoansReceivableCommercialFinancialAn
dAgricultural 
LoansReceivableCommercialRealEstateA
bstract 
LoansReceivableCommercialMortgage 
LoansReceivableCommercialAcquisition 
LoansReceivableCommercialDevelopment 
LoansReceivableCommercialConstruction 
LoansReceivableCommercialRealEstate 
LoansReceivableMortgageWarehouseLen
ding 
LeasesReceivableCommercialLeaseFinanc
ing 
 
Prepaid Reinsurance Premiums 
Funds Held under Reinsurance 
Agreements, Asset 
Deferred Policy Acquisition Costs 
and Value of Business Acquired 
[Abstract] 
Deferred Policy Acquisition Costs 
Value of Business Acquired 
(VOBA) 
Deferred Policy Acquisition Costs 
and Value of Business Acquired, 
Total 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
LoansReceivableCommercialTradeFinanci
ng 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableCommercialG
overnments 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableCommercial 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableConsumerAbs
tract 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableConsumerInst
allmentAndRevolvingAbstract 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableConsumerRev
olvingCreditCard 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableConsumerInst
allmentDurableGoods 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableConsumerRev
olvingOther 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableConsumerInst
allmentStudent 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableConsumerInst
allmentOther 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableConsumerLea
seFinancing 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableConsumerInst
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
allmentAndRevolving 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableConsumerRea
lEstateAbstract 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableConsumerMor
tgage 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableConsumerHo
meEquity 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableConsumerCon
struction 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableConsumerRea
lEstate 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableConsumerOth
er 
LoansInsurancePolicy 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableConsumer 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableForeignAbstra
ct 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableForeignComm
ercialAndConsumerRealEstate 
 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableForeignComm
ercial 
 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableForeignConsu
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
merInstallmentAndRevolving 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableForeignGover
nments 
 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableForeignFinanc
ialInstitutions 
 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableForeignLease
Financing 
 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableForeignComm
ercialAndConsumerOther 
 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableForeign 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableOther 
UnamortizedLoanCommitmentAndOrigin
ationFeesAndUnamortizedDiscountsOrPre
miums 
 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableGrossCarrying
Amount 
 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableDeferredInco
me 
 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableNetOfDeferre
dIncome 
 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableAllowance 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableLoansInProce
ss 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableNetReportedA
mount 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableNetReportedA
mountCoveredAndNotCovered 
 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableNetReportedA
mountByCategoryAlternativeAbstract 
 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableNetReportedA
mountCommercial 
 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableNetReportedA
mountConsumer 
 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableNetReportedA
mountForeign 
 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableNetReportedA
mountOther 
 
LoansAndLeasesReceivableNetReportedA
mount 
 
LoansPledgedAsCollateral 
 
Property, 
Plant and 
Equipment 
Machinery and Equipment, Gross 
 
 Machinery and Equipment, Gross 
 
 
Other assets Inventories, Property Held-for-sale, 
Current 
Advances on Inventory Purchases 
DueFromCustomerAcceptances 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Liabilities 
and Equity 
    
Liabilities  Deposits [Abstract] 
Deposits, by Type [Abstract] 
Demand Deposit Accounts 
Deposits, Savings Deposits 
Deposits, Money Market Deposits 
and Negotiable Order of Withdrawal 
(NOW) [Abstract] 
Deposits, Money Market Deposits 
Deposits, Negotiable Order of 
Withdrawal (NOW) 
Deposits, Money Market Deposits 
and Negotiable Order of Withdrawal 
(NOW), Total 
Time Deposits 
Deposits, Total 
Deposits, by Customer, Alternative 
[Abstract] 
 Liability for Future Policy Benefits 
and Unpaid Claims and Claims 
Adjustment Expense [Abstract] 
Liability for Future Policy Benefits 
[Abstract] 
Liability for Future Policy Benefits, 
Life 
Liability for Future Policy Benefits, 
Individual and Group Annuities and 
Supplementary Contracts 
Liability for Future Policy Benefits, 
Disability and Accident Benefits 
Liability for Future Policy Benefits, 
Other Contracts 
Liability for Future Policy Benefits, 
Total 
Guaranteed Interest Contracts 
Reinsurance Payable 
Liability for Claims and Claims 
Adjustment Expense [Abstract] 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Deposits, Retail 
Deposits, Wholesale 
Deposits, Total 
Deposits, Interest-bearing and 
Noninterest-bearing, Alternative 
[Abstract] 
Noninterest-bearing Deposit 
Liabilities [Abstract] 
Noninterest-bearing Deposit 
Liabilities, Domestic 
Noninterest-bearing Deposit 
Liabilities, Foreign 
Noninterest-bearing Deposit 
Liabilities, Total 
Interest-bearing Deposit Liabilities 
[Abstract] 
Interest-bearing Deposit Liabilities, 
Domestic 
Interest-bearing Deposit Liabilities, 
Foreign 
Interest-bearing Deposit Liabilities, 
Total 
Liability for Claims and Claims 
Adjustment Expense, Property 
Casualty Liability 
Liability for Claims and Claims 
Adjustment Expense, Disability, 
Accident and Health 
Liability for Claims and Claims 
Adjustment Expense, Financial 
Guarantee Insurance Contracts 
Liability for Title Claims and Claims 
Adjustment Expense 
Liability for Claims and Claims 
Adjustment Expense, Total 
Liability for Future Policy Benefits 
and Unpaid Claims and Claims 
Adjustment Expense, Total 
Policyholder Funds [Abstract] 
Policyholder Dividends Payable 
Experience Rated Refunds Payable 
Policyholder Contract Deposits 
Other Policyholder Funds 
Policyholder Funds, Total 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Deposits, Total 
Deposits, Foreign Noninterest-
bearing and Interest-bearing 
Combined, Alternative [Abstract] 
Deposits, Foreign [Abstract] 
Noninterest-bearing Deposit 
Liabilities, Foreign 
Interest-bearing Deposit Liabilities, 
Foreign 
Deposits, Foreign, Total 
Deposits, Domestic [Abstract] 
Noninterest-bearing Deposit 
Liabilities, Domestic 
Interest-bearing Deposit Liabilities, 
Domestic 
Deposits, Domestic, Total 
Deposits, Total 
 
Reserve for Losses and Loss 
Adjustment Expenses 
Unearned Premiums 
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Income Statement 
 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Revenues Sales Revenue, Goods, Net 
[Abstract] 
Sales Revenue, Goods, Gross 
Sales Discounts, Returns and 
Allowances, Goods [Abstract] 
Sales Returns and Allowances, 
Goods [Abstract] 
Sales Returns, Goods 
Sales Allowances, Goods 
Sales Allowances, Price Protection 
Sales Returns and Allowances, 
Goods, Total 
Sales Discounts, Goods 
Sales Discounts, Returns and 
Allowances, Goods, Total 
Sales Revenue, Goods, Net, Total 
Shipping and Handling Revenue 
 
Interest Income (Expense), after 
Provision for Loan Loss [Abstract] 
Interest Income (Expense), Net 
[Abstract] 
Interest and Dividend Income, 
Operating [Abstract] 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans and 
Leases [Abstract] 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans and 
Leases Held-for-sale [Abstract] 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans 
Held-for-sale, Mortgages 
Interest and Fee Income, 
Nonmortgage Loans and Leases 
Held-for-sale 
Interest and Fee Income, Other 
Loans Held-for-sale 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans and 
Leases Held-for-sale, Total 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans and 
Leases Held-in-portfolio [Abstract] 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans, 
Real Estate Revenue, Net [Abstract] 
Operating Leases, Income Statement, 
Lease Revenue [Abstract] 
Operating Leases, Income Statement, 
Minimum Lease Revenue 
Operating Leases, Income Statement, 
Contingent Revenue 
Operating Leases, Income Statement, 
Percentage Revenue 
Operating Leases, Income Statement, 
Sublease Revenue 
Operating Leases, Income Statement, 
Lease Revenue, Total 
Lease Concessions 
Tenant Reimbursements 
Sales of Real Estate 
Land Sales 
Retail Land Sales, Improvement 
Revenue, Prior Sales 
Home Building Revenue 
Premiums Earned, Net, by Business 
[Abstract] 
Premiums Earned, Net, Property and 
Casualty 
Premiums Earned, Net, Life 
Premiums Earned, Net, Accident and 
Health 
Premiums Earned, Net, Financial 
Guarantee Insurance Contracts 
Other Premium Revenue, Net 
Premiums Earned, Net, Total 
Policy Charges, Insurance 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Commercial [Abstract] 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans, 
Commercial, Industrial, and 
Agricultural Loans 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans, 
Commercial and Residential, Real 
Estate 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans, 
Commercial, Real Estate 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans, 
Real Estate Construction 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans, 
Trade Financing 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans, 
Lease Financing 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans, 
Commercial, Total 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans, 
Consumer [Abstract] 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans, 
Consumer, Real Estate 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans, 
Consumer, Home Equity 
Time Share Revenue 
Management Fees Revenue 
[Abstract] 
Management Fees, Base Revenue 
Management Fees, Incentive 
Revenue 
Management Fees Revenue, Total 
Construction Revenue [Abstract] 
General Contractor Revenue 
Other Construction Revenue 
Construction Revenue, Total 
Facility Membership and Operations 
Revenue 
Parking Revenue 
Signage Revenue 
Concessions Revenue 
Other Real Estate Revenue 
Real Estate Revenue, Net, Total 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans, 
Consumer Installment, Automobiles, 
Marine, and Other Vehicles 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans, 
Consumer Installment, Credit Card 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans, 
Other Consumer 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans, 
Consumer, Total 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans, 
Foreign 
Interest and Fee Income, Other 
Loans 
Amortization of Deferred Loan 
Origination Fees, Net 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans and 
Leases Held-in-portfolio, Total 
Interest and Fee Income, Loans and 
Leases, Total 
Interest and Dividend Income, 
Securities, by Classification 
[Abstract] 
Interest and Dividend Income, 
Securities, Trading or Measured at 
Revenue from Hotels [Abstract] 
Revenue from Owned Hotels 
Occupancy Revenue 
Food and Beverage Revenue 
Retail Revenue 
Casino Revenue 
Other Hotel Operating Revenue 
Promotional Allowances 
Revenue from Hotels, Total 
Revenue, Net [Abstract] 
Sales Revenue, Services, Net 
[Abstract] 
License and Maintenance Revenue 
License and Services Revenue 
Maintenance Revenue 
Contracts Revenue 
Revenue, Environmental 
Remediation Services 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Fair Value 
Interest and Dividend Income, 
Securities, Available-for-sale 
Interest and Dividend Income, 
Securities, Held-to-maturity 
Interest and Dividend Income, 
Securities, Other 
Interest and Dividend Income, 
Securities, Total 
Interest and Dividend Income, 
Securities, by Taxable Status 
[Abstract] 
Interest Income, Securities, Taxable 
Interest Income, Securities, Tax 
Exempt 
Interest Income, Securities, Tax 
Advantaged 
Dividend Income, Operating 
Interest and Dividend Income, 
Securities, Total 
Interest Income, Securities, by 
Security Type [Abstract] 
Construction Materials Revenue 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Interest Income, Securities, 
Mortgage Backed 
Interest Income, Securities, State 
and Municipal 
Interest Income, Securities, US 
Treasury and Other US Government 
[Abstract] 
Interest Income, Securities, US 
Treasury 
Interest Income, Securities, Other 
US Government 
Interest Income, Securities, US 
Treasury and Other US Government, 
Total 
Interest and Dividend Income, 
Securities, Total 
Interest Income, Federal Funds Sold 
and Securities Purchased under 
Agreements to Resell [Abstract] 
Interest Income, Federal Funds Sold 
Interest Income, Securities 
Purchased under Agreements to 
Resell 
Interest Income, Federal Funds Sold 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
and Securities Purchased under 
Agreements to Resell, Total 
Interest Income, Deposits with 
Financial Institutions [Abstract] 
Interest Income, Domestic Deposits 
[Abstract] 
Interest Income, Money Market 
Deposits 
Interest Income, Other Domestic 
Deposits 
Interest Income, Domestic Deposits, 
Total 
Interest Income, Foreign Deposits 
Interest Income, Deposits with 
Financial Institutions, Total 
Interest Income and Fees, Bankers 
Acceptances, Certificates of Deposit 
and Commercial Paper 
Interest Income, Purchased 
Receivables 
Investment Banking, Advisory, 
Brokerage, and Underwriting Fees 
and Commissions, Alternative 
Presentation for Banks [Abstract] 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Investment Banking Revenue 
Brokerage Commissions Revenue 
Underwriting Income (Loss) 
Fees and Commissions [Abstract] 
Fees and Commissions, Depositor 
Accounts 
Fees and Commissions, Fiduciary 
and Trust Activities 
Fees and Commissions, Mortgage 
Banking 
Guaranty Fee Income 
Asset Management Fees 
Servicing Fees, Net 
Merchant Discount Fees 
Insurance Commissions and Fees 
Fees and Commissions, Credit and 
Debit Cards [Abstract] 
Fees and Commissions, Credit Cards 
Fees and Commissions, Debit Cards 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Fees and Commissions, Credit and 
Debit Cards, Total 
Fees and Commissions, Transfer 
Agent 
Fees and Commissions, 
Correspondent Clearing 
Fees and Commissions, Other 
Fees and Commissions, Total 
 
Cost of 
Revenue 
Cost of Goods Sold [Abstract] 
Cost of Goods Sold, Direct 
Materials 
Cost of Goods Sold, Direct Labor 
Cost of Goods Sold, Overhead 
Cost of Goods Sold, Depreciation, 
Depletion and Amortization 
[Abstract] 
Cost of Goods Sold, Depreciation 
and Amortization [Abstract] 
Cost of Goods Sold, Depreciation 
Cost of Goods Sold, Amortization 
Interest Expense [Abstract] 
Interest Expense, Deposits 
[Abstract] 
Interest Expense, Domestic Deposits 
[Abstract] 
Interest Expense, NOW Accounts, 
Money Market Accounts, and 
Savings Deposits [Abstract] 
Interest Expense, Negotiable Order 
of Withdrawal (NOW) Deposits 
Interest Expense, Money Market 
Deposits 
Interest Expense, Savings Deposits 
Cost of Goods and Services Sold 
[Abstract] 
Cost of Real Estate Revenue 
[Abstract] 
Direct Costs of Leased and Rented 
Property or Equipment 
Owned Property Management Costs 
Costs of Real Estate Services and 
Land Sales 
Retail Land Sales, Improvement 
Costs, Prior Sales 
Time Share Costs 
Time Share Carrying Charges 
Benefits, Losses and Expenses 
[Abstract] 
Policyholder Benefits and Claims 
Incurred [Abstract] 
Policyholder Benefits and Claims 
Incurred, Net [Abstract] 
Policyholder Benefits and Claims 
Incurred, Gross 
Reinsurance Costs and Recoveries, 
Net 
Policyholder Benefits and Claims 
Incurred, Net, Total 
Policyholder Benefits and Claims 
Incurred, Net, by Business Type 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Cost of Goods Sold, Depreciation 
and Amortization, Total 
Cost of Goods Sold, Depletion 
Cost of Goods Sold, Depreciation, 
Depletion and Amortization, Total 
Cost of Goods Sold, Direct Taxes 
and Licenses Costs 
Cost of Goods Sold, Maintenance 
Costs 
Cost of Trust Assets Sold to Pay 
Expenses 
Cost of Goods Sold, Total 
 
Interest Expense, NOW Accounts, 
Money Market Accounts, and 
Savings Deposits, Total 
Interest Expense, Demand Deposit 
Accounts 
Interest Expense, Time Deposits 
[Abstract] 
Interest Expense, Time Deposits, 
Less than $100,000 
Interest Expense, Time Deposits, 
$100,000 or More 
Interest Expense, Time Deposits, 
Total 
Interest Expense, Other Domestic 
Deposits 
Interest Expense, Domestic 
Deposits, Total 
Interest Expense, Foreign Deposits 
Interest Expense, Deposits, Total 
Interest Expense, Borrowings 
[Abstract] 
Interest Expense, Short-term 
Construction and Development Costs 
[Abstract] 
Home Building Costs 
General Contractor Costs 
Other Construction Costs 
Cost of Utilities 
Construction and Development 
Costs, Total 
Cost of Real Estate Sales [Abstract] 
Cost of Real Estate Sales, Interest 
Cost of Real Estate Sales, Excluding 
Interest 
Cost of Real Estate Sales, Total 
Concessions Costs 
Cost of Real Estate Revenue, Total 
Real Estate Taxes and Insurance 
[Abstract] 
Real Estate Tax Expense 
Real Estate Insurance 
[Abstract] 
Incurred Claims, Property, Casualty 
and Liability 
Incurred Claims, Financial Guarantee 
Insurance Contracts 
Policyholder Benefits and Claims 
Incurred, Life and Annuity 
Policyholder Benefits and Claims 
Incurred, Health Care 
Policyholder Benefits and Claims 
Incurred, Other 
Policyholder Benefits and Claims 
Incurred, Net, Total 
Liability for Future Policy Benefits, 
Period Expense 
Interest Credited to Policyholders 
Account Balances 
Contract Administration Expense 
Benefit Claims in Excess of Related 
Policyholder Balances 
Policyholder Dividends 
Deferred Policy Acquisition Cost, 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Borrowings [Abstract] 
Interest Expense, Federal Funds 
Purchased and Securities Sold under 
Agreements to Repurchase 
[Abstract] 
Interest Expense, Federal Funds 
Purchased 
Interest Expense, Securities Sold 
under Agreements to Repurchase 
Interest Expense, Federal Funds 
Purchased and Securities Sold under 
Agreements to Repurchase, Total 
Interest Expense, Short-term 
Borrowings Excluding Federal 
Funds and Securities Sold under 
Agreements to Repurchase 
[Abstract] 
Interest Expense, Federal Home 
Loan Bank and Federal Reserve 
Bank Advances, Short-term 
Interest Expense, Commercial Paper 
Interest Expense, Other Short-term 
Borrowings 
Interest Expense, Short-term 
Borrowings Excluding Federal 
Funds and Securities Sold under 
Real Estate Taxes and Insurance, 
Total 
Direct Costs of Hotels [Abstract] 
Direct Costs of Owned Hotels 
Direct Costs of Leased Hotels 
 
 
Amortization Expense 
Amortization of Value of Business 
Acquired (VOBA) 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Agreements to Repurchase, Total 
Interest Expense, Short-term 
Borrowings, Total 
Interest Expense, Long-term Debt 
and Capital Securities [Abstract] 
Interest Expense, Long-term Debt 
[Abstract] 
Interest Expense, Subordinated 
Notes and Debentures 
Interest Expense, Junior 
Subordinated Debentures 
Interest Expense, Medium-term 
Notes 
Interest Expense, Federal Home 
Loan Bank and Federal Reserve 
Bank Advances, Long-term 
Interest Expense, Other Long-term 
Debt 
Interest Expense, Long-term Debt, 
Total 
Interest Expense, Capital Securities 
Interest Expense, Long-term Debt 
and Capital Securities, Total 
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 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Interest Expense, Borrowings, Total 
Interest Expense, Trading Liabilities 
Interest Expense, Beneficial 
Interests Issued by Consolidated 
Variable Interest Entities 
Interest Expense, Trust Preferred 
Securities 
Interest Expense, Other 
Interest Expense, Total 
 
Operating 
Expenses 
 
 Impairment of Ongoing Project 
Gain (Loss) on Contract Termination 
 
 
Cash Flow Statement 
 Commercial Banking Real Estate Insurance 
Operating 
Activities 
  Cost of Services, Amortization 
 
Accretion (Amortization) of 
Discounts and Premiums, 
Investments 
Amortization of Capitalized Value of 
Business Acquired Asset 
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Deferred Policy Acquisition Cost, 
Amortization Expense 
Amortization of Value of Business 
Acquired (VOBA) 
Amortization of Deferred Loan 
Origination Fees, Net 
Amortization of Mortgage Servicing 
Rights (MSRs) 
Interest Credited to Policy Owner 
Accounts 
 
 
Increase (Decrease) in Inventories 
 
Increase (Decrease) in Deposits 
[Abstract] 
Increase (Decrease) in Savings 
Deposits 
Increase (Decrease) in Demand 
Deposits 
Increase (Decrease) in Time 
Deposits [Abstract] 
Increase (Decrease) in Time 
Deposits, Foreign 
Increase (Decrease) in Time 
Increase (Decrease) in Inventories 
Increase (Decrease) in Restricted Cash 
for Operating Activities 
 
Increase (Decrease) in Reserve for 
Commissions, Expense and Taxes 
Increase (Decrease) in Insurance 
Assets [Abstract] 
Increase (Decrease) in Deferred 
Policy Acquisition Costs 
Increase (Decrease) in Premiums 
Receivable 
Increase (Decrease) in Funds Held 
under Reinsurance Agreements 
Increase (Decrease) in Prepaid 
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Deposits of $100,000 or more 
Increase (Decrease) in Time 
Deposits of Less than $100,000 
Increase (Decrease) in Other Time 
Deposits 
Increase (Decrease) in Time 
Deposits, Total 
Increase (Decrease) in Other 
Deposits 
Increase (Decrease) in Deposits, 
Total 
Increase (Decrease) in Deposits, 
Alternative [Abstract] 
Net Change Interest and 
Noninterest-bearing Deposits, 
Domestic [Abstract] 
Net Change Interest-bearing 
Deposits, Domestic 
Net Change Noninterest-bearing 
Deposits, Domestic 
Net Change Interest and 
Noninterest-bearing Deposits, 
Domestic, Total 
Reinsurance Premiums 
Increase (Decrease) in Reinsurance 
Recoverable 
Increase (Decrease) in Insurance 
Assets, Total 
Increase (Decrease) in Insurance 
Liabilities [Abstract] 
Increase (Decrease) in Life Insurance 
Liabilities 
Increase (Decrease) in Health Care 
Insurance Liabilities 
Increase (Decrease) in Property and 
Casualty Insurance Liabilities 
Increase (Decrease) in Financial 
Guarantee Insurance Contract 
Liabilities 
Increase (Decrease) in Reinsurance 
Payables 
Increase (Decrease) in Unearned 
Premiums 
Increase (Decrease) in Other 
Insurance Liabilities 
Increase (Decrease) in Future Policy 
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Net Change Interest and 
Noninterest-bearing Deposits, 
Foreign [Abstract] 
Net Change Interest-bearing 
Deposits, Foreign 
Net Change Noninterest-bearing 
Deposits, Foreign 
Net Change Interest and 
Noninterest-bearing Deposits, 
Foreign, Total 
Increase (Decrease) in Deposits, 
Total 
 
Benefit Reserves 
Increase (Decrease) in Other 
Policyholder Funds 
Increase (Decrease) in Insurance 
Liabilities, Total 
 
  
 
 
